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ABSTRACT

Bioelectrochemical systems are an emerging technology capable of utilizing aqueous waste streams generated during biomass conversion of lignocellulosic feedstocks to produce valuable co-products and thus, have potential to be integrated into biorefineries. In a microbial electrolysis cell, organic compounds are converted to electrons, protons, and CO$_2$ by fermentative and exoelectrogenic bacteria in the anode compartment. By having the ability to extract electrons from waste streams, these systems can treat water while also producing hydrogen, and thus can improve the efficiency of biomass to fuel production by minimizing external hydrogen requirement and enabling water recycle. The overall goal of this research is to understand how changes in the way the reactors are operated affect the performance of the system, and the structure of microbial community within when converting a biomass-derived stream (BOAP). This can enable the design of optimal community structure for waste stream conversion, which can lead to improved and stable performance of the system.

An integrated approach was taken to test parameters such as flow-rate, recycle, organic loading rate, feeding regime, and electrode potential using a suite of electrochemical, metabolic and genomic techniques to unravel the biocomplexity of these systems and the impact on the reactor microbial communities. Faster flow-rates and recycle operation led to better conversion of BOAP, but efficiencies decreased as organic loading rates increased. Exposure to high concentrations during fed-batch feeding resulted in a substantial loss of electrons that was alleviated through continuous operation. Additionally, high loading/concentration conditions selected for different microbial species. Furthermore, exposing the microbial communities to different anode voltages provided evidence that the benefits of using more negative anode
potentials to increase electrical efficiency can be capture through long-term enrichment without sacrificing substantial output. Lastly, the microbial community was characterized using deep sequencing techniques, revealing novel players directing a wide range of compounds to electrons. The resulting data was used to develop correlations that will serve as the foundation for operating these systems for commercial applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Rapid progress in development of biorefinery technologies is needed to accelerate commercial development. Opportunities to enhance the viability of advanced biofuel technologies lie with the ability to fully utilize the entire feedstock and co-produce high-value commodities in addition to fuel\(^1\). Many proposed technologies such as pyrolysis, hydrothermal liquefaction of algae, and lingnocellulosic fermentations produce waste streams that must be valorized. Focusing on the production of biofuel from lignocellulosic feedstocks via pyrolysis, a significant amount of hydrogen is needed for upgrading of the produced bio-oil for generating drop-in fuel hydrocarbons. The ability to produce hydrogen from biomass or biomass-derived streams can significantly reduce the greenhouse gas emissions released by use of natural gas as a hydrogen source in this process. Separation of the bio-oil for fuel production produces large amounts of aqueous phase retaining a significant portion of the carbon and energy from the biomass feedstock\(^2\). If the carbon from the aqueous phase is not recovered, a significant fraction of biomass and energy is lost to the water phase, decreasing the biofuel yield from the process. Besides the pyrolysis process, many other biofuel platform technologies utilize aqueous processing, e.g., fermentation, algal biomass growth, which also have the potential to lose carbon and energy retained in this aqueous phase. Thus, technologies are needed to address these issues related to carbon loss via aqueous phase, regardless of the conversion platform.

Microbial electrolysis is a robust technology capable of producing renewable hydrogen through energy recovery from organic waste streams\(^3\). As described in abstract, organic compounds are converted to electrons, protons, and CO2 by electroactive bacteria at the anode and the electrons can then travel via an external circuit while protons diffuse through a
membrane to an anaerobic cathode, where they can react with help of a small applied potential to drive H₂ production from incoming electrons and protons at the cathode⁴,⁵. **Figure 1** diagrams this process.

![Figure 1: Diagram of microbial electrolysis.](image)

The unique aspect of these systems is a solid electron acceptor for microbial processes, imparting a path to oxidize or reduce compounds without the need for adding specific compounds to serve as electron donors or acceptors. This adds an extra element of redox control via setting the applied potential (voltage difference between anode and cathode), which effects the thermodynamics of reactions taking place in anode and cathode. Optimization of electroactive biofilms to handle more complex wastewater streams requires a multipronged approach to operation, system design and biology parameters⁷,⁸. Complex feedstocks, such as those derived from lignocellulosic biomass can contain hundreds of compounds, which may require multi-step conversion and interactions among different bacteria to effectively convert.
Additionally, proper reactor architecture and operational conditions are required to achieve meaningful levels of performance. Many studies in the literature appear to undervalue enrichment of the microbial community, which drives this process. Unenriched microbial communities are often used, and exposed to the substrate of interest for a very short period before experiments are undertaken, despite evidence of the impact of carbon source on community development, among other selective pressures. Several MEC configurations and process conditions have been studied for improving performance and conversion of waste streams into hydrogen. Typical parameters studied for quantifying and understanding performance of continuously fed MECs include hydraulic retention time (HRT) and organic loading rate (OLR), which depend on flow rate and substrate concentration. Increasing the HRT has been reported to affect the hydrogen production rate as well as the efficiency of hydrogen production with mixed results. The effect of OLR on anode efficiency and productivity has also been studied, but primarily in microbial fuel cells (MFCs). The current output usually increases with increasing OLR, however, the anode efficiency, hydrogen recovery, and cathode efficiency can vary depending on other operational parameters. The effect of these operational parameters on MEC performance, in addition to the mode of feeding, needs to be better understood and requires insights into the mechanistic details of the process for MECs treating complex substrates. Additionally as described previously, the applied voltage can change the thermodynamics of the system, but it is the anode electrode potential, which the biofilm uses to transfer electrons, that determines the energy gain available to microbe for a given substrate and impacts the metabolic pathways used to convert it. Studies in the literature have found higher activity per unit biomass at more negative potentials using direct means of electron transfer, while more positive potentials form thicker, less efficient biofilms. Additionally,
specific pathways and active redox enzymes have shown preferences depending on anode potential\textsuperscript{20–23}. However, the ability of the microbial communities to respond to short-term vs long-term changes and achieve high performance at negative anode potentials is unclear. While the energy gain for the exoelectrogenic microbes are an important factor, interactions with other community members such as fermentative populations are essential for conversion of complex streams. It is well established that even for simple substrates, syntrophic interactions among fermenters and exoelectrogens as well as hydrogen scavengers are required to produce current in the anode\textsuperscript{24–27}. For more complex substrates these needs are compounded and but little progress has been made investigating these interactions for conversion of more complex streams.

Improvements in the application of MECs for conversion of biomass streams must start with the biocatalyst. Due to the recalcitrant and inhibitory nature of BOAP containing furanic and phenolic aromatic compounds as well as organic acids, a directed enrichment process is a necessary but overlooked approach needed to develop an effective microbial community. Thus, the 2nd chapter of this study investigates the hypothesis that a targeted enrichment is necessary to reach higher levels of productivities and efficiencies for conversion of complex streams, which is assessed through COD removal, conversion of individual compounds within BOAP, and current/hydrogen output. The inter-related parameters of OLR, flow-rate, HRT, and concentration were then investigated to examine the effect of these variables on MEC performance. The HRT, OLR and substrate concentration are inter-related and cannot truly be studied independently, as is typically done. For example, to reach a desired OLR either the HRT/flow rate of the system or the concentration of the feed must be altered. Thus, when studying the effect of different OLR’s, one of the other two variables will also be changing, so, only two of the three variables can be studied independently, while the third remains a dependent
variable. To address this, experiments were carried out holding concentration constant, then again holding OLR constant. While holding concentration constant, our hypothesis is that mass transfer and kinetic limitations exist at low flow-rates and if flow rate in the anode is increased, then mass transfer limitations may be alleviated increasing current and hydrogen production rate. To follow up this experiment that held concentration constant, concentration was allowed to change as function of OLR and flow rate to further study the effect concentration on the microbial community and resulting performance. The hypothesis under investigation was two-fold. First, at the same OLR a higher concentration at lower flow-rate would not improve performance due to losses in mass transfer. Secondly, MECs operated at higher OLRs may increase diversion of electrons to methanogenesis due to higher concentrations of substrate. In the 5th chapter, the abilities of the anode microbial community were explored more in depth to probe the interactions between functional members of the community. Due to the complex nature of BOAP, containing multiple classes of fermentable compounds, our hypothesis was that fermentation to produce acetate for exoelectrogens is limiting. To assess if the observed results from previous chapters were the result of the feeding regime, the impact of continuous vs fed-batch feeding was tested with the hypothesis that continuous operation would result in better performance and community structure.

Switching the focus to exoelectrogens, opposite anode potential levels were used to determine the capacity and mechanism by which microbial communities adapt to different redox environments. Two experimental paths were used for studying the impact of electrode potential: shifting an already mature biofilm to a new potential, and enrichment for a specific anode potential from start-up. Performance outputs and efficiencies were compared for short-term and long-term responses while tracking changes in metabolite profile and microbial community
structure. Building on our enrichment strategy in chapter 2, we hypothesized that if a directed enrichment was carried out, high performance could be achieved at more negative potentials despite less energy gain available to the microbes. Additionally, if diverse communities contain microbes that are able to alter gene expression as the sole means of adaptation in response to different redox conditions, then shifting of the poised potential should only temporarily result in reduced current when looking at short-term vs long-term responses.

To probe deeper into community structure and activity of fermentative, syntrophic, and exoelectrogen populations, the 8th chapter takes a genomics-focused approach using 16S rRNA method, shotgun metagenomics and RNA-seq in addition to metabolite profiles. This enabled community activity to be characterized at a much deeper level. Finally, the resulting data from the previous chapters across experimental conditions was used for developing correlations and qualitative relationships between process parameters, community structure, and reactor performance via principal component analysis (PCA) and Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA).
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CHAPTER I
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM SWITCHGRASS VIA AN
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No alterations were made to the published article for inclusion in the dissertation. The pyrolysis of switchgrass and generation of bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) and its characterization were carried out by Ren S, Ye X, Kim P, and Labbe N. All experiments and analysis utilizing BOAP in the microbial electrolysis cell (MEC), were carried out by AJL as well the writing of this manuscript. APB provided guidance and feedback on experimental design, analysis, and manuscript preparation.

Abstract

A new approach to hydrogen production using an integrated pyrolysis-microbial electrolysis process is described. The aqueous stream generated during pyrolysis of switchgrass was used as a substrate for hydrogen production in a microbial electrolysis cell, achieving a maximum hydrogen production rate of 4.3 L H₂/L (anode)-day at a loading of 10 g COD/L-anode-day. Hydrogen yields ranged from 50 ± 3.2% to 76 ± 0.5% while anode Coulombic efficiency ranged from 54 ± 6.5% to 96 ± 0.21%, respectively. Significant conversion of furfural, organic acids and phenolic molecules was observed under both batch and continuous conditions. The electrical and overall energy efficiency ranged from 149-175% and 48-63%, respectively. The results demonstrate the potential of the pyrolysis-microbial electrolysis process as a sustainable and efficient route for production of renewable hydrogen with significant
implications for hydrocarbon production from biomass.

**Introduction**

Sustainable hydrogen supply and water management are the two most significant sustainability issues facing biorefinery development. Production of transportation fuels from biomass via pyrolysis enables production of hydrocarbon fuels, making it a high priority alternative for biorefineries. However, due to the high oxygen content of biomass, significant amount of hydrogen is needed for deoxygenation and generation of fuel hydrocarbons. The ability to produce hydrogen from biomass or biomass-derived streams can significantly reduce the greenhouse gas emissions released by use of natural gas as a hydrogen source. Production of hydrogen from natural gas contributes 18% to capital costs via the thermochemical route converting biomass to fuels. Biomass used for pyrolysis typically contains 20% moisture or more resulting in a water-rich bio-oil from the pyrolysis process. Fast pyrolysis and intermediate pyrolysis generate a bio-oil product which is essentially a mixture of aqueous and organic phases. Separation of the bio-oil for fuel production produces large amounts of aqueous phase containing organic carbon from biomass. A bio-oil derived from switchgrass was reported to contain over 70% aqueous phase. If the carbon from the aqueous phase is not recovered, a significant fraction of biomass and energy is lost to the water phase, decreasing the overall efficiency of the process.

Production of renewable hydrogen from biomass is a long-sought technology for moving away from fossil fuels and towards a low-carbon economy. Microbial electrolysis is a versatile technology capable of addressing the issue of hydrogen production as well as water management. By extracting energy from the aqueous stream in the form of hydrogen and treating water, the
efficiency of biomass to fuel production can be increased by minimizing external hydrogen requirement and enabling water recycling. Previous work on bioanode development has resulted in a highly enriched anode consortium using the waste stream from ethanol fermentation, capable of converting furan aldehydes, phenolics, and other normally inhibitory compounds. Optimization of electroactive biofilms to handle complex wastewater streams requires a multipronged approach that includes process, system design and biology parameters. Recent advancements in understanding of the electrochemical performance of anode biofilms and the dependence of the enrichment process on organic loading, continuous vs. batch substrate delivery and other parameters have led to current densities reaching above 20 A/m².

In this study, we report conversion of the complex mixture of organics present in the bio-oil aqueous phase (boap) derived from biomass pyrolysis containing phenolic compounds, furan aldehydes, organic acids and sugar derivatives in an MEC to produce hydrogen. This mixture is overall more recalcitrant than the fermentation stream previously utilized in bioanode. The development of an electroactive microbial community capable of handling the toxic compounds and generating hydrogen using a switchgrass pyrolysis-derived aqueous phase is reported. The composition of the microbial community developed for treatment of boap is described. The efficiency of conversion in the anode as well as cathode, and overall hydrogen production efficiency and productivity and their reproducibility in replicate experiments in two different MECs is reported.
Methods

**Biomass pyrolysis**

The feedstock used in the study was air-dried switchgrass with particle sizes less than 2 mm and a moisture content of 7-8 wt%, which was obtained from Genera Energy Inc. (Vonore, TN). A semi pilot auger pyrolysis system was used in this study to carry out intermediate pyrolysis. The system was equipped with a feeding system, an auger pyrolysis reactor, a biochar collector, a particle-precipitating chamber, and a condensation section (Supplemental Figure 8). A detailed description of the pyrolysis system used in this study, (located at the Center for Renewable Carbon, University of Tennessee), is provided elsewhere. In brief, the bio-oil used in this study was produced under the following operation conditions. The feedstock was transferred from the feeding hopper to the pyrolysis reactor by a single auger with feeding rate of approximately 8.5 kg/h. The pyrolysis reactor (10 W×10 H×250 L cm) contains internal dual augers. The auger speed controlled the residence time of feedstock at 72 seconds. The heated zone comprised of a 200 cm long electrical resistance furnace operating at 500 °C. The sweeping gas (nitrogen gas, 20 L/min) was introduced into the front of the auger reactor and moved with the evolved vapors to the condensation section. Before the vapors enter the condensers from the auger reactor, the particle chamber (20 cm in diameter and 100 cm long) precipitated fine particles from the vapors. The biochar produced from the feedstock was collected into the biochar drum. The condensation section comprised of three condensers in series (10 cm in diameter and 200 cm long, each). Before the pyrolysis operation, all condensers were cooled to 10 - 15 °C using a circulation water cooling system. The bio-oils collected from three condensers were immediately combined and mixed for homogeneity and stored in the walk-in freezer until
used for characterization. The pyrolysis operation was performed in duplicate.

**Bio-oil separation and characterization**

The crude bio-oil obtained from the pyrolysis reactor was mixed with distilled water in a ratio of 1:4 (wt.%) to separate bio-oil aqueous phase (boap: water soluble fraction) and an organic phase (water insoluble fraction). The mixture was shaken vigorously and placed at 4°C overnight. Then the mixture was centrifuged in an IEC Clinical centrifuge (model 120) at 5000 rpm for 30 minutes to ensure the phase separation. The boap was collected and weighed to determine the amount of bio-oil dissolved in the water. The separated aqueous phase (boap) was used for hydrogen production in the MEC system.

The chemical compounds in boap were identified by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and quantified by GC-flame ionization detector and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). A Shimadzu GC–MS (QP2010S) with a Restek Rtx-5MS capillary column was used. The column was programmed at 45°C for 3 min, then at 5°C/min to 150°C without holding, then 10°C/min to 260°C and a hold time of 7 min. The inlet was set at 240°C, and sample injection was made in split mode (1:20). The compounds were identified by comparing their mass spectra with those from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) mass spectral data library. Due to the very high water content in the boap, organic compounds were first extracted by ethyl lactate and chloroform and then analyzed by GC-MS. The crude bio-oil was diluted a factor 20 times before being injected into the GC-MS.

GC-FID with a HP-5 column was used for quantifying volatile compounds in boap. The same program with the GC-MS was used in GC-FID. A HPLC system (Jasco 2000Plus, Jasco analytical instruments) equipped with PU-2089S Plus pump, a MD-2018 Plus Photodiode Array
detector (PDA), a RI-2031 Plus intelligent RI detector, and an AS-2055 Plus auto sampler was used to analyze boap for non-volatile compounds. The liquid chromatography was conducted at 50.0°C using Bio-rad HPX-87H (300 x 8 mm) column. The volume of injected sample was 20µl. The mobile phase was 5mM H₂SO₄ with or without 15 % acetonitrile (v/v) with a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min. The method using 15% acetonitrile was used primarily to ascertain elution of all peaks from the column and to determine appropriate run time. The use of acetonitrile posed a problem with quantification of organic acids; therefore a method without acetonitrile was used with a longer run time of 120 min.

**MFC and MEC construction**

The bioelectrochemical system used in this study consisted of a two-chamber cell that was convertible between MFC and MEC. The anode consisted of a carbon felt (projected surface area = 12.56 cm², specific surface area = 454 cm² cm⁻³, anode volume = 15.96 cm³) that was plasma treated to increase hydrophilicity. The anode and cathode chambers are separated by a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) consisting of Nafion and platinum-deposited carbon (0.5 mg/cm²; 10% Pt; E-TEC, FuelCellsEtc., Bryan, TX) on the cathode side. The cathode chamber was 16 ml and included a 12 cm² piece of stainless steel mesh as a current collector in contact with the Pt-deposited carbon cathode. The cathode inlet/outlet was open to air during operation of the system as MFC but was sealed and made oxygen-free by sparging with N₂ for MEC operation. The two chambers were connected via an external resistor attached to a carbon rod current collector inserted into the anode and stainless steel wire at the cathode. All enrichment and experiments were carried out at room temperature (22°C).
Inoculation and operation

The MFC was inoculated using previously enriched consortia from two different anodes. The first was from an anode pre-enriched on boap, which used an inoculum from a bioanode grown on a corn stover-derived fermentation process stream. The second came from an anode fed with furan aldehydes and phenolic model compounds as the substrate. Multiple consortia were used to enable broad specificity in the new community to handle the different class of compounds present in boap. The inoculum consisted of a total of two cores (5 mm diameter x 12.5 mm length) cut out of the anode carbon felt along with anodic biofilm grown on the felt from the previously mentioned anodes. The inoculum was immediately transplanted into a similar-sized hole in new MFC anode felt. Two duplicate MFCs were developed in parallel and followed an enrichment procedure similar to that reported previously. The operation of the MFC prior to testing included continuous supply of boap added directly in the flow line via syringe pump as shown in Figure 2. The starting load on the MFC was 220 Ω, at which the MFCs reached their peak voltage of 0.36 V after 14 days. The resistance was then dropped to 100 ohms on day 15 and to 51 ohms on day 17. Glucose was supplemented in batches of 0.2 g/l approximately once a month over the first 6 months of operation to facilitate growth of boap converting microbes. A minimal nutrient medium consisting of mineral salts and vitamin solution was used as reported previously. The medium was placed in an external reservoir and circulated through the anode chamber at a flow rate of 5 mL min⁻¹. Media and planktonic cells were replaced intermittently to maintain an optical density (600 nm) of the medium below 0.05 units.
Figure 2: Experimental setup for investigating hydrogen production from BOAP using MEC.

**Chronoamperometry - Hydrogen production**

The air-cathode was converted to an oxygen-free cathode by sparging with N$_2$ to enable operation of the system as MEC. Additionally, the cathode chamber was filled with 12 ml of 100 mM phosphate buffer followed by additional sparging with N$_2$. A viton tube was attached to the cathode outlet and was inserted into an inverted 100 or 250 ml graduated cylinder containing DI water for gas collection. The cathode inlet was then sealed and the nitrogen sparging stopped to allow collection of hydrogen gas. Chronoamperometric measurements were conducted by poising the anode electrode at a potential of -0.2 V relative to a Ag/AgCl reference electrode$^{15}$. The cell potential was also recorded to determine the total energy applied to the cell. The method to operate MEC by poising the anode electrode was used instead of poising the cathode or applying a fixed potential across the cell since it offers the advantage of maintaining the anode
potential at an optimal value and preventing damage to the anode community from excessively positive potentials. The cathode gas outlet line included a T-junction to allow gas sampling via a sealed septa sampling port. Boap was tested in batch at concentrations of 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 g/L as well as in continuous addition mode at an organic loading of 2, 4, 10 g/L-day. The concentration and loading refer to COD of the boap supplied to the anode. The boap was diluted to 50 g/L and filtered using a 0.45 µm nylon filter before use. During batch tests with boap, time zero samples were taken before poising of the anode or circulation of the aqueous medium. Between experiments, the anode medium was replaced and the inlet and outlet lines flushed with fresh medium. The cathode buffer was also replaced between experiments. The hydrogen production measurements were initiated immediately after starting chronoamperometry. A Reference 3000 potentiostat/galvanostat/zero resistance ammeter (Gamry Instruments, Warminster PA) was used for all MEC experiments. Depending on the substrate level used, each experiment was allowed to run between 8-24 hours. At the end of each run, the volume displaced by hydrogen production was measured, gas samples for GC analysis were taken from the cathode outlet to confirm hydrogen production, and samples for HPLC analysis were taken from the external anode reservoir to measure the extent of conversion of the substrates in boap. HPLC samples from MEC were centrifuged for 10 min at 4500 rpm, and then filtered with 0.2 µm nylon filter and stored at 4 °C for analysis. HPLC samples were analyzed as described in section 2.0.

**COD analysis**

Samples prepared for HPLC as outlined above in section 2.5 were also analyzed via the Hach COD method. A 2 ml sample was added to a Hach COD digestion vial and inverted several times for mixing. The samples were then placed in a Hach DRB 200 reactor at 150 °C for 2
hours. Upon completion, samples were allowed to cool to room temperature before spectroscopic analysis. A calibration curve was generated prior to running samples, utilizing 10 concentrations from 25 mg to 1000 mg of COD standard solution (Potassium Acid Phthalate). Absorbance readings were taken at 620 nm on Spectronic 20 Genesys and converted to concentration based on the calibration curve.

**DNA extraction and 16s rRNA analysis**

MFC’s were disconnected and moved into an anaerobic glove bag for sampling of the microbial community from the anode felt. The MFC’s anode chamber was opened up and a coring tool was used to remove a 5 mm diameter x 12.5 mm long core of felt from above the inlet area in the anode, which was replaced by a fresh piece of matching felt. Cores were stored in either sterile MilliQ water or 25% glycerol in freezer vials for storage at -80°C. Genomic DNA was isolated using the standard freeze–thaw procedure, followed by phenol–chloroform extraction. Extracted and purified DNA samples were submitted to Hudson Alpha Genomic Services Lab (Huntsville, AL) for library prep and 16s rRNA analysis. Their methods included PCR reactions were run using 10ng of input template, V3-V4 amplicon primers, and Kapa Master mix (20 cycles). Products were purified using 0.75X beads, and were then put into a second, indexing PCR reaction (Kapa master mix, 12 cycles of PCR, GSL3.7 indexes for I7). Final libraries were purified and quantified by Qubit. Products were pooled using the Biomek liquid handler and profiled using the Agilent Bioanalyzer. Kapa qPCR was also done for another quality control. Sequencing was then carried out with MiSeq 250 bp PE run and sequence data was analyzed on BaseSpace using 16S Metagenomics v1.0.1 (ILLUMINA, INC).
Calculation of Coulombic efficiency and other conversion efficiencies

Performance was characterized by anodic Coulombic efficiency (CE), cathodic conversion efficiency, percent hydrogen yield, electrical efficiency and overall energy efficiency. CE was calculated from the produced current \( I_{obs} \), the moles of substrate \( n_s \) used and the number of electrons available per mol of substrate (based on complete conversion to CO\(_2\)) \( n_e \), using the following equation:

\[
CE_{anode} = \frac{I_{obs}t}{n_s n_e F}
\]

F is Faraday constant and t is the duration of the experiment. The boap concentration was measured as COD as well as using HPLC analysis. However, all compounds were not identified by HPLC and therefore the total concentration of organics in boap was not available. Therefore, COD measurements before and after MEC treatment were used to determine the substrate concentration and loading. The total COD of the boap before dilution for MEC treatment was 130 g/L. The compounds identified by HPLC are being reported separately (Ren et al., 2015, manuscript in preparation) and were used to understand the conversion of the individual compounds in the anode. Percent hydrogen yield was calculated as grams of hydrogen produced per gram of hydrogen expected from conversion of substrate utilized in the anode. Since absolute boap concentration was not available, COD was used as a measure of substrate concentration to calculate the percent yield:

\[
Y_{H_2} = \frac{PV_{H_2}/RT}{2\Delta nCOD}
\]

where P is the atmospheric pressure, \( V_{H_2} \) is the volume of hydrogen produced, R is the gas
constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and $\Delta n_{\text{COD}}$ is the moles of COD consumed during the experiment. Hydrogen productivity or rate of hydrogen production was calculated directly from the volume of hydrogen produced per unit anode volume per unit time:

$$Q_{H2} = \frac{v_{H2}/v_{\text{anode}}}{t}$$

Cathodic conversion efficiency was calculated as the ratio of the amount of hydrogen produced and the maximum amount of hydrogen that could be produced based on the average current generated over the experiment, $I_{\text{obs}}$. This was calculated by the following equation:

$$CE_{\text{cat}} = \left( \frac{V_{H2}}{I_{\text{obs}}TRT} \right)$$

Energy efficiency calculations were done using the method described by Logan et al., 2008 defined by the overall ($\eta_{E+S}$), which is calculated from the combustion energy of hydrogen ($W_{H2}$), substrate input ($W_s$), and electrical energy input ($W_E$):

$$\eta_{E+S} = \frac{-W_{H2}}{W_E - W_s}$$

The energy content used for boap was based on COD and estimated to be 14.955 kJ/gCOD $^{17}$. Similarly, electrical efficiency ($\eta_E$) is the ratio of total energy recovered as hydrogen ($W_{H2}$) to the electrical energy input ($W_E$)

$$\eta_E = \frac{-W_{H2}}{W_E}$$
Results and Discussion

Bio-oil production and pyrolysis yields

Pyrolysis of switchgrass using a pilot-scale auger reactor yielded 50-54% bio-oil, 29% biochar, and 17-21% non-condensable gas. Two separate pyrolysis runs were carried out, but only the bio-oil from the first run was used in the experiments described in this report. The compounds identified in the two bio-oils were similar as described in Section 3.2.

Bio-oil and aqueous phase characterization

After separation of the aqueous phase from the bio-oil via addition of deionized water, about 35.1 wt% organic compounds in the crude bio-oil were extracted to the aqueous phase (boap) to form a solution of about 8.3 wt% of organics in the aqueous phase. This corresponds to a COD of 130 g/L. The aqueous fraction contained about 19.1 wt% of the original biomass as dissolved organics. Figure 9 in Appendix shows a distribution of the pyrolysis products and the organic and aqueous fractions resulting from fractionation of bio-oil after water addition. Compounds identified by GC-MS in the crude bio-oil and aqueous phase are provided in Table 3 in Appendix. The identified compounds were mainly categorized to nine groups: acids, alcohols, aldehydes, esters, furans, ketones, phenolics, sugars, and PAHs (poly aromatic hydrocarbons). The compounds extracted into the aqueous phase based on GC-MS analysis indicated that the boap contained alcohols, furans, ketones, and phenolics. Organic acids and levoglucosan were detected in crude bio-oil at high concentration and were extracted into the aqueous phase. According to the GC-MS analysis for crude bio-oil and boap, a total of 17 compounds including 3 acids, 3 furans, 2 alcohols, 6 phenolics, 2 ketones and 1 anhydrosugar were quantified by GC-
FID and HPLC-PDA. Among these compounds eight major compounds were quantified by HPLC-PDA and another 9 compounds were quantified by GC-FID using external standards. The results for quantification of the compounds in boap are shown in Table 1. Levoglucosan and acetic acid were detected in boap at concentration of 15.33 and 11.96 g/L. Other compounds were present at relatively lower concentrations, generally below 3 g/L. The total amount of compounds quantified by HPLC in boap was about 37 g/L. GC-FID analysis quantified 9 volatile compounds in boap. GC-FID analysis showed 1,3-propanediol, 2(5H)-furanone, and 1-hydroxybutanone at relatively higher concentrations (> 1 g/L) with additional 6 other compounds which were below 0.6g/L in boap. Total amount of compounds quantified in boap by GC-FID was about 6.02 g/L. The total concentration of compounds quantified together by HPLC-PDA and GC-FID was 43.01 g/L.

*Microbial anode development*

The duplicate MFCs developed using the methods described in section 2.4 were operated for 8 months prior to this study with boap as the substrate and reached a stable output of 1 mA at a loading of 2 g/L-day. The development of an anode microbial consortium capable of utilizing the complex compounds in boap that are also inhibitory to microbial growth was possible due to addition of glucose as a co-substrate. Previous trials without inclusion of glucose did not yield sufficient current production (data not shown). Acclimation and enrichment of a variety of microbes with different roles is critical to enhance the overall ability of the community to collectively breakdown a wide spectrum of compounds and harvest the electrons \(^{5,7,18}\).
### Table 1: Concentrations of major chemical compounds in bio-oil aqueous phase quantified by HPLC-PDA and GC-FID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantification method</th>
<th>Major chemicals</th>
<th>Concentration based on aqueous phase (g/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPLC-PDA</td>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,2-benzendiol</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levoglucosan</td>
<td>15.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proponic acid</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanillic acid</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMF</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>36.99</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC-FID</td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methoxy-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-methyl-4-methylphenol</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexanone</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-methyl-1,2-cyclophetandiol</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,6-Dimethoxyphenol</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,3-propanediol</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-ethylphenol</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2(5H)-Furanone</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-hydroxybutanone</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.02</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sum</strong></td>
<td><strong>43.01</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**16s rRNA analysis**

Figure 3 shows characterization of the anode community based on 16S rRNA genes, identified to the family level. As expected, Proteobacterium dominated the community likely due to its diverse metabolic capabilities and utilization of the molecules in the complex biooil. The duplicate bioanode showed significant similarity in community structure among the major families identified, sharing 5 of the top 8 families, including Geobacteraceae, and Rhodocyclaceae. The relative proportions of members did vary slightly, with the largest difference between duplicates being the presence of Enterococcaceae (16%) and Comamonadaceae (10%) separately at high proportions.
Figure 3: Characterization of anode microbial consortia via 16S rRNA analysis.
While these duplicate MFC’s were treated identically, natural variation in the starting inoculum, which was a biofilm growing on carbon felt electrode core removed from other bioanodes, could be a reason for the differences. In addition to the common Geobacteraceae family known for electrogenic activity, Rhodocyclaceae has also been previously found in acetate-fed bioanodes and have also been linked to versatile metabolic capabilities including fatty acid and aromatic conversion\textsuperscript{16,19}. The family Comamonadaceae has been found in cellulose-fed bioanodes and can also convert short-chain fatty acids and has been shown to be capable of electricity generation\textsuperscript{20-22}. The family Enterococcaceae also contains known electrogens such as \textit{Citrobacter freundii} and \textit{Klebsiella oxytoca}\textsuperscript{23}. The presence of a variety of microbes with differing capabilities and unclassified bacteria is likely the result of the complex substrate used in this study, since multiple studies have indicated the effect of carbon source on community development and the establishment of syntrophic interactions\textsuperscript{7,24}.

\textit{Batch operation}

Investigations into hydrogen production with batch addition of boap resulted in an average hydrogen production rate of $1.28 \pm 0.17 \text{ L H}_2/\text{L-anode-day}$ (referred to as L/L-day henceforth) at a boap concentration of 0.1 g/L. Increasing the BOAP concentration increased the hydrogen productivity to $1.91 \pm 0.47 \text{ L/L-day}$. This rate was an average obtained over a period of 8-20 hours, depending on the BOAP concentration used. The current production during the MEC operation is shown in Figure 4. An average of four replicates is shown in Supplemental Figure 12 to demonstrate reproducibility. The initial current produced in the MEC during the first hour was in the range of 5-10 mA, depending on the boap concentration, which dropped to less than 1 mA over the duration of the experiment.
Figure 4: Current production profile during batch and continuous operation of MEC generating hydrogen from bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP). The concentration of BOAP was varied from a COD of 0.1 to 0.3 g/L. In continuous experiment, the organic loading rate was increased from 2 to 10 g/L-day resulting in a proportional increase in current production.

This shows that the initial rate of hydrogen production was much higher than the average. At a concentration of 0.3 g/L, the rate of hydrogen production in the first two hours was 9.3 L/L-day, but the average over the duration of the experiment was less than a fifth of the initial rate. Hydrogen collection was halted after the current dropped below 1 mA in all experiments. A replicate MEC (MEC B), operated under the same conditions resulted in a similar hydrogen production profile. The results are shown in Appendix Figure 10. The differences in the two replicates can be attributed to small differences in inoculum and unequal biocatalyst density during growth in the anode. The anode Coulombic efficiency (CE) for the MEC A ranged from 93 ± 1.7% at boap concentration of 0.1 g/L to 76 ± 3.1% at a concentration of 0.3 g/L. The results for the replicate (MEC B) as well as MEC A are shown in Figure 5a. The anode CE was calculated using COD of the samples before and after MEC treatment.
Figure 5: Batch substrate addition: (A) Anode Coulombic efficiency (B) cathode conversion efficiency (C) percent hydrogen yield. Continuous substrate addition: (D) Anode Coulombic efficiency (E) cathode conversion efficiency (F) percent hydrogen yield.
The cathode conversion efficiency ranged from 77 ± 3.4% to 81 ± 2.4% for MEC A and 81 ± 2.99% to 86 ± 7.6% for the duplicate, MEC B (Figure 5b). Thus, the BOAP concentration appears to have a negligible effect on the anode CE and cathode conversion efficiency. The percent hydrogen yield obtained at the three batch concentrations ranged between 56 ± 8.2% and 72 ± 1.8% (Figure 5c). Thus, the percent hydrogen yield also appears to be negligibly affected by BOAP concentration under batch conditions.

Continuous substrate addition

Effect of boap loading on MEC performance was assessed by changing the loading from 2 g/L-day to 10 g/L-day. The hydrogen production rate increased proportionally with the boap loading rate from 0.9 ± 0.06 to 4.3 ± 0.05 L/L-day as shown in Figure 11 in Appendix. The corresponding current density was 1.2 ± 0.1 A/m² to 4.5 ± 0.22 A/m², respectively. Compared to the batch run, the current production as well as hydrogen generation was relatively constant during the continuous addition experiment. The anode CE, cathode conversion efficiency and percent hydrogen yield are shown in Figure 5d-f. The anode CE decreased from 96 ± 0.2% at 2 g/L-day to 54 ± 6.5% at 10 g/L-day. The cathode conversion efficiency, on the other hand increased from 79 ± 0.7% at 2 g/L-day to 94 ± 5.5% at 10 g/L-day. The hydrogen yield, on the other hand, decreased from 76 ± 0.5% to 50 ± 3.2%, respectively.

Conversion of individual components of boap

In addition to determination of the total COD of boap, the samples were also analyzed by HPLC. It is observed that under batch conditions, more than 98% removal of acetic acid and furfural was achieved Figure 6.
Figure 6: Extent of removal of key compounds from bio-oil aqueous phase via MEC. The column represented by ‘Total’ includes all peaks quantified by HPLC, which contribute 33% to the COD of BOAP. (LG – Levoglucosan, AA – Acetic acid, PA – Propionic acid, HMF – Hydroxymethylfurfural, FF – Furfural).
Conversion of propionic acid was between 67-100% and that of HMF was between 21-57%. The majority of the phenolic compounds were also removed. Based on all the peaks quantified by HPLC, a total reduction of 92-95% was observed, demonstrating significant conversion of the furan aldehyde and phenolic compounds present in boap as well. Under continuous boap addition experiments, similar results were obtained. This shows that the anode microbial community was very efficient in conversion of the organic acids, levoglucosan and furfural present in boap. A high level of conversion of the quantified phenolic compounds was also observed. This was evidenced by the reduction in the ‘Total’ percent reduction in Figure 5, which includes phenol, 1,2-benzenediol, vanillic acid, guaiacol and 2,6-dimethoxyphenol.

**Energy efficiency**

The electrical energy efficiency (EE) and overall energy efficiency for the conversion of boap into hydrogen are shown in Figure 7. Under batch conditions, the overall EE decreased from 58 ± 5.6% at a BOAP concentration of 0.1 g/L to 51 ± 3.3% at 0.3 g/L. The efficiency results provided are the average of the two replicate MECs. The electrical EE also decreased from 175 ± 11% to 149 ± 6%, respectively. Under continuous addition conditions, the efficiencies decreased with increasing loading rate as shown in Figure 7b.

*Improvement in treatment of complex feed streams in MEC*

In this study, the primary goal was to demonstrate the capability of microbial electrolysis systems to produce hydrogen from carbon/energy rich waste streams such as those resulting from biomass conversion platforms. A bioanode capable of efficiently converting a real-world, complex mixture of organic compounds was developed and its ability to remove major
compounds of interest within the mixture including corrosive and acidic compounds such as acetic acid and phenolic acids was demonstrated. The productivity of 4.3 L H₂/L-day achieved using the boap feedstock is the highest reported productivity for a complex substrate that we know of. Table 2 contains H₂ productivities and system information for MEC studies reported in the literature. Lu et al were able to achieve a productivity of 1.41 L/L-day using a post-fermentation effluent at an applied potential of 0.6 V in a single-chamber membraneless MEC. Escapa et al. were able to achieve a similar productivity of 1.42 L/L-day at much larger anode volume > 200 ml using a synthetic fermentation effluent by altering the HRT and increasing the applied voltage to 1 V (Escapa et al., 2013). A common occurrence among other studies with lower output could be the lack of sufficient enrichment of the anode biocatalyst. It is our observation that in many other studies use of an anode with un-enriched inoculum or use of a
Table 2: Hydrogen production from complex substrates in MECs and key efficiency parameters. £
Continuous substrate addition conditions, * batch conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>ME Volume (ml)</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Anode electrode</th>
<th>Cathode electrode</th>
<th>H2 productivity (LH2/L-day)</th>
<th>Applied voltage Eap (V)</th>
<th>Current Density</th>
<th>Coulomb Efficiency</th>
<th>Overall energy Efficiency</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lignocellulose effluent</td>
<td>28 single</td>
<td>Graphite fiber brush carbon fiber brush Carbon cloth/Pt (10% Pt/C) Carbon cloth/Pt 0.5 mg/cm²</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>110%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lalaurette et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermentation effluent</td>
<td>72 single</td>
<td>Graphite fiber brush Carbon fiber brush Carbon paper/ Pt 0.5 mg/cm²</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td></td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Wang et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic wastewater</td>
<td>584 two</td>
<td>Carbon paper</td>
<td>Carbon cloth/Pt 0.5 mg/cm²</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>LH2/g-COD</td>
<td>0.9-1.0</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>9.90%</td>
<td>(Ditzig et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swine wastewater</td>
<td>28 single</td>
<td>Graphite fiber brush Carbon cloth/Pt 0.5 mg/cm²</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Wagner et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermentation effluent</td>
<td>26 single</td>
<td>Graphite brush</td>
<td>Carbon cloth/Pt 0.5 mg/cm² Stainless steel mesh (Type 304)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lu et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A de-oiled refinery wastewater</td>
<td>5 single</td>
<td>Graphite plates</td>
<td>Styainless steel mesh</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ren et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial and Food processing wastewater</td>
<td>28 single</td>
<td>graphite fiber brush</td>
<td>Carbon cloth/Pt (10 wt% on Vulcan XC-72)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>(Tenca et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato wastewater</td>
<td>28 single</td>
<td>graphite fiber brush</td>
<td>Carbon cloth/Pt 0.5 mg/cm² SS mesh</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Kiely et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winery wastewater</td>
<td>1000 single</td>
<td>graphite fiber brush</td>
<td>graphite fiber brush</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Cusick et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk, glycerol, starch</td>
<td>28 single</td>
<td>graphite fiber brush</td>
<td>graphite fiber cloth/Pt,5.0 mg Pt/cm²</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50-70%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Montpart et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic fermentation effluent</td>
<td>200 single</td>
<td>graphite felt</td>
<td>Ni-based gas diffusion</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Escapa et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio-oil aqueous phase</td>
<td>29.3 two</td>
<td>Carbon felt</td>
<td>Carbon cloth/Pt 0.5 mg/cm²</td>
<td>4.3 ± 2.5*</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>This Study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
model substrate for enrichment and testing with the substrate of interest is practiced. Our experience has shown this is insufficient for developing a robust community needed for treating complex waste streams, and use of enrichment procedures as that developed in our laboratory for mixtures of various substrates can alter community structure to enhance the functional capabilities of degradation and electron transfer (Borole et al., JPS 2008; ChemElectroChem 2014). Our focus on bioanode enrichment using a patented enrichment process with a previously enriched inoculum over several months resulted in development of a community capable of converting a variety of compounds into electrons. The dominant phyla of Proteobacteria and Firmicutes in the bioanodes have well-established syntrophic interactions for conversion of a variety of carbon compounds, as well as the presence of known electrogenic families such as Geobacteraceae allow for the conversion of a variety of compounds with high CE. Furthermore, our two-chamber system has been previously optimized relative to many other studies employing different designs such as H-type reactors, minimizing anode dead space and reducing electrode spacing, etc. (Borole et al., 2009b).

Additionally, where other studies commonly utilize an applied potential difference between anode and cathode, the use of a method setting anode potential at -0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode used in our study may have contributed to maintaining a steady, high bioanode performance. This method also allows the cell voltage to reach the 1 V range, but prevents the anode from reaching damaging positive potentials that can occur when setting a strict potential difference. The bioanode developed for this study also achieved high productivities of 12.4 L/L-day under continuous addition of acetic acid as a substrate (data not shown), even though this community has been enriched for a multi-substrate complex mixture and not pure acetic acid. Further growth of anode biofilm and utilization of alternate cathodes
can potentially improve the performance even higher.

**Advancements in conversion efficiency and hydrogen yield**

While there was some variation in values for anode Coulombic efficiency among batch experiments due to experimental run time, maximum CE and percent hydrogen yield reached values of 93% ± 1.7% and 81% ± 2.35% respectively. The volume of hydrogen produced over the length of the experiments varied from 9-54 mL depending on the type and rate of loading, reaching the highest value during 10 g/L-day of continuous boap addition. A reduction in both H₂ yield and CE was observed at the higher concentrations, but this reduction was much more pronounced for continuous addition experiments, where the average CE and H₂ yield reduced to 54% ± 6.5% and 54% ± 3.4% at 10 g/L-day, respectively. CE and H₂ yield tend to trend together as H₂ production is a direct function of the electrons and protons harvested from the anode, but H₂ yield values can be slightly lower due to system losses and proton diffusion. Conversely, COD removal increased in opposite fashion, reaching the highest percentage of 52% at 10 g/L-day boap. The increased COD removal and decreased CE and H₂ yield could be explained by higher activity of fermentative organisms in the anode due to increased substrate saturation at higher loading rates, contributing to COD removal without harvesting electrons and protons decreasing CE and H₂ yield. Maximum COD removal for batch studies was 48% ± 1.5% at 0.2 g/L boap. COD removal values were somewhat lower than those reported in the literature for other complex/wastewater streams. This is likely due to the complexity of compounds present in boap, many of which are recalcitrant and commonly inhibitory to many microbes. Additionally, the experiments were stopped when the current production reached below 1 mA, and not continued until the current production ceased, indicating potential for higher COD removal with
longer run times. Nonetheless, overall energy efficiency and electrical efficiency values were in the range of those reported for MEC studies, reaching values of 62% ± 0.67% and 167% ± 2.26% in batch studies.

One of the problems with bioanodes operated at high substrate concentration or loading rate is production of methane\textsuperscript{28,29}. Absence of methane in the product gas and absence of archaea in the bioanode demonstrate the effective suppression of methanogenic population from bioanode developed in this study. Experiments conducted in continuous and batch mode of substrate addition further illustrate that even when high substrate loading was used, methane production did not occur. The efficiency of conversion of boap to hydrogen was similar in both modes of operation, further illustrating the advantages of the enrichment and MEC operational procedure employed\textsuperscript{14,18}.

*Implications for biorefinery application*

With continuing improvement in the ability to utilize significant portions of compounds present in many biorefinery waste streams at high efficiencies, microbial electrolysis systems have real potential for commercial integration into multiple biomass conversion platforms\textsuperscript{5,6}. While commercial-scale pyrolysis technology is still being developed, making it difficult to predict the volume and composition of an aqueous-phase stream, a recent update at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) estimates that a 2000 ton/day pyrolysis plant would require 1000 m\textsuperscript{3} water/day, and produce approximately 1000 m\textsuperscript{3} wastewater/day\textsuperscript{30}. This high water demand coupled with high GHG emitting natural gas reforming for H\textsubscript{2} production makes microbial electrolysis an attractive alternative for continued development. The PNNL study also alludes to this, stating that alternative, sustainable forms of hydrogen will be necessary for
advancing the technology if they can be developed and made economically viable. Besides the pyrolysis platform, biomass to ethanol bioconversion and algal hydrothermal liquefaction are additional platforms that could be integrated with microbial electrolysis systems. A 2000 ton/day lignocellulosic biorefinery has the theoretical potential to generate 7200 m³/hr of hydrogen, based on the assumption of 50% conversion efficiency and a biodegradability factor of 0.5 31. In order to continue the rapid improvement of bioelectrochemical systems to meet future commercial demands, expanded efforts in under-investigated areas of metagenomics and transcriptomics of anode communities along with development of sustainable cathode materials or biocathodes, will be required in addition to continued efforts in improving reactor design and performance.

**Conclusion**

An integrated pyrolysis-microbial electrolysis process for hydrogen production was demonstrated. The MEC demonstrated a productivity of 4.3 L H₂/L-day and a percent hydrogen yield of 50.4 ± 3.2% at a loading of 10 g COD/L-anode-day. A maximum anode Coulombic efficiency of 96 ± 0.21% and a maximum cathode conversion efficiency of 94 ± 5.5% were also achieved, albeit at different loading rates. Nearly complete conversion of acetic acid, propionic acid, levoglucosan and furfural was observed with an overall energy efficiency of 48-63%. The hydrogen produced from the integrated process can be used to hydrodeoxygenate bio-oil to make fuel, while reducing lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions.
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### Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Crud</th>
<th>Extracted by</th>
<th>Ethyl lactate</th>
<th>Chloroform m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acids</td>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propionic acid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Succinic acid, methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanillic acid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benzoic acid, 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohols</td>
<td>1,3-Propanediol</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,3-Propanediol, 2-(hydroxymethyl)-2-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-Hexanol, 2,4-dimethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclodecanol</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-Cyclobutene-1,2-dione, 3,4-dihydroxy-1,2-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclopentanedione, 3-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-Isopropenyl-2-methylcyclohexanol</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketones</td>
<td>1-Hydroxy-2-butanone</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-Cyclopenten-1-one, 3-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexanone</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-Butanone, 3,3-dimethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-Cyclopenten-1-one, 3-ethyl-2-hydroxy-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexanone, 4-hydroxy-2,5-cyclohexadiene-1,4-dione, 2-methyl-5-(1-methylethyl)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHs</td>
<td>Anthracene</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenolics</td>
<td>Phenol</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol, 3-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Compound(s)</th>
<th>Crude oil Extracted by ethyl lactate</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Compound(s)</th>
<th>Crude oil Extracted by ethyl lactate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyclohexanol, 2,3-dimethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methoxy-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Cyclopentene-1,3-diol, trans-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol, 3-ethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Nonyl-1-ol</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol, 3-(1-methylethyl)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Hexen-1-ol, 2-ethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1,2-Benzenediol</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclododecanol</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methoxy-4-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicyclo [3.1.1] hept-3-en-2-ol,4,6,6-trimethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Phenol, 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclohexanol, 2-methyl-5-(1-methylethenyl)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Phenol, 4-ethyl-2-methoxy-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Cyclohexene-1-methanol, 4-(1-methylethenyl)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>2(1H)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalenone, octahydro-, trans-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldehyde</td>
<td>2-Furaldehyde, 5-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methoxy-5-(1-propenyl)-, (E)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Methyl-2-hexanone</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Cyclohexene-1-acetaldehyde, 2,6,6-trimethyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Benzaldehyde, 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Crude Oil Extracted by</th>
<th>Extracted by</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Crude Oil Extracted by</th>
<th>Extracted by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Esters</strong></td>
<td>Butyric acid, 3-methyl-, allyl ester</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,2,3-Trimethoxybenzene</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benzoic acid, 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-, methyl ester</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1,4-Benzenediol, 2-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-Octynoic acid, methyl ester</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Benzene, 1,2,3-trimethoxy-5-methyl-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-Menth-8-en-2-ol, acetate</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy-4-(2-propenyl)-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pentanoic acid, 4-methyl-, ethyl ester</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benzaldehyde, 2,4,5-trimethoxy-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Furans</strong></td>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Sugars</td>
<td>d-Mannitol, 1,4-anhydro-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2(5H)-Furanone</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,6-Anhydro-.beta-.D-glucopyranose (levoglucosan)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2(5H)-Furanone, 5-methyl-Benzofuran, 2,3-dihydro-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8: Semi pilot-scaled auger pyrolysis system

Figure 9: Distribution of products resulting from pyrolysis and after fractionation of bio-oil via addition of water.

21% non-condensable gas yield equal to 21 g

To organic phase in bio-oil:
- Water: 5.5% equal to 2.75 g
- Organics: 22.6% equal to 11.3 g

100 g switchgrass (8% moisture)

50% bio-oil yield equal to 50 g

29% biochar yield equal to 29 g

To aqueous phase in bio-oil:
- Water: 36.7% equal to 18.35 g
- Organics: 35.1% equal to 17.55 g

Determination of percent organics in aqueous phase:
17.55 g organics to aqueous phase / (100-8) g switchgrass = 19.07%,

Therefore, the aqueous phase contains about 19.07% of organics from biomass.
Figure 10: The effect of BOAP concentration on rate of hydrogen production during batch operation.

Figure 11: Effect of BOAP loading rate on hydrogen production during continuous addition experiment.
Figure 12: Current production profile during batch operation of MEC generating hydrogen from bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) at a COD concentration of 0.1 g/L.
CHAPTER II

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF FLOW RATE AND RECYCLE ON
THE CONVERSION OF A COMPLEX BIOREFINERY STREAM USING A
FLOW-THROUGH MICROBIAL ELECTROLYSIS CELL
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**Abstract**

The effect of flow rate and recycle on the conversion of a biomass-derived pyrolysis aqueous phase in a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) were investigated to demonstrate production of renewable hydrogen in biorefinery. A continuous MEC operation was investigated under one-pass and recycle conditions using the complex, biomass-derived, fermentable, mixed substrate feed at a constant concentration of 0.026 g/L, while testing flow rates ranging from 0.19 to 3.6 mL/min. This corresponds to an organic loading rate (OLR) of 0.54 to 10 g/L-day. Mass transfer issues observed at low flow rates were alleviated using high flow rates. Increasing the flow rate to 3.6 mL/min (3.7 min HRT) during one-pass operation increased the hydrogen productivity 3-fold, but anode conversion efficiency (ACE) decreased from 57.9% to 9.9%. Recycle of the anode liquid helped to alleviate kinetic limitations and the ACE increased by 1.8-fold and the hydrogen productivity by 1.2-fold compared to the one-pass condition at the flow rate of 3.6 mL/min (10 g/L-d OLR). High COD removal was also achieved under recycle
conditions, reaching 74.2 ±1.1%, with hydrogen production rate of 2.92 ± 0.51 L/L-day. This study demonstrates the advantages of combining faster flow rates with a recycle process to improve rate of hydrogen production from a switchgrass-derived stream in the biorefinery.

**Introduction**

Production of drop-in fuels from biomass requires deoxygenation of the biomass, since it contains over 35% oxygen by weight. Hydrogen generated via steam reforming of natural gas is a typical reductant for this process. Renewable hydrogen generated from biomass has potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to mitigate climate change. Microbial electrolysis is one such method to generate hydrogen for biorefinery application. Conversion of switchgrass to hydrogen was recently demonstrated using microbial electrolysis cells (MECs). The process involved pyrolysis of switchgrass to generate bio-oil and an associated aqueous stream rich in carbon, which was used as a feed for microbial electrolysis. The process generates an organic phase which serves as a feedstock for biofuel production using hydrogen generated via microbial electrolysis. Application of the combined pyrolysis-microbial electrolysis process in biorefineries requires further understanding of the influence of process and operating conditions on hydrogen production.

Several MEC configurations and process conditions have been studied for improving performance and conversion of waste streams into hydrogen. Integration of MECs into biorefineries may require development of continuous systems rather than batch systems to supply a steady stream of hydrogen for the hydrodeoxygenation reaction. Continuous MEC operation has been investigated previously for municipal wastewater treatment, winery wastewater, as well as MECs using model substrates. Typical parameters studied for quantifying and
understanding performance of continuous MECs include hydraulic retention time (HRT) and organic loading rate (OLR), which depend on flow rate and substrate concentration. However, the number of reports investigating these effects for complex substrates in continuous systems are limited. Typical HRTs for MEC range from a few hours to a day or more. Increasing the HRT has been reported to affect the hydrogen production rate as well as the efficiency of hydrogen production with mixed results \(^5,12\). The effect of OLR on bioanode efficiency and productivity has also been studied \(^6,13\), but primarily in microbial fuel cells (MFCs) \(^14-17\). The current output usually increases with increasing OLR, however, the coulombic efficiency, hydrogen recovery, and cathode efficiency can vary depending on other operational parameters. The type of substrate also makes a significant difference in the performance of the MEC. Use of fermentable substrates vs those which can be used directly by exoelectrogens, such as acetate, can lead to variations in performance depending on MEC design and operating conditions \(^6\). The effect of OLR and HRT on MEC performance is not well understood. The HRT, OLR and substrate concentration are inter-related and cannot truly be studied independently, as is typically done. For example, to reach a desired OLR either the HRT/flow rate of the system or the concentration of the feed has to be altered. Thus, when studying the effect of different OLR’s, one of the other two variables will also be changing, so, only two of the three variables can be studied independently, while the third remains a dependent variable. Furthermore, the use of complex substrates or wastewater containing fermentable substrates as feed can significantly complicate these effects \(^5,6\). Understanding the influence of these operational parameters in MECs treating complex substrates requires insights into the mechanistic details of the process. The contribution of exoelectrogenic vs. fermentative and other accompanying biochemical reactions occurring in the MEC, as well as the kinetics and mass transfer issues underlying the
processes have to be evaluated to provide a better understanding of the effects on MEC performance.

In this study, we investigate the effect of flow rate, which defines HRT and OLR at a given substrate concentration. We examine the effect of these variables on MEC performance treating a complex, biomass-derived pyrolysis aqueous phase \(^4\), but is applicable to any complex wastewater stream. This is important for generation of hydrogen in the biorefinery, since it can allow upgrading of bio-oil to biofuels without the need for external hydrogen. Identifying the operating conditions to maximize hydrogen production is critical, so we investigated the effect of anode fluid recycle on MEC performance operated under continuous flow conditions using two continuously-fed, replicate MECs. Our goal was to understand the performance of MECs fed with complex substrates such as bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) and development of continuous systems for application in the biorefinery.

**Methods**

*MEC construction and experimental set up*

Two microbial electrolysis cells were constructed using carbon felt as anode material and Pt-deposited carbon as the cathode material (Figure 13). A carbon rod and stainless steel wire were used as current collectors, respectively, along with Nafion 115 as the separating membrane between the two electrode chambers. The anode and cathode volume were 16 mL each, while the projected area was 12.56 cm\(^2\). The cathode buffer was 100 mM potassium phosphate. Additional details of the MEC construction are given elsewhere \(^4\). The MECs were operated in a continuous flow mode to study the effect of flow rate and substrate concentration on hydrogen production.
Figure 13: Schematic of MEC system investigating hydrogen production under one-pass and recycle conditions. Substrate was added directly into the feed reservoir for the one-pass condition, while it was added via the syringe pump into the flow line achieving the same OLR for the recycle condition.

**Feedstock preparation for bioanode development**

The substrate fed into the MEC anode was an aqueous portion of pyrolysate or bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) derived from switchgrass. The biomass was pyrolyzed in semi pilot augur reactor system, utilizing a residence time of 72 seconds at 500 °C to produce a bio-oil, which was then separated into an organic and aqueous phase by addition of deionized water (Oil:water ratio = 1:4)\(^4\),\(^18\). The chemical oxygen demand of the BOAP generated through the process was 130 g/L. The main compounds within BOAP consist of organic acid, furans, and phenolic compounds, with more detail information provided in the Appendix Table 5. The primary compounds include levoglucosan, acetic acid, hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), 2-furfural,
vanillic acid, 2-methoxyphenol, 3-ethylphenol, etc. The concentrated BOAP was diluted prior to use in order to minimize any additional effects of overloading and was fed into the MEC at different loading rates ranging from 0.54 to 10 g/L-day.

The MEC’s used in this study were established and operated for ~ one year prior to the experiments reported here. The anodes were inoculated from a set of reactors previously acclimated to BOAP to create a new set of duplicate reactors, MEC-A and MEC-B. Furthermore, replicate experiments were conducted in each reactor, producing 4 sets of data for each condition. Results are reported either as average of two replicates with data shown for each of the two MECs or as average of all 4 runs. The error bars describe the method of averaging. A minimal nutrient salt medium containing Wolf’s mineral and vitamin solutions was used as reported previously. Glucose was provided as a supplemental carbon source for growth of the biofilm in addition to BOAP during start-up. It was mixed with BOAP and fed continuously into the anode. The glucose concentration was gradually reduced from 50% at the initial loading of 1 g/L-d to 0% (100% BOAP) at the highest loading of 10 g/L-d. Cyclic voltammetry was carried out every 1-2 weeks with a batch addition of 0.1 g/l glucose and 0.1 g/l BOAP separately to assess growth, current output, and BOAP utilization over the first two months of operation. During the period of 2-10 months post inoculation, the reactors were operated in both MFC and MEC modes. Prior to the beginning of this study, the reactors had been operated under only MEC conditions for the past 2 months using BOAP as the only substrate, with the anode poised at -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode. While additional experiments prior to this study did see the reactors reach loading of 10 g/L-d, long-term operation was limited to 2 g/L-d to avoid excess growth of non-exoelectrogens. However, the MECs were operated intermittently under batch conditions of concentration between 0.1 and 0.5 g/L BOAP, prior to this study, which may
have resulted in growth of non-exoelectrogenic organisms and methanogens.

One-pass and recycle operation

The MECs were investigated via chronoamperometry by poising the anodes at -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Hydrogen production was studied under two process conditions with continuous substrate addition: a one-pass operation and a recycle operation. The one-pass operation consisted of continuous flow of anode fluid from a feed reservoir containing BOAP through the MEC, with the effluent collection in separate container. During the recycle operation, the anode liquid was continuously recycled to and from the feed reservoir and the BOAP substrate was added via a syringe using a concentrate into the flow line entering the anode as shown in Figure 1. A constant BOAP concentration of 0.026 g/L was maintained in the flow line entering the anode for the majority of one-pass and recycle experiments to test the effect of flow rate on current and hydrogen production. For one-pass operation, the MEC’s were operated at different flow rates ranging from 0.19 mL/min to 3.6 mL/min, corresponding to an HRT of 70.6 to 3.7 min. The corresponding OLR ranged from 0.54 g/L-d to 10 g/L-d. For recycle operation, the range was slightly narrowed to 0.3 mL/min to 3.6 mL/min. Figure 14A shows the operating variables and the corresponding operational times for the various conditions. Figure 14B shows the resulting OLR and HRT corresponding to the operational conditions. The order of execution of the experiments was dictated by the time frame of the experiments, which were scheduled to maximize the number of experiments that could be run while facilitating sampling and operational changes. The conditions for the recycle experiments are shown in Figure 14C-D. An additional experiment was carried out at higher concentration of 0.3 g/L at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min, which served to compare high and low flow rates across the the same loading rate of 10
g/L-d with one-pass and recycle. Prior to the start of each experiment, circulation of media and substrate were stopped to allow current output to decrease to the baseline level, while media was replaced and flushed from the lines, as well as through the anode. The cathode buffer was also replaced between experiments, except for those with short time frames where current output and hydrogen production would not likely result in pH changes (based on previous experimental observations). Anodes remained poised at -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl at all times, even between experiments, so hydrogen measurements and current outputs were tracked upon re-starting flow of substrate for a specific condition. A Reference 3000 potentiostat/galvanostat/zero resistance ammeter (Gamry Instruments, Warminster PA) was used for all the experiments. Depending on the flow rate used for one-pass operation, most experiments were allowed to run between 4-24 h. A volume of 100 mL was used in the reservoir for recycle experiments.

*Analysis and calculations*

At the end of each run, the volume displaced by hydrogen production was measured and gas samples for GC analysis were taken from the cathode outlet to confirm hydrogen production. Liquid samples were taken for high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis from the external anode reservoir for the recycle experiments and from the effluent collector for the one-pass experiments. A Jasco 2000Plus (Jasco analytical instruments) equipped with PU-2089S Plus pump, a MD-2018 Plus Photodiode Array detector (PDA), a RI-2031 Plus intelligent RI detector, and an AS-2055 Plus auto sampler was used to analyze HPLC samples for individual compound conversion. The liquid chromatography was conducted at 50.0°C using Bio-rad HPX-87H (300 x 8 mm) column with an injection volume of 20µl. The mobile phase was 5mM H₂SO₄ with a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min.
Figure 14: Experimental conditions and operating parameters tested during MEC operation. (A) Range of BOAP concentration and flow rate employed during one-pass operation, (B) OLR and HRT corresponding to one-pass operation, (C) Range of BOAP concentration and flow rate employed during recycle operation, (D) OLR and HRT corresponding to recycle operation.
COD analysis was also conducted to measure the extent of overall BOAP conversion. 2 mL samples were added to Hach HR COD (20-1500 mg/L COD) vials and digested in a Hach DRB 200 reactor at 150 °C for 2 hours. Digested samples were allowed to cool to room temperature and analyzed on Spectronic 20 Genesys with absorbance readings taken at 620 nm.

Performance and conversion efficiency were characterized by anodic conversion efficiency (ACE), cathodic conversion efficiency (CCE), hydrogen efficiency (HE), hydrogen recovery (HRE), Coulombic efficiency (CE). ACE and HE are additional parameters based on the total substrate provided, and not on the COD that was removed. The formulas for ACE and CE are very similar, with CE using (n_s) for moles of substrate removed and ACE uses the total COD added to the anode represented by (n_T).

\[
\frac{CE}{ACE} = \frac{I_{obs}t}{(n_s \text{ or } n_T)n_e F}
\]

where \( I_{obs} \) is the current produced, \( n_e \) is the number of electrons available per mol of substrate based on complete conversion to CO\(_2\), F: Faraday constant, and t is the duration of the experiment. HRE and HE equations are altered similarly, with HRE using (ΔnCOD) for moles of COD removed and HE using total COD added to the system (tCOD).

\[
\frac{HRE}{HE} = \frac{PV_{H_2}/RT}{2 (ΔnCOD \text{ or } tCOD)}
\]

The other variables consist of (P) for the atmospheric pressure, \((V_{H_2})\) is the volume of hydrogen produced, (R) is the gas constant, (T) is the temperature in Kelvin. Cathode conversion was calculated as previously described, and is based on the ratio of hydrogen produced vs the theoretical amount that could be produced based on the average current generated over the length of the experiment \(^4,10\).
Results and Discussion

Hydrogen production from switchgrass bio-oil aqueous phase

BOAP contains a wide spectrum of compounds such as phenolics, furans, and organic acids, resulting from the thermochemical pyrolytic conversion of lignocellulosic biomass. Our previous study demonstrated the ability to produce hydrogen from these compounds using switchgrass-derived BOAP via microbial electrolysis\(^4\).\(^18\). This current work set out to study a continuous MEC process and to identify the effect of flow rate on MEC performance. The results reported previously\(^4\) only included operation under recycle conditions at a set flow rate of 3.6 mL/min, demonstrating an increase in current with increasing OLR up to the highest level tested of 10 g/L-d. This work expands the investigations to one-pass, continuous operation, at different flow rates, but at a constant feed concentration of 0.026 g/L. The hydrogen productivity for one-pass operation increased with increasing flow rate, but plateaued at a flow rate of 2 mL/min as shown in Figure 15, reaching 1.41 ± 0.14 L-H\(_2\)/L-anode volume-day (referred to as L/L-day, henceforth). Hydrogen production under recycle conditions, also studied at different flow rates, resulted in a continued increase up to the highest flow rate studied, reaching a maximum of 2.92 ± 0.51 L/L-d at 3.6 mL/min. This is an improvement in the rate of hydrogen production by 107% compared to the one-pass condition. The effects of the operating conditions on anode and cathode processes leading to this improvement in hydrogen productivity are discussed below. The reproducibility of the MEC performance in the two replicate MECs (A and B) was remarkable with an average coefficient of variation of 6.57% for hydrogen productivity across the recycle experiments.
The effect of flow rate on MEC performance was evaluated over ~19-fold range. With BOAP concentration held constant at 0.026 g/L, this corresponds to an OLR range of 0.54 to 10 g/L-d. Two replicate reactors were used, MEC-A and MEC-B, which performed with similar results. Referring to MEC-A, as the flow rate was increased from 0.19 to 3.6 mL/min, the average current density increased from 0.44 A/m² ± 0.04 to 1.46 A/m² ± 0.11. While the current density increased with flow rate, the anode conversion efficiency (ACE, current yield as a function of substrate provided) followed a reverse trend for the most part as shown in Figure 16. The average ACE was 55.6 ± 4.6% at a flow rate of 0.19 mL/min, however, it decreased steadily to 9.9% ± 0.7% as the flow rate was increased to 3.6 mL/min. Anode Coulombic efficiency (CE) was also determined based on COD analysis of the MEC influent and effluent as reported previously. ACE and HE were used rather than CE and HRE because the change in COD for most one-pass experiments was below the error of analysis due to the low COD concentration used in these experiments.
Figure 16: Hydrogen recovery (HE, mol%), Anode conversion efficiency (ACE), and cathode efficiency for MEC operation under one-pass condition for MEC-A and MEC-B. The legend includes flow rate and OLR. The error bars represent standard deviation of two replicate runs conducted in each MEC.
The results for ACE and HE were also reproducible in the two replicate reactors, MEC-A and B, which were operated under the same conditions. All the experiments conducted in this study used the same low BOAP concentration (0.026 g/L), which means that OLR and HRT both changed as function of the flow rate, simultaneously. Compared to ACE, the cathode efficiency showed a reverse trend and increased from 34.55 ± 6.29% to 88.6% ± 4.5% as the flow rate was increased from 0.19 to 3.6 mL/min. There was greater variation in cathode efficiencies at the higher flow rates, which is likely due to the shorter run times, but the overall trend remains and shows a considerable drop off in CCE when flow is reduced below 1 mL/min. Since the anode potential was controlled in these experiments, the cathode potential varied as a function of the current produced. As the rate of substrate delivery to the anode (OLR) is increased, the number of electrons generated and transferred to the cathode increases, thus reducing the cathode potential to more negative values. At low flow rates, the potential difference (ΔV) between the anode and the cathode was smaller. At a flow rate of 0.19 mL/min, the ΔV was only 0.66 V. The low cathode efficiency observed at low flow rates was potentially due to the smaller potential difference between the two electrodes, and more positive value for the cathode. This hypothesis was tested by conducting an additional experiment by setting the ΔV between the anode and cathode to 1.0 V (vs. 0.66 V which was reached when the anode was poised at -0.2V vs. Ag/AgCl electrode). This was done at the flow rate of 0.3 mL/min corresponding to an OLR of 0.85 g/L-d, The higher ΔV increased the CCE to 54.5%, improving the cathode efficiency by 21%. This indicates that the potential difference was at least partially responsible for the lower cathode efficiency. Studies carried out by Escapa et al. (2012) indicated that the benefits of increased voltage are not as pronounced at low OLR’s, corroborating our modest increase\textsuperscript{13}. The trend for HE is more complicated between the two reactors. On average, the HE increased
initially from 19.4% ± 5.4% at the lowest flow rate to 26.7 ± 2.5% at 0.3 mL/min. From here, HE decreased with increasing flow rate to 8.8 ± 0.2% at 3.6 mL/min. It is clear that HE decreases with increasing flow rate during one pass due to low ACE. However, when flow rate is reduced enough, HE begins to decrease due to the significant drop-off in CCE below 1 mL/min. Thus, a maximum HE would likely be obtained somewhere between a flow rate of 0.3 and 1 mL/min when comparing the two replicate reactors. The drop in ACE and HE with increasing flow rate was suspected to be due to insufficient retention time for conversion during one-pass operation. This hypothesis was investigated further by recycling the anode effluent.

**Effect of anode recycle on MEC performance**

Since the ACE decreased with increasing flow rate, the effect of recycle was examined as a potential way to boost conversion in the anode. The hypothesis is that when the anode fluid is recycled, the HRT would effectively increase to infinity, enabling higher conversion of the COD increasing current production and ACE. Figure 17 shows the current density as a function of time at a flow rate of 1 and 2 mL/min under recycle conditions. The current production during the one-pass experiment is also shown for comparison. The results show that the current production increased significantly as a result of recycle at and beyond 1 mL/min. Figure 18 shows the comparison of the average current density achieved at different flow rates for the recycle and one-pass conditions. The current density increased by more than 120% at 3.6 mL/min when the anode fluid was recycled. As shown in Figure 17, the current increased during the course of the run under recycle conditions, while it decreased under one-pass conditions. The trends were similar for all experiments at and above the flow rate of 1 mL/min, although the difference was more pronounced at the higher flow rates.
Figure 17: Comparison of one-pass and recycle operation at a flow rate of 1 and 2 mL/min.

To illustrate this effect graphically, the end-point current densities based on the final current obtained during each run were compared with the average current densities (Figure 18). For recycle, the average current densities were less than the end-point current densities, and the opposite was true for one-pass under most conditions as shown in Figure 18. The current produced during the start of the run was typically low and increased gradually with time as substrates and intermediates accumulated during recycle, resulting in higher endpoint currents. In the one-pass condition, faster flow rates alleviated mass transfer issues only up to a certain point due to the complex nature of the substrate, resulting in a reduction in current output at the highest flow rate due to the limited time the substrate spends in the anode. When the anode fluid is recycled, the effective retention time increases, allowing for enhanced production of acetic acid from the complex substrates present in BOAP and any potential degradation products that may be generated via fermentation, hydrolysis and other processes.
Thus, the benefits of faster flow rate and higher OLR can be better captured through the use of recycle, evidenced by the doubling of the end-point current observed at a loading rate of 3 g/L-day and 1 mL/min flow rate, and a five-fold increase at 10 g/L-day and 3.6 mL/min. While the time required for conversion of the BOAP compounds to electrons is an obvious factor limiting current production at higher flow rates under one-pass condition, other factors such as inhibition, mass transfer and/or pH gradients in biofilm may also be playing a role. The concentration of the substrate used was maintained at 0.026 g/L, which is relatively low, therefore, substrate inhibition is unlikely to be a factor limiting current production with increased loading. Much higher concentrations of organic acids, furanic and phenolic compounds have been used in bioanode without evidence of inhibition in previous reports\textsuperscript{19,20}. Inhibition due to product may be a possibility since production of protons generated in the anode biofilm generally increases with increasing OLR. Formation of proton gradients within a biofilm in an anode operated under batch conditions has been reported in the literature\textsuperscript{21}, however, since the MECs
used in this study were operated under continuous flow conditions, mass transfer due to proton accumulation within the biofilm is likely negligible as pH values did not drop below 7.1 in the bulk. Furthermore, the increasing flow rate used in the experiments, corresponding to increasing OLRs, helped to ensure this. Mass transfer issues in general would be more of a limitation at the lower flow rates, but low OLRs at these levels helps prevent this. Likewise, higher OLRs where proton accumulation could be more of an issue is prevented by using faster flow rates, thus the low HRT for a complex substrate in one-pass conditions is likely the main culprit for the reduction in current output at the highest flow rate despite enhanced mass transfer conditions. The effect of flow rate on mass transfer is further addressed in section 3.6. The recycle operation had a significant impact on the conversion efficiencies as well. Figure 19 shows the efficiency parameters for the recycle operation in comparison to the one-pass operation. The ACE increased by 22.4% at the lowest flow rate of 0.3 mL/min, when the operation was changed from one-pass to recycle. At the highest flow rate of 3.6 mL/min, the ACE increased 2.8-fold from 9.9 ± 0.7% to 28.1 ± 2.8%. This demonstrates that recycle of the anode fluid enabled much higher conversion of the BOAP substrate to current as flow rate increased. The HE followed a similar trend, with an increase of 18.4% at 0.3 mL/min and 146% at 3.6 mL/min. The average maximum ACE achieved for the MECs combining the results from the replicate reactors was 70.9 ± 7.9% and the average maximum HE was 48.7 ± 13%. The cathode conversion efficiency was 94.5 ± 0.7% at 3.6 mL/min, which decreased to 68.0 ± 11.1% at 0.3 mL/min. This behavior can be explained in a way similar to that given earlier for the one-pass condition. A decrease in cathode half-cell potential was also observed for the recycle experiments with decreasing flow rate and OLR, similar to the one-pass condition, thus reducing the potential difference enabling the cathodic reaction, and limiting cathode efficiency.
Figure 19: Comparison of anode and cathode conversion efficiencies and hydrogen recovery during recycle operation vs one-pass operation. The results shown are for one of the two MECs with error bars representing standard deviation of two replicate runs.

Furthermore, we have observed in additional experiments (data not shown) that when currents fall below ~1 mA, cathode efficiencies and hydrogen production tend to drop-off significantly regardless of the applied potential, indicating additional factors may be impacting these values.

**COD removal under recycle conditions**

The recycle operation enabled accumulation of unused substrate in the system, increasing the substrate concentration and COD in the anode liquid with time, until a steady state was reached. Analysis of the COD at the end of the recycle experiments thus allowed calculation of COD removal over the duration of the experiment whereas this was not possible for the one-pass conditions given the low concentration used. Table 4 shows the COD removal under recycle conditions. The COD removal was relatively high ranging from 52.3% to 74.2% in the flow rate.
range of 1 to 3.6 mL/min. The overall trend of increasing COD removal with flow rate is reverse to that obtained for Coulombic efficiency (CE). At a flow rate of 1 mL/min and OLR of 3 g/L-d, the CE was 57.63% ± 6.73%, while at 3.6 mL/min and 10 g/L-d, CE was 28.12% ± 2.84%. This indicates that as the flow rate increased, the relative conversion by exoelectrogenesis decreased.

Table 4: MEC performance under recycle conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MEC-A 1 ml/min 3 g/L-d</th>
<th>MEC-B 1 ml/min 3 g/L-d</th>
<th>MEC-A 2 ml/min 5.85 g/L-d</th>
<th>MEC-B 2 ml/min 5.85 g/L-d</th>
<th>MEC-A 3.6 ml/min 10 g/L-d</th>
<th>MEC-B 3.6 ml/min 10 g/L-d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COD</td>
<td>69.92%</td>
<td>57.65%</td>
<td>62.79%</td>
<td>52.34%</td>
<td>75.03%</td>
<td>73.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>52.87%</td>
<td>62.39%</td>
<td>39.86%</td>
<td>48.69%</td>
<td>30.12%</td>
<td>26.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCE</td>
<td>79.20%</td>
<td>77.09%</td>
<td>84.27%</td>
<td>77.26%</td>
<td>94.04%</td>
<td>95.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRE</td>
<td>39.48%</td>
<td>27.72%</td>
<td>21.09%</td>
<td>19.47%</td>
<td>21.25%</td>
<td>16.56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This may be due to increase in side reactions such as methanogenesis and/or limitation due to mass transfer. The occurrence of methanogenesis is feasible given the reports on methanogenesis in the literature even at lower concentrations and OLRs. Furthermore, the continued removal of COD at high OLRs indicates that fermentation of compounds within BOAP continued, which would then continue to produce acetic acid as a byproduct. While current output did increase with flow rate indicating that electroactive bacteria were utilizing more acetic acid at each level, the increasing drop in CE indicates that a greater proportion of acetic acid was lost (as it was not found to accumulate), or the additional COD did produce acetic acid as efficiently. This could be the result of side reactions such as methanogenesis or biomass growth with increasing flow rate/OLR. Prior to initiation of the continuous operation.
studies reported here, the MECs were operated under batch conditions intermittently prior to this study as reported in the Methods section. This may have resulted in the growth of methanogens. Growth of methanogens in the bioanode has been demonstrated by many researchers\textsuperscript{23-25} and remains a persistent problem. Additionally, with increased substrate supply diversion of carbon and reducing equivalents for growth could also be contributing to the lower CE. This would support the increased COD removal observed, while diverting less toward current generation to allow growth. Another factor may also be mass transfer/pH limitations due to insufficient proton transfer out of the biofilm. Measurement of the pH in the bulk anode liquid at the end of recycle operation indicated the pH to vary between 7.07 and 6.69, respectively for OLRs between 3 to 10 g/L-day. Calculation of proton accumulation from anodic reaction and accounting for proton consumption in the cathode, it was estimated that the anode pH would change to 6.6 at the highest OLR. Since the observed pH was 6.69, it suggests that proton accumulation is likely not responsible for the limited current production or the loss in CE at higher flow rates (Calculations in Appendix). It is clear that the biofilm was capable of exoelectrogenesis and was not likely limited by substrate or pH. Thus, the most likely reason for the widening gap between COD removal and CE at higher OLR/flow rates may be microbial growth or side reactions such as methanogenesis. The measurement of methane in a continuous flow system such as ours was difficult due to the lack of headspace in the anode. However, given the fact that acetic acid was not found to be accumulating at the highest flow rate and OLR despite the low CE, we can say that alternate microbial processes were contributing to the observed electrochemical efficiency loss. Future work will focus on overcoming limitation of our set up in measuring the contributions of methanogenesis and/or other side reactions to COD removal, as well as quantifying possible growth under higher loading.
Understanding the mass transfer implications of setting OLR

As outlined in the introduction, there are two methods for achieving an increase in OLR (1) increased concentration of substrate, or (2) increased flow rate (reduced HRT). We chose the latter for our main set of experiments keeping concentration constant, but to clearly demonstrate the mass transfer implications of our choice, we carried out additional experiments at 10 g/L-d achieved by changing the concentration instead. At 0.3 mL/min, a concentration of 0.3 g/L is required to achieve an OLR of 10 g/L-d, which is ~ 12x greater than the concentration needed at a flow rate of 3.6 mL/min (0.026 g/L) to reach the same OLR. When comparing these two flow rates under one-pass conditions, the end point current density is much lower at the higher flow rate: (0.76 vs. 3.34A/m², Figure 20). This may appear to be an effect of concentration, since the higher concentration is expected to give a higher current. However, comparison of the current density at the two concentrations under recycle conditions indicates that this may not be the case. The mass transfer effects are masked under one-pass conditions due to the complex nature of the substrate as detailed in previous sections. Under recycle conditions, the end point current density at the higher concentration was 2.9 A/m² vs. 4.6 A/m² at the lower concentration and higher flow rate. This implies that the flow rate is influencing the current production. Compared to the one-pass condition, the recycle condition improves the end point current density 5.7-fold, at the higher flow rate. The observation that higher concentration does not result in higher current implies that mass transfer limitations exist in the MEC. When the flow rate is increased, these limitations are alleviated, resulting in higher current densities, in the case of recycle operation. The same increase in current density is not realized under one-pass condition, because the higher flow rate results in rapid removal of the unconverted BOAP and any intermediates that may be
produced by the anodic reaction, which are substrates for exoelectrogenesis. An alternate explanation could be substrate inhibition as the lower flow rate has 10x greater concentration. However, substrate inhibition is unlikely to be the reason for reduced current as recent studies have shown much higher concentrations are required for the type of compounds present in BOAP to be inhibitory. Furthermore, our previous work used 0.1 to 0.3 g/L BOAP in batch studies and did not see losses in current compared to the lower concentrations tested.

Mass transfer is thus the likely reason for lower current output at higher concentration and low flow rate. The recycle experiment demonstrates that mass transfer plays a large role in conversion of BOAP, and that the higher flow rate alleviates this limitation. If mass transfer was not an issue, the higher concentration and lower flow rate would have resulted in a higher current in the recycle experiment as well. This also confirms and expands our conclusions made in section 3.3, that the use of recycle can better take advantage of the mass transfer benefits of faster flow rates, and enable better conversion of complex substrates present in BOAP to current.
The rate of hydrogen production from complex substrates can thus be influenced more so by introducing recycle than increasing the HRTs. Increasing HRT could increase the hydrogen productivity to a certain extent. Our results indicate that improvements in productivity at higher loading rates (5-20 g/L-day) required for commercial application of MECs would require a combination of recycle with higher flow rates or lower HRTs, especially for complex wastewaters which contain fermentable substrates. A study by Gil-Carrera et al. using municipal wastewater showed that two MECs in series were needed for sufficient removal of COD. In our experiments, a single MEC was used with recycle of the effluent to achieve a similar effect. Use of a two-chamber MEC design allowed higher hydrogen productivity, which was not realized in their study due to use of a membraneless MEC.

**Influence of complex fermentable feed stream on MEC performance**

Conversion of fermentable substrates in the bioanode requires careful consideration of process conditions, which influence mass transfer and kinetics. The BOAP substrate used in this study contains 15% of the COD as acetic acid, while the remaining compounds represent fermentable substrates of varying recalcitrance. Thus, the ability to catalyze the additional steps from fermentable substrate to acetic acid may be hindered by higher flow rates with less time for conversion under one-pass conditions as outlined in section 3.3. Increased ACE at lower flow rates (and OLRs) indicates a higher proportion of compounds passing through the anode were diverted to current generation, likely through better utilization of easily accessible VFA’s like acetic acid, as well as production of acetic acid from other fermentable compounds in BOAP. At higher flow rates, utilization of even the easily accessible volatile fatty acids (VFAs) were low, and use of the other fermentable substrates for current production were likely non-existent as
ACE was only ~9% under one-pass. The introduction of recycle was shown to improve this, however efficiency was low as described in section 3.4, likely due to microbial growth or side reactions such as methanogenesis that consumed additional acetic acid produced from recycle compounds. Byproducts generated from the breakdown process were analyzed by HPLC to understand their fate during the recycle operation. The analysis revealed that the anode consortium was capable of consuming the major substrates identified by HPLC in the BOAP feedstock, such as levoglucosan, acetic acid, propionic acid, furfural and hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF). Two intermediates were found to accumulate, but only at higher OLRs. These were phenol and catechol. A recent study investigating furan and phenolic model compounds, such as those present in BOAP, have reported these same compounds to be generated during the degradation of phenolic compounds \cite{20}. In our previous studies, these compounds were found to gradually disappear, over longer term experiments \cite{4}. Zeng et al. (2015) reported that acetate was the primary product of degradation of the model furanic and phenolic compounds \cite{20}. Absence of acetate accumulation in our studies indicates that it was consumed by the members of the anode community, producing current and potentially other products such as methane by methanogenesis as previously stated.

When developing microbial biocatalytic anodes for complex organic streams such as BOAP, there are important structural features and relationships between community members that need to be established in order to efficiently convert the substrates present. Focusing on the two general groups of fermentative and exoelectrogenic bacteria, these functional groups depend on each other and develop syntrophic interactions, with fermenters requiring relief from feedback inhibition due to accumulation of organic acid end products \cite{20}, and electrogens requiring acetic acid for electrode respiration \cite{5}. Thus, these two groups work together to link
fermentation to electricity generation. However, these two groups are not the only functional members that can develop in anode communities. Methanogenic archaea are detrimental organisms in the context of microbial electrolysis that can compete with the exoelectrogenic bacteria for substrate and space in the anode. Operational conditions and variables can significantly impact the conversion and hydrogen production in MECs employing complex fermentable substrates as demonstrated in this study.

**Implications of MEC integration into biorefinery**

The bio-oil aqueous phase used as a substrate for MEC in this work is a waste product in the pyrolytic biorefinery process, since it cannot be effectively converted into biofuel. It is also a problem for disposal because it has low pH of about 3.0 and causes instability in the bio-oil intermediate within which it is emulsified. Use of BOAP for hydrogen production solves many problems for the thermochemical biorefinery such as preventing loss of carbon and energy via the aqueous phase, reduction in greenhouse gas emissions via reduced need for natural gas to produce the hydrogen and eliminating wastewater treatment required to remove phenolic and other toxic compounds present in BOAP. MEC can be considered as a process intensification measure as well, since it can reduce the number of unit operations needed in the biorefinery for hydrogen production. A conventional process would require a steam reformer to convert natural gas into hydrogen and a wastewater treatment step to clean the biorefinery effluent. Use of MEC reduces the unit operations, potentially reducing capital costs as well as GHG emissions and energy losses from the thermochemical reforming steps. Implementation of MECs in biorefineries requires continuous operation, which was shown to be feasible in this study. However, the need for recycle raises additional questions regarding costs of pumping, which
need to be evaluated and compared with existing alternatives to determine the feasibility of the MEC-based biorefinery process.

Conclusion

Operational parameters impacting a continuous MEC process for hydrogen production in the biorefinery were investigated. Biomass-derived bio-oil aqueous phase was used as the feedstock. Two operational conditions: one-pass and recycle were investigated at varying flow rates (OLR and HRT) with constant substrate concentration. Higher flow rates increased hydrogen productivity by 3-fold under one-pass conditions, but at the expense of ACE and current output. Both, mass transfer and kinetic limitations were important depending on the operating conditions. One-pass operation masked the mass transfer benefits of faster flow rates since conversion of the complex substrate BOAP, required a longer HRT for multiple conversion steps to generate electrons via synergistic fermentative and exoelectrogenic path, before current production could be realized. Recycle of anode liquid helped alleviate the kinetic issues and improved ACE by 184%, hydrogen productivity by an additional 116%, and end point current by 468%. Additional experiments with a 10x difference in concentration confirmed that the significant increase in endpoint current was a result of a combination of better mass transfer coupled to improved kinetics achieved via recycling, which increased conversion of unconverted substrates and intermediates to electrons, allowing the benefits of faster flow rate to be realized. However, a 51% loss in CE was observed at higher loading rates despite increased COD removal. This suggests that potential losses via microbial growth and/or methanogenesis may still be occurring. Furthermore, low applied voltages can result in losses in cathode efficiency, and reduction in CCE when current is < 1mA. This study demonstrated that use of high flow
rates with recycle can improve conversion of fermentable substrates present in BOAP, improving rate of hydrogen production in MECs.
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Appendix

Analysis of pH changes in anode during MEC operation.

Based on pH changes in anode and cathode, changes in proton concentration were calculated using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:

\[ \text{pH} = \text{pK}_a + \log \left( \frac{[A^-]}{[HA]} \right) \]  

…..1

The anode contained sodium phosphate as buffer [20] and the cathode contained 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer. The effect of production and consumption of protons on pH was calculated using the following equations, respectively:

\[ \text{pH} = 6.82 + \log \left( \frac{([A^-]-[H^+])/([HA]+[H^+])}{([A^-]+[H^+])/([HA]-[H^+])} \right) \]  

…..2

\[ \text{pH} = 6.82 + \log \left( \frac{([A^-]+[H^+])/([HA]-[H^+])}{([A^-]-[H^+])/([HA]+[H^+])} \right) \]  

…..3

The A- and HA were represented by HPO$_4^-$ and H$_2$PO$_4^-$, respectively and were calculated separately for the two chambers.

Example calculation: The anode pH changed from 7.2 to 6.71 for MEC-A for the experiment with 10 g/L-day OLR. In 23.6 hours, 4.2 mA of current was produced. This corresponded to a proton production of 0.00369 moles, which was equivalent to proton production at anode. Hydrogen production in cathode was 38.5 mL. This consumed 3.12 mmoles of protons. The pH of the cathode changed from 6.9 to 12.1, which corresponds to proton consumption of 1.09 mmoles. The residual protons required for hydrogen production, therefore came from anode. This was calculated to be 2.028 mmoles. Subtracting the protons transferred to cathode from anode from the total protons produced in the anode, the pH in the anode is calculated to be 6.66. The observed pH of 6.71, therefore matches quite well with this estimated value, indicating that all protons produced in the anode biofilm came out of the biofilm. This was potentially due to the high flow rate employed in the MEC.
Table 5: Concentrations of major chemical compounds in bio-oil aqueous phase quantified by HPLC-PDA and GC-FID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantification method</th>
<th>Major chemicals</th>
<th>Concentration based on aqueous phase (g/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,2-benzendiol</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levoglucosan</td>
<td>15.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC-PDA</td>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proponic acid</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanillic acid</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMF</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methoxy-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-methyl-4-methyphenol</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexanone</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-methyl-1,2-cyclophetandiol</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,6-Dimethoxyphenol</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,3-propanediol</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-ethylphenol</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2(5H)-Furanone</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-hydroxybutanone</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>43.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ORGANIC LOADING RATE SHIFTS ELECTRON BALANCE AND MICROBIAL COMMUNITY STRUCTURE DURING CONVERSION OF BIOMASS-DERIVED STREAM
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Abstract

In order for MEC performance to reach commercial levels, a better understanding of the interrelationship between microbial community structure and operational parameters is needed. This can allow for the identification of environmental conditions that enhance or or inhibit positive interactions with community for substrate conversion and syntrophic current production. This study investigates the effect of OLR at two different flow-rates for a biomass-fed microbial electrolysis cell. The results revealed a strong correlation between substrate loading and the microbial composition. Increase in population of Firmicutes was observed at high substrate concentration or loading. Additionally, multiple exoelectrogenic strains from the Geobacteraceae family were found at different conditions. The substrate loading affected which Geobacter strains was dominant in the anode implying that a certain trait related to higher concentration such as inhibition tolerance, etc. may be at play. The results provide a basis for optimization of the MEC performance by manipulating the growth or feeding regimes during MEC start-up or initial biofilm development. Alternately, specific exoelectrogenic strains can be isolated, separately grown and introduced to bioaugment the community for achieving higher
performance.

Introduction

Microbial electrolysis is a promising technology for the production of renewable hydrogen from biomass waste streams. Integral to this technology is a robust microbial community capable of converting the wide spectrum of compounds found within complex streams. It is well established that even for simple substrates, syntrophic interactions among fermenters and exoelectrogens as well as hydrogen scavengers are required to produce current in the anode\textsuperscript{1–4}. For more complex substrates these needs are compounded and additional strategies including division of labor are likely required\textsuperscript{5}. In order to continue making improvements in performance of MEC systems, a better understanding of how operating conditions may impact the necessary synergistic interactions required for conversion of biomass streams is needed. This will allow development of methods to effectively manage the community for enhancing performance and long-term stability of hydrogen production.

This study takes an integrated approach tracking system performance and uses it to optimize process parameters. The performance variables monitored include electrochemical performance, metabolite profiles, off-gas production, and microbial community structure. The coordinated assessment of electrochemical and biochemical data has potential to provide a full picture of the anode community function as well as identification of the pathways recruited for conversion of substrate to electrons. The effect of organic loading rate (OLR) and flow-rate on performance was scrutinized in order to understand the substrate uptake, electron and carbon flow and product distribution among current, methane, cellular biomass and other sinks. Furthermore, interactions between various functional groups within the community were investigated to understand the
impact on hydrogen productivity.

**Methods**

The electrochemical methods used for the work described in this chapter are the same as that used in Chapter 3. The microbial characterization methods used in this chapter are similar to that in Chapter 2.

**Results and Discussion**

*MEC performance under differential OLR and flow-rate*

The effect of OLR and flow-rate was investigated by comparing MEC performance within a 2x2 matrix of OLR and flow rate. The OLRs tested were of 2 and 20 g/L-d at flow-rates of 4.0 and 0.4 mL/min. The productivities and efficiencies obtained under these conditions are displayed in Figure 21. Typical OLRs reported in literature range from very low to about 5 g/L-day. The higher OLR we examined was based on the target needed for commercial application. Based on our analysis, an OLR of 20 g/L-day will be necessary to achieve hydrogen productivities above 10 L/L-day. Furthermore, stability of MEC performance is also an important criteria for application feasibility. Therefore, each condition was tested for a period of 3 weeks. At an OLR of 2 g/L-d, average H₂ productivity and current density remained fairly stable around 1.0 L/L-d and 1.3 A/m² at both flow-rates. 4.0 to 0.4. The differences between the two reactors were within one standard deviation, essentially indicating negligible difference. Looking at efficiencies, a small reduction in CE, and an increase in CCE was observed upon changing flow-rate from 4.0 mL/min to 0.4 mL/min.
Figure 21: MEC productivities and efficiencies across OLR and flow-rate.
At the high flow-rate, CE reached 73.8 ± 3.9% but decreased to 66.25 ± 4.7% at the low flow-rate. Conversely, CCE was 73.6 ± 2.9% at the high flow-rate and 81.0 ± 8.1% at the lower flow-rate. These differences also fall within one standard deviation, and results from a second reactor operated under same conditions also displayed similar efficiency values at the OLR of 2 g/L-d.

Increasing the OLR to 20 g/L-d, however, showed clear differences between the two flow-rates (Figure 21). Additionally, the higher OLR itself resulted in significantly higher hydrogen production. At the flow rate of 4.0 mL/min, increasing OLR to 20 g/L-d resulted in a ~8-fold increase in $H_2$ productivity and current density, reaching $7.91 \pm 0.42$ L/L-d and $9.22 \pm 0.59$ A/m$^2$, respectively. On the efficiency side, a substantial reduction in CE was observed, which decreased from 73.8% to 52.3 ± 3.7%. COD removal also decreased by 6.8% to 57.1 ± 3.9%. Interestingly, CCE increased only slightly to 82.1 ± 1.4%, falling within one standard deviation of the CCE at 2 g/L-d. In our previous work, a clear increase in CCE was observed with OLR, which was due to a more negative cathode potential and increased production of protons in the anode$^6$. The lack of trend observed here is likely due to longer experimental run time during which cathode pH was not controlled. This allowed the cathode pH to rise and experience levels >12 pH units for extended periods of time. Reduced availability of protons at the cathode over the long run times is likely to have depressed CCE values. Recent work investigating proton transfer rates and proton availability in the cathode in MECs has shown that hydrogen productivity is a function of proton transfer rate from anode to cathode$^7$. Inability to generate hydrogen obviously affects the CCE, thus, explaining the observations made during this study. As a result of the lower CCE, which combined with lower anode CE values, also reduced HRE from 54.3 ± 2.1% to 43.0 ± 2.9%. Similar trends were observed at the flow rate of 0.4
mL/min, however, the changes were much less pronounced compared to those at 4.0 mL/min. The higher productivities achieved upon increasing loading from 2 to 20 g/L-d could not be sustained when the flow-rate was reduced back to 0.4 mL/min. H$_2$ productivity and current density decreased 1.7 and 1.6-fold to 4.73 ± 0.55 L/L-d and 5.94 ± 0.70 A/m$^2$, respectively. CCE also decreased by 5.8% to 76.3 ± 0.88%, but CE remained relatively stable. The explanation for similar CE values between flow-rates at 20 g/L-d despite marked decreases in H$_2$ productivity and current density can be found by comparing the COD removal. At 4.0 mL/min, COD removal was 57.1 ± 3.9% but it was only 38.1 ± 3.7% at 0.4 mL/min. This lowers the value of ($n_e$), the amount of the intermediate substrate available for current production, allowing a similar CE to be maintained with lower current output.

Our previous work assessing baseline MEC performance as a function of OLR covered a smaller range of BOAP loadings from 2-10 g/L-d, and at only one flow-rate (4.0 mL/min), but produced similar trends with respect to CE, current density and hydrogen productivity$^8$. A maximum hydrogen productivity of 4.3 L/L-d was achieved at a loading of 10 g/L-d. The H$_2$ productivity increased to 7.91 ± 0.42 L/L-d, when the OLR was increased to 20 g/L-d. One observed difference from the previous study was the trend in COD removal, which decreased with OLR in the present study, whereas the opposite was true in the previous work. The higher loading rate used in this study may have saturated the capacity of the microbial community for substrate uptake or product formation, leading to lower substrate removal. The latter hypothesis is examined further in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, where the analysis of the intermediates is reported along with an electron balance. Escapa et al. also saw a trend similar to that observed in our current work, with lowering of percent COD removal with increase in OLR. The COD removal was reported to drop from 65% at OLR of 0.25 g/L-d to 38% at 3.13 g/L-d using domestic
wastewater. Nonetheless, the COD removal obtained at higher loading and flow-rate was maintained above 50%, exceeding the values previously achieved at lower loadings, while maintaining a high hydrogen productivity.

*Biotransformation of individual compounds within BOAP*

As detailed above, COD removal decreased upon increasing OLR from to 2 to 20 g/L-d and decreased further at this OLR when the flow-rate was decreased to 0.4 mL/min. Outside of furfural, the other 9 compounds analyzed followed the same trend but to different degrees (Figure 22). Three of the largest changes were seen for acetate, catechol and propionic acid. Acetate removal remained >90% during the first 3 conditions but dropped to 40.1% during 20 g/L-d and 0.4 mL/min operation. Catechol displayed a similar trend, dropping to 22.4% at the final level. Propionic acid displayed the starkest differences as a function of OLR, dropping from 100% biotransformation at the lower loadings to substantial accumulation at the higher loadings, reaching -241.8% after shifting to 20 g/L-d, and then accumulating further to -469.3% at the flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. Compared to previous work at 10 g/L-d, HMF removal improved but removal of propionic acid and acetic acid dropped substantially. Miceli et al. demonstrated across multiple substrates that higher initial concentrations led to higher production of short-chain fatty acids. Thus, the higher loading level of 20 g/L-d in this study may have led to substantial increase in the production of these compounds, leading to concentrations that exceeded the capacity of the microbial consortium to degrade them compared to the lower loadings. Additionally, Zeng et al. have reported on the synergistic toxicity of mixed solutions of furanic and phenolic compounds, whose fermentation can impact exoelectrogenesis. Thus, given the complex nature of BOA, the loading of 20 g/L-d may have approached these limits.
The observed trends indicate a potential shift in the microbial community metabolism and possible changes in community structure as a response to OLR and concentration at higher loadings, resulting from possible inhibition or saturation, leading to a depressed ability to convert the intermediates as well as some parent compounds.

*Distribution of electrons from BOAP conversion*

Electron distribution into anode products of current, methane, and undefined sinks were tracked over each week of the 3-week cycle for each condition and averaged to determine the fate of electrons derived from BOAP conversion. The proportion of electrons directed to current production was highest at the lowest loadings corresponding to the CE values reported in the previous section, but the proportion diverted to methane was also highest at the lower levels, reaching ~30% (Figure 23). Diversion of electrons to additional sinks did not occur, but this changed substantially when the loading rate was increased to 20 g/L-d. A reduction in the
electrons directed to current was observed at the higher loadings, dropping to 52.3 ± 3.7% and 52.6 ± 3.1%, respectively. Additionally, the proportion of electrons diverted to methane also decreased to 8.0 ± 1.1% and 9.0 ± 1.5%, respectively. Thus, with a decrease in electrons captured as current and methane, a large increase in electron diversion to undefined sinks was observed, reaching 39.5 ± 2.4% and 37.9 ± 2.3% at the higher loadings.

![Figure 23: Electron balance across different operating conditions.](image)

As mentioned above, Miceli et al. also observed an increase in electron flow to short-chain fatty acids with increased substrate concentrations, with a corresponding reduction in the proportion of electrons diverted to methane, which also observed in this study. Additionally, Freguia et al. demonstrated in a microbial fuel cell that pulsed carbon addition can result in intracellular storage, which is then consumed during starvation producing current after external depletion of substrate\textsuperscript{12}. This was also observed in our recent work\textsuperscript{16}, where CE was found to temporarily exceed 100% once substrate depletion slowed down. It is therefore quite likely that in the current study, the high continuous rate of substrate addition and accumulated concentration during the experiment did not allow the microbial community to tap into intracellular stores, resulting in the
observed increase of electron diversion to undefined sinks.

**Microbial community structure**

Changes in MEC operation resulted in structural changes to the anode microbial community. A clear trend was observed for *Deltaproteobacteria*, comprised mainly of *Geobacteraceae*, increasing steadily from 17.1 to 51.82% over the conditions tested (Figure 24a). Additionally, *Betaproteobacteria* decreased slightly upon reducing the flow-rate during 2 g/L-d from 22.5 to 14.0%, but dropped substantially at both higher loading conditions to <1.0%. The Firmicutes population was fairly stable between 27-28% at the lower levels but jumped to 47.0% upon increasing the loading to 20 g/L-d. However, this population could not be maintained and declined to 32.9% upon dropping to 0.4 mL/min at 20 g/L-d. Bacteroidetes dropped initially from 12.1 to 7.7% after decreasing the flow-rate at 2 g/L-d, but then remained fairly stable across the other levels. The methanogen population remained at low levels throughout, never exceeding 4%, but higher loading did reduce its population density. This corresponded well with the lower methane yields observed at the higher loading (Figure 3). Members of the Clostridia class within Firmicutes are known to be strong fermenters and were present at high levels at all levels but increased further at higher loadings. The family *Ruminococcaceae*, which contains known anaerobic cellulolytic organisms\textsuperscript{13,14} was found to increase considerably from 6.7 to 23.5% at 20 g/L-d. Conversely, the family *Lachnospiraceae* remained at high levels during the first 3 conditions but decreased to 1.8% upon decreasing the flow-rate at 20 g/L-d. Organisms within this family also have fermenting abilities as well as acetogenic abilities through the use of H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{15}. Thus, the possible shift to volatile fatty acid production resulting in decreased methane production may have also impacted the population of
Figure 24: Microbial community structure across the tested OLR and flow-rate combinations.
this family, while allowing other volatile fatty acid producers such as those within Ruminococcaceae to proliferate. The observed decrease at higher loading for Betaproteobacteria was traced to the family Rhodocyclaceae, which decreased from 31.5 to 0.57%. This family is known for its versatile abilities and wide substrate range, and was found to remain at high levels both with BOAP and pure acetic acid. Thus, its strong decrease with OLR is somewhat surprising given the wide substrate availability and increasing acetic acid concentrations. It is possible that the toxic environment reduced the population density of this organism within the community. An example of this can be seen in looking closer at the trends for Geobacteraceae, which increased overall, likely due to increased acetate concentration at each condition. However, looking at specific OTUs within this family (Figure 24b) we can see that Geobacter_15179 was dominant at the lower loadings reaching 23.0% while Geobacter_15180 was <0.2%. However, after increasing OLR rate and continuing further to the lower flow-rate, Geobacter_15179 dominated the low loading MEC decreasing to 2.4% while Geobacter_15180 increased drastically to 45.3% of the population. These results indicate that higher concentrations of BOAP provide different selective advantages that reduced the fitness of the one dominant Geobacter strain and allowing another strain to proliferate.

**Conclusions**

Investigations in this chapter were targeted to understand the microbial basis for the effects observed at low and high OLR on electrochemical performance. A 2x2 matrix of OLR and flow rate was employed using flow rate of 0.4 and 4.0 mL/min and OLR of 2 and 20 g/L-d. An increase in the population of Firmicutes was observed at the higher organic loading rate. Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae were the dominant members within Firmicutes which
increased with availability of more substrate. The exoelectrogen population showed an interesting change in that the overall population of Deltaproteobacteria increased, but the specific strains within Geobacteraceae which was dominant at lower OLR decreased significantly, but another species partially replaced it at the higher substrate loading. The results show a clear effect of the substrate loading and flow rate on the performance of the MEC, which can be used to optimize the growth of the community for high performance during MEC operation for hydrogen production.
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**Abstract**

Leveraging nature’s biocomplexity for solving human problems requires better understanding of the syntrophic relationships in engineered microbiomes developed in bioreactor systems. Understanding the interactions between microbial players within the community will be key to enhancing conversion and production rates from biomass streams. Here we investigate a bioelectrochemical system employing an enriched microbial consortium for conversion of a switchgrass-derived bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) into hydrogen via microbial electrolysis (MEC). MECs offer the potential to produce hydrogen in an integrated fashion in biorefinery platforms and as a means of energy storage through decentralized production to supply hydrogen to fueling stations, as the world strives to move toward cleaner fuels and electricity-mediated transportation. A unique approach combining differential substrate and redox conditions revealed
efficient but rate-limiting fermentation of the compounds within BOAP by the anode microbial community through a division of labor strategy combined with multiple levels of syntrophy. Despite the fermentation limitation, the adapted abilities of the microbial community resulted in a high hydrogen productivity of 9.35 L/L-d. Using pure acetic acid as the substrates instead of the biomass-derived stream resulted in a 3-fold improvement in productivity. This high rate of exoelectrogenesis signifies the potential commercial feasibility of MEC technology for integration in biorefineries.

**Introduction**

Many conversion technologies that could comprise the future bio-economy are still under development and rapid progress is needed in order to meet the growing need for renewable and carbon-neutral energy sources. Renewable hydrogen supply and water management are among important issues facing sustainable development of biorefineries, due to the high hydrogen demand for deoxygenation and potential for water limitations in areas with intensive agriculture. Additionally, hydrogen in and of itself is being pursued as a renewable fuel source due to the significant reductions in tail-pipe emissions that are possible via fuel cell technologies and can also serve as an energy storage mechanism for off-peak power. Hydrogen production from renewable sources such as biomass, however, has been lagging. Strategies such as dark fermentation have made progress but experience low yields and carbon losses to side products and can struggle with more complex streams, while photofermentation poses operational and design challenges. Bioelectrochemical systems offer a novel way to solve these problems by recruiting biocatalysis and electrocatalysis for efficient conversion of complex biomass resources. Engineering model organisms to convert biomass into usable bioenergy products can be
challenging via synthetic biology\textsuperscript{8,9} due to the complex nature of lignocellulosic biomass and the large spectrum of compounds that result from hydrolytic or thermochemical depolymerization\textsuperscript{10}. The complexity of nature can be harvested to develop efficient conversion systems for energy production by repurposing the biology to solve specific human needs. In natural anoxic environments, microbial communities have evolved to degrade biomass and recycle the energy present in complex organic carbon through interactions of two main factions: fermentative and respiring bacteria. The fermentative organisms break down larger carbon compounds resulting in end products that are utilized by respiring bacteria to reduce nitrate, sulfate, iron, or solid metals; storing the energy in cellular biomass or reduced inorganic end products\textsuperscript{11,12}. Bioelectrochemical systems provide a controlled environment where these processes continue to take place, but couple the electron transfer to a solid electrode, providing a means to harvest the energy as electrons and subsequently as hydrogen or other products.

While recent studies have expanded the understanding of anode microbial communities using simple fermentable substrates or domestic wastewater\textsuperscript{13-16}, few studies have focused on investigating the biocomplexity of engineered BESs utilizing more complex, biomass-derived streams. There have been several studies utilizing biomass-derived streams such as fermentation effluent or other agro/industrial waste, but have separated the fermentation from the MEC and did not focus on developing a mixed microbial community combining the fermentation and exoelectrogenesis steps\textsuperscript{13,17-19}. Mahmoud et al.\textsuperscript{14} demonstrated the limitation of fermentation in treating more recalcitrant streams like raw landfill leachate directly in the MEC, requiring Fenton oxidation to improve biodegradability to enhance performance. Additional agro-wastes like molasses and hydrolysates such as those from straw and corn stover conversion have been investigated directly in MECs\textsuperscript{20-22}. Of these, only Thygesen et al. tracked compound levels with
time and were able to identify microbial roles for xylan degradation and propionate and acetate production, but observed low performance. Additionally, recent studies using intermediates and end-products generated during fermentation such as carboxylic acids and alcohols have investigated their role as substrates in bioanode. Use of propionate as a substrate in MEC has revealed that it goes through a two-step process to produce current. Hari et al., have delineated the pathways of propionate conversion in MEC and reported that it is first transformed into acetate and formate/hydrogen, followed by exoelectrogenesis to produce current \(^{23}\). Similarly for butyrate, acetate has been reported to serve as a primary branching point for uptake by exoelectrogens \(^{15}\). Lastly, Parameswaran et al. demonstrated that using ethanol as the substrate, three interacting groups including fermentative bacteria, H\(_2\)-scavenging bacteria, and exoelectrogenic bacteria, were needed for successful conversion of the substrate into electrons \(^{16}\).

Conversion of an aqueous fraction of biomass-derived pyrolysate to electrons was recently demonstrated in a bioanode with high efficiency and productivity for renewable hydrogen production in a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) \(^{24,25}\). In order to reach levels for commercial considerations, unraveling the biocomplexity of such a system will be key to unlocking the potential of MEC technology and its application to produce hydrogen and advanced biofuels using the billion-ton biomass resource \(^{26}\). Thus far, studies in the literature investigating complex streams have been lacking in biocatalyst development and community interrogation. The first step in this process is to understand the multi-step conversion process and the interactions among various functional groups to enable complete degradation. In order to accomplish this, an integrated approach utilizing shifts in electrochemical and substrate conditions as well as time course metabolite tracking are needed to provide insights into the resulting interactions that develop for conversion of complex substrates. Delineating the
bioelectrochemical interactions and influence of process conditions on community composition can help establish the relationship between biocomplexity and system performance including yield, efficiency and rate of production of the desired products.

In this study, we report on the interaction between multiple microbial groups including fermentative and exoelectrogenic groups within a high-performing anode community processing switchgrass-derived bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) into hydrogen via a bioelectrochemical route. Experiments were conducted to study the behavior of the bioanode community under two different control regimes, one focused on changing the substrate from a complex feedstock to a substrate ideal for exoelectrogens, and the other on changing the poised potential. The latter substrate was acetic acid, which is an intermediate generated from the complex substrate BOAP, thus interrelating the two parameters. The following coupled investigations were conducted to parse the effects of the interacting parameters:

1. Conversion of BOAP under poised conditions,
2. Conversion of acetic acid under poised conditions
3. Conversion of BOAP under open-circuit conditions to assess fermentative conversion, while restricting exoelectrogenesis

The underlying hypothesis we investigate is that the formation of acetic acid from the complex BOAP substrate is rate limiting. Sequential operation of MEC at poised and open circuit (un-poised) conditions provides insights into the rate at which the carbon from BOAP is directed to intermediates for exoelectrogenesis such as acetic acid and subsequently into current. Hydrogen productivity and current density as well as efficiencies of the anode, cathode and hydrogen recovery were determined. Lastly, microbial community characterization was conducted to gain insights into the relative changes in fermentative, methanogenic and exoelectrogenic populations
during these experiments to understand biocomplexity.

**Methods**

*MEC construction and experimental setup*

Two replicate MECs were constructed with anode and cathode volumes of 16 ml each with a projected area 12.56 cm². A porous carbon felt was used as anode material with a thickness of 13 mm, and 40 mm in diameter. A membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was used as a membrane separator and cathode catalyst. The cathode consisted of Pt-deposited carbon matching the diameter of the anode at 40 mm. Nafion 115 was used as a membrane separator between the anode and cathode chambers, and a carbon rod and stainless steel wire were used as current collectors in the two chambers, respectively. Additional details of the MEC construction are reported elsewhere.

*Bioanode enrichment*

As described and characterized previously, bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) generated from pyrolysis of switchgrass was used as substrate for enrichment of the microbial community in this study to develop a microbial community for application in biorefinery. Anode media consisted a minimal salt medium containing Wolf’s mineral and vitamin solutions as reported previously. The cathode solution used was 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer.

*Batch operation*

The MEC anodes utilized a flow-through design, with the anolyte continuously recycled to and from a feed reservoir (Appendix Figure Figure 31). A batch concentration of 0.5 g
COD/L was used for testing BOAP and acetic acid. Additionally, a concentration of 0.1 g COD/L was also used for acetic acid as this approximately corresponds to the amount of acetic acid present at time zero in 0.5 g COD/L BOAP. The total recirculation volume for the anode including external reservoir was 200 ml with a flow rate of 3.6 ml/min. Poised conditions were maintained at -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl via a Reference 3000 potentiostat/galvanostat/zero resistance ammeter (Gamry Instruments, Warminster PA) in all experiments. Prior to the start of each experiment, circulation of media and substrate were stopped to allow current output to decrease to the baseline level. This was done to minimize contribution of stored carbon present in biofilm cells during previous feeding. The feed reservoir was then replaced with fresh media and the circulation lines and anode chamber were flushed so that all substrate remaining from the previous experiment is removed from the whole system. The cathode buffer was not circulated and was replaced before each experiment and again after 8-10 hours when pH was >11 during the 0.5 g COD/L experiments. Additionally, the anode reservoir pH was adjusted at this time from 6.6 to 7.0. BOAP conversion was slower compared to acetic acid, so experimental run times were extended for BOAP experiments to 72 hours, while acetic acid experiments at a concentration of 0.1 g/L and 0.5 g/L were run for 6 and 24 hours, respectively. The results from first 24 hours of the BOAP conversion experiment were compared with acetic acid experiments, but results for the BOAP substrate beyond 24 hours are also discussed.

*Community Sampling*

Microbial samples were taken from the MEC anode in an anaerobic glovebox utilizing a coring tool to remove a piece of the carbon felt. Core samples were taken prior to the start of each experiment and replaced with a fresh sterile core of the same size. The core was then
removed at the end of each experiment to assess how exposure to the experimental conditions impacted the composition of the community. DNA was extracted from each core using a MoBio Power Biofilm DNA extraction kit, following manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen). Library prep was then carried out on the extracted DNA for 16S analysis on Illumina MiSeq following the methods of Caporaso et al. PCR products were checked via gel electrophoresis, and then were pooled and run through Zymo DNA Clean and Concentrator. Samples were then checked using a Bioanalyzer and final concentration determined by Qubit. Kapa qPCR was also carried out for quality control. Sequencing was carried out with Illumina MiSeq 250 bp PE run, and sequence data analyzed via Qiime.

**Analysis and calculations**

HPLC samples were taken every 2 hours for the first 8-10 hours, and then at each 24-hour mark thereafter. H₂ production was measured at these times by volume displacement. At the end of each run gas samples for GC analysis were taken from the cathode outlet to confirm hydrogen production. Liquid samples from the anode were taken from a T-valve placed in the recirculation line prior to entering the reactor. HPLC and COD analysis were conducted to measure the extent of conversion of the substrates in BOAP. All sampling procedures were carried out as previously described.

Performance and conversion efficiency were characterized by Coulombic efficiency (CE), cathodic conversion efficiency (CCE), hydrogen recovery (HRE), and were calculated as previously described. Calculation of the removal rates for individual compounds and overall COD were done on the basis of each time block and were not cumulative, subtracting the mass of compound/COD measured via HPLC/COD from time point to time point. From these values, the
following method was used for generating the theoretical contribution of each compound to H$_2$ production:

**Electron equivalents**

$$= \frac{\text{concentration} \times \text{liquid volume}}{\text{Molecular weight of compound}} \times \text{moles } e^- \text{ per mole of compound}$$

The electron moles for each compound are calculated from the complete oxidation of 1 mol of compound to CO$_2$, protons, and electrons (Additional File 1: Table S1). The electron equivalents can then be converted into theoretical volume of H$_2$ through the use of two electrons per mole of H$_2$ with the ideal gas law, which can then be subsequently converted to a production rate using a specified time frame within the experiment. This calculation makes the assumption that any decrease in compound concentration during batch conversion results in 100% conversion to intermediates such as acetic acid and on to electrons. To calculate the efficiency at which intermediates are produced from the compounds identified by HPLC during open circuit conditions, the following equation is used:

$$I_{eff} = \frac{(I \text{ electron equiv.})}{(Total \text{ electron equiv.})}$$

With “I” = intermediate, such as acetic acid, and the total electron equivalents includes all compounds that were removed during the given time frame.

**Results and Discussion**

*H$_2$ Production from BOAP vs Acetic Acid in MEC*

Current and hydrogen production from two different substrates, BOAP and acetic acid was investigated to understand the transformation of BOAP in a bioanode. Acetic acid was
chosen as a second substrate for investigations because this is a known intermediate for exoelectrogens and a common end-product of fermentation reactions, although not the only one. A comparison of the current production from the two substrates has potential to reveal the relative rates of fermentation vs. exoelectrogenesis in the MEC. While BOAP experiments were extended for 72 hours, the results from BOAP for the first 24 hours are also compared as acetic acid experiments did not run beyond this time. Total hydrogen productivity from BOAP at a concentration of 0.5 g COD/L was 4.44 ± 0.68 L/L-day over the first 24 hours. Over the same period, the hydrogen productivity using 0.5 g COD/L acetate was 9.05 ± 0.71 L/l-day. At this concentration, the maximum H₂ production rate and current density for BOAP were 9.35 ± 1.73 L/L-d and 8.76 ± 1.54 A/m², respectively (Figure 25). In comparison, the maximum productivity and current density reached a higher peak for 0.1 g COD/L acetic acid. They were 1.4 and 1.3-fold higher than that of BOAP, reaching 13.33 ± 0.96 L/L-d and 11.48 ± 2.94 A/m², respectively. The overall amount of H₂ produced over the entire run was 3-fold higher with 0.5 g COD/L BOAP compared to 0.1 g COD/L acetic acid (Appendix Table 8). This is not unexpected, since the BOAP experiment was fed with 5-fold more total COD. A comparison of the experiments with 0.5 g COD/L acetic acid and 0.5 g COD/L BOAP (Figure 1) shows that the maximum H₂ productivity and current density increased to 2.9-fold and 2.8-fold, reaching 27.6 ± 5.29 L/L-d and 24.7 ± 3.64 A/m², respectively. The cumulative H₂ production from acetic acid over the duration of the experiment was 1.9-fold higher compared to BOAP.

Looking at efficiencies during the first 24 hours, BOAP produced lower hydrogen recovery (HRE), anode Coulombic efficiency (CE) and cathode conversion efficiency (CCE) (Figure 25). The anode CE, HRE and CCE for BOAP were 71.22 ± 15.08%, 66.90 ± 12.69% and 94.16 ± 2.12%, respectively.
Figure 25: (A) Hydrogen productivity and (B) efficiency during batch experiments with BOAP and acetic acid as substrate.
For 0.1 and 0.5 g COD/L acetic acid, CE improved by 6.8 and 13.4% while HRE increased by 6.5 and 16.9%, respectively. However, as mentioned above, BOAP conversion was slower than for acetic acid, so experimental run time was continued beyond 24 hours to 72 hours. This increased overall CE by 17.5% to 88.77% ± 2.7% (Additional File 1: Figure S2). However, HRE and CCE were reduced to 62.81 ± 9.84% and 70.96 ± 13.25%, respectively. The improvement in CE for BOAP with extended run time is discussed in subsequent sections, and could be result of intracellular uptake/storage during the first 24 hours of BOAP conversion. The reduction in CCE and HRE for BOAP is likely the main reason for a lower total volume of H₂ compared to 0.5 g COD/L acetic acid, despite similar anode efficiencies. This outcome results from a lower and more prolonged current output from BOAP, resulting in a lower average cell voltage for the run with BOAP, which reduces the efficiency of H₂ production at the cathode. A similar observation has been reported in the literature. The differences in current production from the two substrates, BOAP and acetic acid at the same concentration (0.5 g COD/L) indicate that the bioanode community was limited by fermentation of BOAP. Secondly, the observation that 0.5 g COD/L BOAP could produce 3-fold more H₂ compared to 0.1 g COD/L acetic acid at high anode efficiency indicates that the microbial community is capable of breaking down BOAP into intermediates, which serve as substrates for exoelectrogens. Another potential cause for lower current output with BOAP may be perceived to be inhibition by toxic furanic and phenolic compounds present in BOAP. However, our previous work in collaboration with Georgia Institute of Technology using the same microbial inoculum has shown that inhibition by these individual compounds and mixture of these compounds begins to occur only at a concentration two orders of magnitude higher than those used in this study. Thus, it is unlikely that inhibition is playing a significant role in limiting the BOAP conversion. Further evidence is provided in
subsequent sections. These results provide the first evidence that fermentative processes in conversion of biomass-derived liquids may be the limiting step in this process.

Comparing hydrogen productivity and Coulombic efficiency with those in the literature, Wang et al. were able to achieve a hydrogen production rate of 2.27 L/L-d and CE of 95% using molasses wastewater in a single chamber MEC. Lu et al. reached a hydrogen production rate of 1.41 L/L-d with a CE of 80% with fermentation effluent, which was further improved to 87% using lower applied voltage \textsuperscript{19}. Additionally, Li et al. 2014 achieved a production rate of 3.43 L/L-d by coupling to a first step of dark fermentation to produce VFA’s, and reached 72% CE \textsuperscript{28}. So despite the fermentation limitation identified in this study, the maximum productivities and efficiencies reached of 9.3 L/L-d and 88.7% using the more recalcitrant BOAP stream compared to fermentation effluents and molasses wastewater. This demonstrates that fermentation step need not be separated from the exoelectrogenic step, and that higher performance and efficiency can be achieved in a single MEC using a specifically enriched biocatalyst.

\textit{BOAP intermediates generated during open-circuit stimulus}

In order to determine and quantify the intermediates generated during fermentation of BOAP and to further test the hypothesis of fermentative limitations, another experiment with 0.5 g COD/L BOAP was carried out utilizing an open-circuit stimulus-response. This condition allows the system to reach open circuit voltage, preventing the carbon felt from acting as an electron acceptor, which halts exoelectrogenesis while enabling fermentation to proceed. During the interruption from 0-4 hours, acetic acid accumulation was observed at a steady rate of 8.63 ± 0.13 mg/h (Figure 26). The rate of acetic acid production may be slightly underestimated since part of it may be simultaneously consumed by exoelectrogens which have the ability to store
To assess the efficiency of acetic acid production from the compounds identified by HPLC, an electron equivalence analysis was conducted as described in the Experimental section. Approximately 43.20% of the electron equivalents present in the substrate were converted to acetic acid during the first two hours of open-circuit stimulus, which increased to 68.3% by the end of 4 hours. These results demonstrate that acetic acid is the major collective fermentation end product from the community during the conversion of BOAP.

The remaining electrons not recovered at the end of 4 hours in the aqueous effluent, were likely taken up by the cells to form cellular biomass or stored internally as polyhydroxyalkanoates or intracellular metabolites. The electrochemical data collected post-4 hours was evidence for the latter since the coulombic efficiency obtained after poising the electrode was greater than 100%. Analysis of the aqueous effluent by HPLC showed that although additional fermentation byproducts were present, they were generated during closed circuit experiments as well. Only

Figure 26: Acetic acid (AA) removal rates and hydrogen productivity during anode potential interruption experiment. OC: open circuit voltage, CC: set anode potential of -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
acetate showed the trend representative of an exoelectrogenesis substrate via heavy accumulation during open circuit condition, and fast removal once re-poised, further suggesting that the other intermediates are not dominant fermentation end-products in our system. Additionally, their concentration was an order of magnitude lower than acetic acid, indicating that acetic acid was the dominant branching point to exoelectrogenesis. While it is possible that some of these compounds could serve as substrates for unknown exoelectrogens, many fermentation intermediates such as propionate, butyrate, ethanol and butanol have been shown to be directly used for exoelectrogenesis\textsuperscript{15,23,30}. Additionally, as described in the community analysis section, some \emph{\textit{\delta-Proteobacteria}} were found to persist during pure acetic acid experiments and thus could be diverting a small portion of acetic acid during open-circuit stimulus.

Considering the acetic acid production rate of 8.6 mg/h during open circuit conditions compared to the acetic acid removal rate of 58.7 mg/h achieved using 0.5 g COD/L of pure acetic acid (Appendix Table 9), it is clear that the exoelectrogenic microbial subpopulation is capable of converting acetic acid at higher rates than it is being produced from BOAP. Furthermore, after the circuit was closed following open-circuit stimulus, the current production reached a higher level than what was achieved without any interruption of circuit, further indicating the exoelectrogenic subpopulation is capable of higher current output, and that compounds within BOAP were not inhibitory to either of the subpopulation. Some intermediates produced from BOAP such as formate and lactate are likely substrates for exoelectrogenesis, however, they were not dominant products during the open circuit condition. The rate of exoelectrogenesis would be higher if they also serve as substrates for exoelectrogenesis. The observed results during open-circuit stimulus, compared to the closed-circuit experiment thus demonstrate that the rate of fermentation was the limiting step in conversion of BOAP to current.
Biotransformation of individual BOAP substrates under poised conditions

While previous work has demonstrated significant removal of the main compounds within BOAP by the end of the run and at high efficiency, the relative rates and order of conversion over time of the various components of the complex mixture BOAP have not been reported previously. The implications of this are significant, since pure microbial cultures can struggle with many of the lignin-derived compounds present in BOAP, while microbial communities can convert complex biomass streams containing these compounds via emerging synergistic capabilities within the consortium. The composition of BOAP is outlined in Appendix Table 10. The main compounds within BOAP were all transformed simultaneously within 48 hours, although at different rates (Figure 27). Overall COD removal reached 58.4% by 24 hours, and further increased to 74.8% by 72 hours. For the fermentable substrates, levoglucosan had the highest initial removal rate of 16.59 ± 0.59 mg/h over the first 2 hours of the batch run, followed by furfural with a rate of 1.35 ± 0.23 mg/h (Table 6). However, relative to starting concentrations, furfural had the highest initial removal percentage of 87.74 ± 1.33%, with levoglucosan reaching 58.93 ± 2.63%. HMF is another major fermentable compound present in BOAP, which was utilized at a lower rate initially with 28.88 ± 13.47% removal after two hours, but increased to 54.49 ± 6.46% after 10 hours. This may be due to lower microbial density or intrinsic reaction rates. For the fermentation byproducts acetic acid and propionic acid, their initial removal rates were 6.55 ± 4.36 and 2.83 ± 0.80 mg/h, respectively. However, because acetic acid is being produced through fermentation of the other compounds within BOAP simultaneously, its true removal rate is underestimated. Nevertheless, the observation that concentration of acetic acid never increased with time demonstrates that its removal...
outpaced production. This can also be the case for additional intermediate compounds produced during the conversion of BOAP as phenol and catechol have been identified intermediates from larger phenolic compounds in the literature\textsuperscript{33} and their concentrations were found to fluctuate during our experiments. However, their concentration at the end of the experiment was lower than the starting concentration, indicating that they were still utilized by the anode consortium, albeit to a more limited extent.

To further understand the productivity, efficiency, and biotransformation trends observed during the conversion of BOAP, the theoretical contributions from each compound identified by HPLC toward H\textsubscript{2} production were calculated via an electron equivalence calculation similar to that described in the previous section (Figure 28). This calculation relies on the assumption that removal of the parent compounds results in their complete conversion to CO\textsubscript{2}, electrons, and protons. The bars on the y-axis show equivalent rate of hydrogen production if all electrons were
Table 6: Removal rates of individual compounds in mg/h during batch experiment with BOAP as substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>levoglucosan</td>
<td>16.59 ± 0.59</td>
<td>7.83 ± 0.59</td>
<td>2.36 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.18</td>
<td>-0.01 ± 0.24</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetic acid</td>
<td>6.55 ± 4.36</td>
<td>6.48 ± 2.11</td>
<td>9.62 ± 0.85</td>
<td>8.38 ± 1.06</td>
<td>3.66 ± 1.05</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propionic acid</td>
<td>2.83 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.63</td>
<td>2.97 ± 0.14</td>
<td>1.30 ± 1.37</td>
<td>1.45 ± 0.88</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMF</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.44</td>
<td>-0.05 ± 0.39</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.28</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(5H)-furanone</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catechol</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.03 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.01 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-0.02 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furfural</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.23</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phenol</td>
<td>-0.01 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.01± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COD</td>
<td>32.43</td>
<td>33.01</td>
<td>43.43</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

recovered as hydrogen at the cathode. While assuming 100% conversion is not possible, visualization in this manner allows us to estimate the extent to which the observed results deviate from this condition in discrete time frames. The results show a lag in hydrogen production compared to the rate of substrate removal. This is not unexpected since the substrate concentrations measured at the various time points are indicative of disappearance of substrate and not necessarily complete conversion. Furthermore, comparing Figure 4a and b, we can see an inverse trend in the first 6 hours, with contributions attributed to individual compound removal starting high and dropping off, while overall COD-based contribution starts lower and increases with time. This is indicative of production of biotransformation intermediates or cellular storage, contributing to increasing COD removal from 0-6 hours, followed by a decreasing trend thereafter. Coulombic efficiency from to 6-24 hours exceeded 100% during normal poised conditions, indicating that intracellular storage was being tapped in addition to the substrate present.
Figure 28: (A) Comparison of hydrogen productivity obtained experimentally with that estimated via electron equivalence calculation for conversion of individual compounds within BOAP. (B) COD contributions to hydrogen productivity based on electron equivalence compared to observed hydrogen productivity.
Community Analysis

The bioanodes used in these experiments had been exposed to BOAP and adapted to this substrate for >2 years, and have evolved and enriched for BOAP conversion and acetate oxidation [6]. Focusing first on two important groups in the microbial community, exoelectrogens and methanogens, the results show different trends depending on the substrate used (Figure 29b). Exoelectrogens, represented by the family Geobacteraceae increased from 1.9% to 33.0%, when BOAP was used as the substrate. A similar trend was seen when pure acetic acid was used as the substrate, increasing the population density of the exoelectrogens from 15.6% to 54.0%. On the contrary, the population of methanogens showed an opposite trend. With BOAP as the substrate, the methanogenic Euryarchaeota increased from 2.2% to 17.2%, while their population decreased from 13.1% to 1.8% with acetic acid as the substrate. Two inferences can be derived from these results. First, batch additions of acetic acid as well as BOAP provide a large amount of acetate, which is preferred by Geobacter for growth and exoelectrogenesis, thus explaining their growth with both substrates. Secondly, the fact that the population of methanogens was only observed to increase when using the complex fermentable substrate and decreased with pure acetic acid indicates the methanogens present in the anode are not acetoclastic and are likely hydrogenotrophic. Thus, the methanogen population is mainly feeding on intermediates produced during the fermentation process such as H$_2$ and CO$_2$ rather than the end product acetate, which is predominantly used by the exoelectrogenic fraction$^{29,32}$. The growth of methanogens is a well-documented issue in bioelectrochemical systems even at low organic loading rates, and thus poses a significant challenge for controlling their growth at higher, industrially relevant levels $^{33,34}$. The difference in exoelectrogen population at the start
Figure 29: 16S rRNA-based taxonomical classification of the MEC community for batch BOAP vs acetic acid experiments. Numbers 1 & 2 indicate samples collected at the beginning (1) and the end (2) of each batch series. (A) Bar chart showing taxonomy of the MEC anode community at the phylum level with sub-classification of the Proteobacteria at class level. (B) Trends in Archaea vs Geobacter subpopulations observed with the two substrates.
and end of BOAP and acetic acid experiments differed greatly, which highlights the effect of substrate and fermentation limitation. Performance in terms of efficiency and current output did not improve as the *Geobacter* population increased with BOAP as the substrate during this study. This is because the amount of *Geobacter* is not the main determining factor for performance in the BOAP-fed system, but rather a consequence of the use of BOAP in the anode. An experiment conducted post-acetic acid run using BOAP as the substrate showed similar current as that produced prior to the use of acetic acid as substrate in the MEC (Appendix Figure 33). As demonstrated in previous section, fermentation of BOAP to end products like acetate is a limiting factor in the bioanode conversion process. Once the substrate was switched to pure acetate, the exoelectrogens no longer relied on fermentation to produce the substrates they need and current production increased 3-fold and the *Geobacter* population increased further to 54%. Thus, limited availability of acetic acid limits *Geobacter* growth and affects its population in the anode. This was clearly illustrated by the experiment which was conducted post the acetic acid run (Appendix Figure 33). This indicates that the current production in MEC is not necessarily determined by the *Geobacter* population, but by the substrate used in the MEC.

In addition to the changes in *Geobacter* and methanogen population, additional taxonomic groups including Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes and multiple classes of *Proteobacteria* also demonstrated trends as a function of substrate (Figure 29a). Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes persisted during BOAP experiments at >10% of the population, but were reduced significantly when acetic acid was used as the substrate. *Gammaproteobacteria* also showed this trend but to a lower extent. This indicates that these microbes are active in the fermentation of parent or intermediate compounds from BOAP, and cannot be sustained on acetate alone. Firmicutes have been found frequently in bioelectrochemical anodes when fermentable substrates have been used
and this phylum houses many biomass degraders and glucose fermenters in Clostridia. Additionally, certain microbes within Gammaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes have also been found to only persist when fed with fermentable sugars. In contrast, Betaroteobacteria declined during BOAP experiments but persisted during pure acetic acid, although it should be noted that this class did still remain at high levels during BOAP feeding despite the overall reduction (Figure 5B). Looking closer at the family level of Betaoteobacteria (Additional File 1: Figure S4) Rhodocyclaceae, and Comamonadaceae have been identified in our previous work and house a wide metabolic range of microbes. While these families have been implicated in degradation of complex carbon compounds they have also been found to have abilities in acetate utilization and some members of Comamonadaceae have also been found to be capable of electricity generation, which would explain both of their abilities to persist during pure acetic acid feeding.

Emergent functionality in engineered community

The conversion of phenolic and furanic compounds provides a significant challenge to fermentation of BOAP, as these classes of compounds are known to be inhibitory to many microbes. Fermentation of the furanic compounds furfural and HMF have been found to produce intermediates such furoic acid, furfuryl alcohol, 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan, requiring further biotransformation to be converted to acetic acid. Additionally, phenolic compounds such as phenol and catechol are even more recalcitrant, with fermentation proceeding most slowly for these types of compounds in the experiments presented in this study. Many of these intermediates including phenol, catechol and furoic acid were found in MEC effluent when BOAP served as the substrate. The comparative studies with BOAP and acetic acid show that the
microbial groups were established and enriched in the anode to collectively participate in a fermentative chain that is capable of oxidizing the complex carbon compounds within BOAP progressively to acetic acid. The evidence presented in this study suggests that the microbial community utilize a synergistic strategy through mutually beneficial division of labor and syntrophic exchange as depicted in Figure 30 that results in emergent functionality in converting the wide array of compounds within BOAP. Division of labor was evident through the simultaneous conversion of identifiable compounds, which allows for parallel processing and allocation of compounds to various microbes with different functionality and metabolic capabilities. This type of cooperative interaction within microbial communities is seen in natural environments and in engineered settings, manifesting into various ways of enhancing overall substrate utilization. This may also help prevent the toxic effects of many of these compounds on other community members Downstream from this initial division of labor, the co-conversions of the fermentable substrates converge to acetic acid as demonstrated by open-circuit stimulus-response. This leads to syntrophic cross-feeding from fermentative groups to exoelectrogenic groups for the generation of current, and is the foundation for electricity generation from fermentable substrates. Compounds such as levoglucosan were strongly preferred within the BOAP mixture by the microbial community, which is not unexpected as it is a sugar derivative, leading to the fastest removal rate. One of the pathways through which levoglucosan can be degraded is using levoglucosan kinase to convert it to glucose-6 phosphate. This pathway generates acetic acid and thus the conversion of levoglucosan to acetic acid can occur in a single organism. Conversely, conversion of the phenolic and furanic compounds may require multiple steps. Catechol, phenol, and furoic acid were found in the MEC effluent and were found to fluctuate with time during the experimental run, indicating their production.
Figure 30: Schematic of possible pathways active in anode microbiome for conversion of fermentable compounds within BOAP. "F" corresponds to fermentative bacteria, "E" corresponds to exoelectrogenic bacteria. Intermediate level 1 includes compounds such as phenol, catechol, furoic-acid, which were observed experimentally. VA: Vanillic acid, SA: Syringic Acid, HBA: Hydroxybenzoic acid, HMF: Hydroxymethylfurfural.
from other compounds present in BOAP. These compounds have been identified as intermediates in the conversion of methoxy phenols and furanic compounds in a MEC which used the same source of enrichment used in these studies\(^{43}\). Thus, exchange of carbon between community members may be occurring at several levels for multiple compounds during biotransformation of the lignin and hemicellulose-derived intermediates. Syntrophies that direct electrons away from the electrode were also evident. An increase in the population of *Euryarchaeota* which functions to re-direct fermentation intermediates through methanogenesis, was found. Nonetheless, CE for the BOAP batch runs reached >80% demonstrating an efficient and robust community that can convert cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin-derived pyrolytic intermediates including inhibitory compounds at appreciable rates, providing a foundation for further improvements to reach commercial targets.

*Bioelectrochemical systems for biorefining applications*

The need for integrated solutions to the current renewable challenges facing the world continues to grow, and new innovative approaches to fully utilize lignocellulosic feedstocks will be essential. Bioelectrochemical systems have the potential for integration into variety of bioenergy platforms to help meet this goal\(^5,6\). MECs offer the potential to produce hydrogen in an integrated fashion in biorefinery platforms and as a means of energy storage through decentralized production to supply hydrogen to fueling stations, as the world strives to move toward cleaner fuels and electricity-mediated transportation. This study integrates a number of novel features into one to address practical applications such as use of MECs in biorefineries. These include:

1. Approach of comparing complex substrate, BOAP vs Acetate, using open and closed
circuit conditions to understand fermentation vs. exoelectrogenesis relevant to biorefinery streams

2. Community focus to understand the interactions within functional microbial groups. This can allow identifications of conditions to promote positive interactions and ways to minimize negative interactions

3. Overall integrative/systems approach, looking at metabolites (individual compounds within mixture), genomics, and electrochemical data

4. Use of high performing MEC design capable of achieving high productivity and CE without using high concentration of substrates

The demonstrated maximum rates with BOAP in this study are nearing the targets needed for practical application\textsuperscript{54}, and almost 30-fold higher than that identified by US DOE Fuel Cell Technology Office as state of the art\textsuperscript{55}. Alternate technologies such as \textit{in vitro} synthetic enzyme systems have achieved comparatively high yields and productivities of 29 L/L-day (54 mmol H\textsubscript{2}/L-h) utilizing both xylose and glucose from corn stover hydrolysate\textsuperscript{44}. The study presented here is a big step towards realizing the use of renewable waste biomass as a feedstock vs. sugars or natural gas for hydrogen production.

As shown in this study, developing an emergent microbial community capable of efficiently producing hydrogen from all constituents of biomass can be accomplished, but further work is necessary to increase the productivity to 20 L/L-day or more to enable commercial consideration. This can be achieved via targeted increase in fermentative population. The generation of electrons from waste biomass has significant implications for the production of high-value chemicals as well. This can be done via integration of electrosynthesis at the cathode
with the bioanode developed in this study. Future work will focus on utilizing deep sequencing techniques to better understand the interactions among active groups within the microbial community and additional environmental factors impacting performance. Building on methods previously established such as those using operational “shocks” coupled to metatranscriptomic analysis identification of functional roles of different community members is possible. Providing the right environment for improving fermentation, while reducing competing pathways such as methanogenesis can enhance the production of acetic acid from BOAP. Continued efforts in these areas can lead to the development of an optimal microbial community management strategy for developing stable and high performing electroactive biofilms while contributing to overall strategies for engineering microbial communities for additional industrial applications.

Conclusions

Renewable H₂ production from biomass-derived streams is approaching targets for practical application utilizing bioelectrochemical systems that leverage the emergent capabilities of microbial communities. A maximum productivity of 9.35 ± 1.73 L/L-d with BOAP was achieved with a switchgrass-derived pyrolysate. The productivity was increased 3-fold to 27.6 ± 5.29 L/L-d using pure acetic acid, demonstrating the potential capability of this system. The enriched microbial community demonstrated efficient and simultaneous conversion of a wide range of compounds through synergistic division of labor strategy and multi-substrate syntrophy demonstrated by open-circuit stimulus-response, effectively directing the biomass electrons to intermediates such as acetic acid at an efficiency of 68.3%. However, the rate of fermentation and production of intermediates which could serve as substrates for exoelectrogenesis limited the
system productivity. This study serves to provide a foundation from which to build on for understanding biocomplexity in bioelectrochemical systems for conversion of biomass-derived streams and toward the development of community management and engineering strategies for enabling renewable hydrogen production.
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Appendix

Figure 31: Schematic of MEC system investigating hydrogen production under batch conditions.

Figure 32: Efficiency during batch experiments with BOAP and acetic acid as substrate for entire runs.
Figure 33: Fig. S3: Hydrogen productivity during comparing run before and after acetic acid use.

Figure 34: 16S r RNA-based taxanomical classification to the family level for batch BOAP vs acetic acid. Numbers 1,2 indicate samples from beginning (1) and end (2) of each batch series.
Table 7: Calculation of the electrons liberated through the theoretical conversion of 1 mol of compound/COD to 1 mol of acetic acid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levoglucosan</td>
<td>C₆H₁₀O₅ + 7H₂O = 6CO₂ + 24H⁺ + 24e⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>C₂H₄O₂ + 2H₂O = 2CO₂ + 8H + 8e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propionic acid</td>
<td>C₃H₆O₂ + 4H₂O = 3CO₂ + 14H⁺ + 14e⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMF</td>
<td>C₆H₆O₃ + 9H₂O = 6CO₂ + 24H⁺ + 24e⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(5H)-Furanone</td>
<td>C₄H₄O₂ + 6H₂O = 4CO₂ + 16H⁺ + 16e⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catechol</td>
<td>C₆H₆O₂ + 10H₂O = 6CO₂ + 26H⁺ + 26e⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td>C₅H₄O₂ + 8H₂O = 5CO₂ + 20H⁺ + 20e⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenol</td>
<td>C₆H₆O + 11H₂O = 6CO₂ + 27H⁺ + 27e⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COD</td>
<td>CH₂O + H₂O = CO₂ + 4H⁺ + 4e⁻</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Cumulative hydrogen production from each batch experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>MEC-A</th>
<th>MEC-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1 g/L AA</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 g/L AA</td>
<td>128.25 ± 5.73</td>
<td>118.80 ± 7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 g/L BOAP</td>
<td>48 ± 4.95</td>
<td>62.85 ± 11.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9: Table S3: Acetic acid and COD removal rates for each batch experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1 g/L AA</td>
<td>33.89</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 g/L AA</td>
<td>37.32 ±8.11</td>
<td>53.01 ±8.10</td>
<td>48.62 ±1.15</td>
<td>53.10 ±2.02</td>
<td>4.34 ±0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 g/L BOAP</td>
<td>32.43</td>
<td>33.01</td>
<td>43.43</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Table S4. Concentrations of major chemical compounds in bio-oil aqueous phase quantified by HPLC-PDA and GC-FID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantification method</th>
<th>Major chemicals</th>
<th>Concentration based on aqueous phase (g/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPLC-PDA</td>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,2-benzendiol</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levoglucosan</td>
<td>15.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proponic acid</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanillic acid</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMF</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC-FID</td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methoxy-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-methyl-4-methyphenol</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexanone</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-methyl-1,2-cyclophandiol</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,6-Dimethoxyphenol</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,3-propanediol</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-ethylphenol</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2(5H)-Furanone</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-hydroxybutanone</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>43.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER V

EFFECT OF FEEDING REGIME ON MEC PERFORMANCE AND MICROBIAL COMMUNITY STRUCTURE FOR BIOREFINERY APPLICATIONS
This chapter is derived from a manuscript currently in preparation.
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Abstract

In order for bioelectrochemical systems to reach their commercial potential, a better understanding of the reactors perform under different operating conditions and resulting impact on the microbial community need to be better understood. Continuous operation was carried out at 2 and 20 g/L-d, and directly compared to fed-batch operation with same total of substrate added. Changes in electrochemical performance, metabolite profiles, electron flux and microbial community structure were tracked across the different conditions. At the lower level, similar microbial communities and electrochemical performance resulted. At the high loading conditions tested, continuous operation resulted in better performance and more stable output compared to fed-batch operation. Average H$_2$ productivity and current density at 20 g/L-d reached 7.9 ± 0.4 L/L-d and 9.2 ± 0.6 A/m$^2$, while fed-batch operation produced average values of 4.27 ± 3.2 L/L-d and 5.1 ± 3.3 A/m$^2$, respectively dropping drastically in the 2$^{nd}$ week of performance to current densities below 1 A/m$^2$. This high concentration environment resulted in different selective pressures, increasing the proportion of fermenting organisms such as Firmicutes, including the family Ruminococcaceae, while selecting for different strains of Geobacter, which may have contributed to reduced performance. Additionally, electron diversion to undefined sinks
increased to 69.7% ± 5.6% during fed-batch operation at a concentration of 2.5 g/L. Continuous operation was able to mitigate these effects better compared to fed-batch operation, but further insights into the mechanistic details of the process are needed to uncover specific structure-function dynamics and how to maintain these positive interactions.

Introduction

Opportunities to enhance the viability of advanced biofuel technologies lie with the ability to fully utilize the entire feedstock and co-produce high-value commodities in addition to fuel. Many proposed technologies such as pyrolysis, hydrothermal liquefaction of algae, and lignocellulosic fermentations produce waste streams that must be valorized. Focusing on the production of biofuel from lignocellulosic feedstocks via pyrolysis, a significant amount of hydrogen is needed for upgrading of the produced bio-oil for generating drop-in fuel hydrocarbons. The ability to produce hydrogen from process waste stream from pyrolysis, or other conversion technologies, can significantly reduce treatment costs as well as reduce expenditures on external sources of hydrogen. Microbial electrolysis is an emerging technology capable of handling robust waste streams with high efficiency and is thus a prime candidate for biorefinery integration.

While crops can be typically harvested in large batches, fuel demands are constant and thus many potential biorefineries may strive for continuous operation, which means a continuous production of waste streams. While this does not fundamentally preclude batch operations from functioning economically, it does pose additional challenges such as the need for storage tanks etc. However, many biochemical companies rely on batch or fed-batch operations as their means of production, and reactor designs and operation for this type of fermentation are well developed.
Thus, with MEC development in its infancy, understanding the impact of different feeding regimes on performance will be important for reaching commercial applications. Recent studies have made strides in understanding the impact of operating conditions and bottlenecks\textsuperscript{4-8}, but additional work is required for reaching commercial applications. While trends of increasing H\textsubscript{2} productivity with loading rate and flow-rate were demonstrated in the above examples, studies comparing the impact of specific feeding regimes are sparse. Using a corn stover-derived waste stream, Pannell et al. found that MECs fed continuously maintained a more stable Coulombic efficiency (CE) while fed-batch operation dropped over time with increasing concentration\textsuperscript{9}. Additionally, they found hydrogen productivity to increase with OLR while output decreased with fed-batch as the concentration increased. However, disparate working concentration levels between batch vs continuous mode in this study may have impacted the results. Additional studies have sought to design high-performing continuous systems using a CSTR-adapted MFC system to achieve high COD removal and power density with brewery wastewater\textsuperscript{10} while another utilized carbon nanotubes to achieve high COD removal and good productivity using corn-stover wastewater derived from hydrothermal liquefaction\textsuperscript{11}. A fed-batch study using straw hydrolysate observed accumulation of phenols over time with low productivity\textsuperscript{12}. Zeng et al. also found that model compounds within BOAP can be inhibitory to the key microbial process of exoelectrogenesis, and the toxicity is raised with compounds in combination\textsuperscript{13}. Thus, lignocellosic-derived streams must consider this into operational design.

In this study, we set out to create truly comparable conditions for batch vs continuous operation by using the same experimental run time with the same amount of total substrate added over that period. This allows for a more realistic comparison of the differences between the two feeding regimes, and any resulting differences in performance that may impact commercial
applications. We utilized a previously described switchgrass-derived bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP)\textsuperscript{14}, and two different sets of replicate reactors enriched on BOAP. Biotransformation of individual compounds within BOAP as well as overall COD removal were measured for each condition. Additionally, changes to the microbial community of each reactor were characterized via 16s rRNA analysis after each test to investigate the impact on community structure and determine the relationship between mode of operation, community structure and MEC performance.

**Methods**

*MEC construction and enrichment*

The two-chambered MEC system utilized has equal anode and cathode volumes of 16 ml each with a projected area 12.56 cm\textsuperscript{2}. A porous carbon felt was used as anode material and a membrane electrode assembly consisting of Nafion-115 and Pt-deposited carbon cathode between the two chambers. A carbon rod and stainless steel wire served as current collectors in the two chambers, respectively. The anode chamber utilizes an up-flow design with an external media reservoir for recirculation of unconverted compounds with a flow-rate of 3.6 mL/min. Two replicate MEC anode communities developed in previous studies were split to create a 2\textsuperscript{nd} pair of replicate reactors\textsuperscript{7,8}.

*MEC operation*

In all reactors, continuous vs fed-batch operation was carried out in succession. Each condition was tested for a period of 3 weeks, with weekly media changes. However, for the
highest batch level tested, a period of 2 week was utilized due to degradation in reactor performance. The first set of replicate reactors began with 4 g/L-d OLR followed by fed-batch operation with 0.5 g/L BOAP feeding every 40 hours, to achieve the same total substrate added. In the 2\textsuperscript{nd} set of replicate reactors, the initial OLR was 20 g/L-d BOAP, followed by fed-batch operation of 2.5 g/L BOAP added every 40 hours. Additionally, this second set of reactors was allowed to have a longer growth period to develop a higher biomass density for operating at higher loading and fed-batch conditions prior to testing. Following the 20 g/L-d period, a recovery period was employed to recover performance back to starting levels prior to initiating fed-batch operation. During the recovery period, a lower loading of 2 g/L-d was utilized for 4-7 days as a precautionary measure to alleviate any possible inhibition that may have occurred during long-term exposure to high loading and return current densities to those obtained at beginning of continuous operation. A constant anode potential of -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl was used throughout and the resulting cell potentials were tracked as well. Anode and cathode pH were not strictly controlled but were adjusted on a daily basis, with the 20 g/L-d and 2.5 g/L fed-batch conditions receiving continuous NaOH addition to minimize pH fluctuations. Anode pH values ranged between 7.1-6.5, and cathode pH ranged from 6.9-13.5 during the daily operation.

\textit{Metabolite analysis}

Biotransformation of individual compounds as well as overall COD removal were measured from effluent samples collected from anode effluent at the end of each week-long run for each condition tested. Additionally, anode and cathode off-gas measurements were also made at this time. COD analysis was carried out using Hach HR COD (20–1500 mg/L COD) vials and were digested in a Hach DRB 200 reactor at 150°C for 2 hours. Samples were then cooled to
room temperature before measuring absorbance at 620 nm on Spectronic 20 Genesys. For HPLC analysis, a Jasco 2000Plus (Jasco analytical instruments) equipped with PU-2089S Plus pump, a MD-2018 Plus Photodiode Array detector (PDA), a RI-2031 Plus intelligent RI detector was utilized with 5 mM H$_2$SO$_4$ mobile phase at flow-rate of 0.6 ml/min. Gas samples were collected via air-tight syringe and analyzed by gas chromatography (GC).

**Microbial community analysis**

Microbial community samples were taken at the end of each condition through a sampling port on the back of the anode chamber [3]. The core sample was placed in a sterile centrifuge tube or freezer vial and stored at -80 °C. DNA was extracted from each sample using a MoBio Power Biofilm DNA extraction kit, following manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen, Germantown, MD). Library prep was then carried out on the extracted DNA for 16S analysis on Illumina MiSeq following the methods of Caporaso et al.\textsuperscript{15} PCR products cleaned and concentrated using Zymo DNA Clean and Concentrator and then quality checked via Bioanalyzer and Kapa qPCR. Sequencing was carried out with Illumina MiSeq 250 bp PE run, and sequence data analyzed via Qiime [4].

**Calculations**

Performance and conversion efficiency were characterized by Coulombic efficiency (CE), cathodic conversion efficiency (CCE), hydrogen recovery (HRE), and were calculated as previously described\textsuperscript{14,16}. 
Results and Discussion

Hydrogen productivities and efficiencies

H₂ productivity and current density for 4 g/L-d averaged 2.19 ± 0.02 L/L-d and 2.65 A/m², which increased by 30.1% and 20.0% upon shifting to fed-batch, reaching 2.85 ±0.27 L/L-d and 3.18 A/m², respectively. The results in Figure 35 indicate that fed-batch operation resulted in additional growth of the microbial community with current and hydrogen output increasing over time, and this can be seen clearer from the raw data of current output after each feeding (Appendix Figure 39). The max current density increased steadily from 8.8 to 15.4 A/m² over the 3-week period tested while a noticeable increase in current for the reactor operated with continuous feeding did not occur. Additionally, all efficiency values increased for fed-batch operation. The anode CE and CCE increased by ~6% each, reaching 74.1 ± 3.9% and 85.5 ± 3.3%, respectively. The HRE increased by 10% to 63.3 ± 4.6%. COD removal, however, did not follow this trend and decreased from 67.8 ± 4.8% to 59.8 ± 2.7% during fed-batch operation, which is interesting given the increase in current over this period.

Continuous operation of the MECs at 20 g/L-d increased hydrogen productivity and current output to 7.9 ± 0.4 L/L-d, while the current density reached 9.2 ± 0.6 A/m². At the higher loading, the higher availability of acetate provided via the substrate as well as that produced from the other compounds in BOAP was the likely reason for continued increase in output. However, CE could not be maintained under this condition and dropped to 52.3 ± 3.7%. Additionally, CCE was slightly lower at 82.1 ± 1.4%, which may be due to proton limitation in the cathode [5].
Figure 35: (A) MEC performance obtained under continuous and fed-batch mode of operation at various loading conditions. The units g/L-d in the legend refer to continuous mode of operation, while g/L refers to fed-batch mode of operation. (B) MEC efficiency and COD removal during continuous and fed-batch mode of operation. HRE: Hydrogen Recovery, CE: Anode Coulombic Efficiency, CCE: Cathode Conversion Efficiency.
Shifting to fed-batch mode at this higher level of substrate supply resulted in a substantial reduction in performance. Fed-batch operation initially resulted in high current and H₂, reaching max levels of 14 A/m² after each of the first two feedings, but declined rapidly thereafter. Output decreased to below 1 A/m² within two weeks. The fed-batch experiment was discontinued for the 3rd week due to the degradation in performance. The average CE and COD removal over this period was 27.8 ± 10.6% and 55.2 ± 26.3%. Cathode efficiency was able to remain relatively high at 76.5 ± 9.6%. This is a surprising result given the significant decrease in current over the two week period. The cathode voltage was found to decrease significantly resulting in average cell voltage of -0.55 V for this condition. In comparison, the 20 g/L-d run had an average cell voltage of -1.1 V, twice that of the fed-batch condition while only a 5.6% increase in CCE was observed. The low voltage of -0.55 V is still sufficient to generate hydrogen, and since the hydrogen production rate was low, the cathode was likely to not be limited by protons either, thus resulting in high CCE.

**Microbial community Analysis**

Changes in the microbial community structure were observed during both fed-batch and continuous operating conditions. The Figure 36a shows the progression of the community under the four conditions tested, analyzed at the end of each operation period. The population density of *Deltaproteobacteria* comprising mainly of *Geobacteraceae* increased slightly between continuous and fed-batch mode of operation at the lower loading condition. However, it decreased at the higher loading conditions. Comparing the fed-batch experiments at the two loading conditions, despite the higher acetic acid concentrations present at the higher loading level, the *Deltaproteobacteria* population declined from 47.0% to 28.4% at 2.5 g/L (Figure2a).
Figure 36: Characterization of microbial community in MEC under different conditions. A. Analysis at the phylum level. B. Analysis at the family and genus level.
This drop was even more significant in the 2nd replicate reactor (data not shown). Additionally, *Betaproteobacteria* declined rapidly after the first condition (L-C), decreasing from 15.1% at 4 g/L-d, to 1.5% at 20 g/L-d (H-C). The Bacteroidetes and Euryarchaeota populations remained fairly stable throughout, while the Firmicutes population rose rapidly from 19.5% at 4 g/L-d, to 50.1% at 2.5 g/L (H-B). Looking deeper into the changes in the community structure, individual OTUs within the groups above were analyzed in the context of the observations at the phylum and class level. While the overall *Deltaproteobacteria* and *Geobacteraceae* population decreased overall at the higher loading levels, we can see that two different *Geobacter* OTUs had differing preferences for the conditions investigated. *Geobacter_15179* dominated the lower loading conditions reaching 43.4% at 0.5 g/L (Figure 36b); however, this was overtaken rapidly by another *Geobacter* (15180) at the higher loadings dropping to 9.2% at 2.5 g/L (H-B), in line with the overall trend for the parent family, *Deltaproteobacteria*. However, *Geobacter_15180* was observed to take its place increasing to 14.2% (H-C) and 17.8% (H-B) from a lower population density of ~0.2-0.3% at the lower levels. The total population of *Deltaproteobacteria*, however, was much lower than that under low loading conditions. This indicates that the different loading/concentration conditions resulted in differing competitive advantages between these two *Geobacter* strains, resulting in a strong reversal in relative proportions. It appears that *Geobacter_15180* is better suited to survive in the high BOAP environment. Within the phylum *Firmicutes*, the families *Ruminococcaceae* and *Erysipelotrichaceae* have been implicated in acidogenesis and displayed a strong preference for the higher substrate conditions including *Oscillospira* OTUs, with the overall family increasing from 4.2 and 6.7% to 23.5 and 27.8%. The family *Ruminococcaceae* also has known cellulolytic as well and acetogenic abilities, while the *Oscillospira* genus has been found in the rumen of cattle and other
animals\textsuperscript{17} and have been identified as butyrate producer\textsuperscript{20}. Lachnospiraceae\textsubscript{2128} increased in proportion up to 7.4\% at 20 g/L-d (H-C), but was not sustained and dropped to 1.4\% at 2.5 g/L (H-B). Lachnospiraceae has been shown to contain H\textsubscript{2} consumers\textsuperscript{19} appears likely that upon shifting toward volatile fatty acid production, reduced its proportion in the community while allowing organisms within Ruminococcaceae to proliferate.

**Electron balance**

The flow of electrons into different anode products of current, methane, and undefined sinks were tracked over the length of each operational condition and averaged to determine the fate of electrons derived from BOAP (Figure 37). The proportion of electrons directed to current production was highest at the lower conditions averaging ~70\%, with methane accounting for the remaining 30\% with flow to undefined sinks mostly minimal. Diversion of electrons to undefined sinks increased drastically with the increase in working concentration that accompanies the 20 g/L-d and 2.5 g/L fed-batch operation, increasing to 39.5 ± 2.4\% and 69.7\% ± 5.6\% while progressively decreasing the flow of electrons to current and methane. Miceli et al. also observed a reduction in the proportion of electrons diverted to methane as substrate concentration increased\textsuperscript{21}, similar to observations in this study. However, the decrease in electrons to methane were captured in the production of VFAs. However, the electron balance calculations in this study are based only on the COD analysis of the effluent. The undefined sinks are likely to consist of cellular biomass and intracellular storage. Community analysis above showed strong growth of Firmicutes during the high loading conditions, which must have diverted a considerable portion of electrons extracted from BOAP towards is growth. Freguia et al. have reported intracellular storage to occur during pulsed carbon addition in a microbial fuel
cell. During continuous operation at 20 g/L-d and 2.5 g/L fed-batch operation, it is likely that substrate concentration levels remained high enough to promote intracellular storage, likely contributing to the observed increase of electron diversion to undefined sinks. Additionally, Esteve-Nunez et al. observed evidence for the ability of exoelectrogens to over-express cytochromes for charge storage. Inhibition of exoelectrogens during high loading conditions as well as protons limitations in the cathode could result in a restriction of current flow, leading to charge storage and a depression of observed electrons captured as current.

Figure 37: Distribution of electrons in the products at the end of the MEC experiments. L-C: Continuous operation at 4 g/L-d, L-B: Fed-batch operation at 0.5 g/L, H-C: Continuous operation at 20 g/L-d, H-B: Fed-batch operation at 2.5 g/L.

**Biotransformation of compounds within BOAP**

The extent of biotransformation across the 10 compounds analyzed was similar between the two lower level conditions except for the phenolic compounds of catechol, phenol and syringic acid (Figure 38). Accumulation of catechol to -124.8% was seen during fed-batch operation, while 42.4% removal was observed during continuous operation. Almost 80%
reduction in phenol and syringic acid was observed during continuous feeding at 4 g/L-d, however, it dropped to ~15% during fed-batch operation. Under the higher loading condition of 20 g/L-d, catechol removal increased compared to the lower loading condition. This may be due to an increase in population of the microbes consuming catechol. Its accumulation was not observed under fed-batch operation at the 2.5 g/L loading condition, but compared to the continuous operation, its removal dropped substantially from 83.6% to 36.4%.

Figure 38: Percent removal of major components of BOAP in MEC under different conditions.

This indicates that batch operating conditions are not good for removal of catechol. Syringic acid removal was very similar in fed-batch and continuous operation, while phenol removal dropped from 69.6% (H-C) to 37.2% (H-B) under the higher loading conditions. Additionally, a large shift in propionic acid and acetate metabolism was observed between the low and high levels. At both low conditions, propionic acid was removed at 100%, but that was
reversed and accumulation was observed at the higher loading levels, reaching -241.8 (H-C) and 665.5% (H-B), respectively. For acetic acid, biotransformation at the lower levels and 20 g/L-d remained >90%, but shifting to fed-batch at 2.5 g/L drastically decreased removal resulting in slight accumulation to -6.1%. The high starting concentration of substrate during 2.5 g/L feedings likely saturated the capacity of the community for converting certain intermediates, which include propionic acid and acetic acid. An additional observation that appears contradictory to trends for other compounds is the observation of higher removal of catechol and syringic acid at 2.5 g/L vs 0.5 g/L. A longer enrichment period progressively increasing BOAP loading may have resulted in a high density of microbes needed to remove these compounds, evidenced by good conversion during 20 g/L- loading. However, despite the good % removal of phenolics at the higher levels, the working concentrations of phenolic compounds remained much higher and overall COD removal dropped substantially to 36.6% during the final week of fed-batch operation at 2.5 g/L. Zeng et al. has reported inhibition of exoelectrogens due to the individual phenolic and furanic compounds within BOAP. The concentration of individual phenolic compounds at which this occurred was an order magnitude higher than that used in this study, however, the combined effect of all the phenolic compounds present in BOAP, characterized and uncharacterized, may have resulted in a stronger inhibition.

Conclusions

At the high loading conditions tested, continuous operation resulted in better performance and more stable output compared to fed-batch operation. Average H₂ productivity and current density at 20 g/L-d reached 7.9 ± 0.4 L/L-d and 9.2 ± 0.6 A/m² while fed-batch operation produced average values of 4.27 ± 3.2 L/L-d and 5.1 ± 3.3 A/m², respectively dropping
drastically in the 2nd week of performance to current densities below 1 A/m², preventing a 3rd week of operation at this level. The collective results indicate that high loading conditions can result in metabolic and microbial community shifts, resulting in the accumulation of propionic acid and substantial reduction in acetic acid conversion. This high concentration environment resulted in different selective pressures, increasing the proportion of fermenting organisms such as Firmicutes, including the family Ruminococcaceae, while selecting for different strains of Geobacter OTUs, which may have contributed to reduced performance. Additionally, electron diversion to undefined sinks increased to 69.7% ± 5.6% during fed-batch operation at a concentration of 2.5 g/L. Continuous operation was able to mitigate these effects better compared to fed-batch operation, but further insights into the mechanistic details of the process are needed to uncover specific structure-function dynamics and how to maintain these positive interactions. Further analysis of the community via omics techniques can link individual community members to various functional roles at the high loading conditions. This can help in isolating the negative interactions resulting from accumulation of intermediates such as propionic acid, etc. and allow development of strategies to further promote an increase in productivity.
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Figure 39: Current output over 3 week period of fed-batch conditions at 0.5 g/L BOAP.
CHAPTER VI

ADAPTING MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES TO LOW ANODE POTENTIALS IMPROVES PERFORMANCE OF MECS AT NEGATIVE POTENTIALS PERFORMANCE
This chapter is derived from a manuscript currently in preparation.
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Abstract

A unique aspect of microbial electrolysis cells is the use of an applied voltage for \( \text{H}_2 \) production. A variation on this parameter is the use of a controlled anode potential rather than controlled cell voltage, which can result in a more stable redox environment for the anode microbes. In this study, long-term exposure of anode consortia at -400 mV and 0 mV vs. Ag/AgCl resulted in a gradual divergence of the resulting bioanode midpoint potentials by >100 mV over a 6-month period. Cyclic voltammetry revealed a shift in peak current production to more negative potentials for the reactor poised at -400 mV. Furthermore, chronopotentiometry indicated very different profiles, showing a difference of 500 mV in the potential required to achieve a current of 15 mA (equivalent to 12 A/m\(^2\)). A 3-fold higher current was observed at a poised potential of -400 mV for the anode enriched at a poised potential of -400 mV, compared to that enriched at 0 mV. The substrate used was a bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) derived from switchgrass, making this study unique with potential for biorefinery application in producing hydrogen, fuels or chemicals. Operation at -400 mV resulted in a 1.5-fold higher electrical efficiency reaching 164.9%, while marginally reducing hydrogen recovery by 1.0%. The results provide evidence for adaptation of complex communities to optimize applied potential, while
reducing energy input for electrolysis. The community developed here has potential to be explored further to understand complex community-function relationships.

Introduction

Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) are an emerging technology for the treatment of wastewater 1-4 as well as the production of fuels and chemicals 5-8. The unique aspect of these systems is a solid electron acceptor for microbial processes, imparting a path to oxidize or reduce compounds without adding specific electron donor or acceptor chemicals. This is done via control of redox potential to enable more complete substrate conversion or promote conversion pathways that would normally be thermodynamically unfavorable. Microbial electrolysis is one type of BES, capable of producing renewable hydrogen and recovering energy from organic waste streams 9. In these systems, organic compounds are converted to electrons, protons, and CO₂ by an electroactive microbial community capable of transferring these electrons to a solid anode electrode. Hydrogen is produced from these electrons and the protons diffusing from the anode to the cathode with the help of a small applied voltage 10,11. An applied voltage of ~0.14 V is required to produce hydrogen with acetate as the substrate, however, in practice this value is typically greater than 0.6 V and can reach as high as 1.0 V. This value refers to the difference in potential between the anode and cathode, and typically this difference is controlled via a power source or potentiostat. However, the anode potential can move freely as a function of the substrate concentration, rate of conversion and electron production by the microbial community; resulting in a dynamic redox environment at the anode. An alternative method is to control the anode potential, which allows the cell voltage to change as cathode voltage drops with the rate of electron transfer from the anode. While both methods have pros and cons, controlling the cell
voltage can risk exposing the microbial community to a range of potentials, and thus does not provide an optimal redox environment for the anode community. The anode potential which determines the energy gained by the anode microbes is a function of the free energy change for the reaction given as:

$$\Delta G^{\circ} = -nF \left( E^{\circ}_{\text{donor}} - E^{\circ}_{\text{acceptor}} \right)$$

The potential is further related to the Nernst equation as follows:

$$E = E^{\circ} + \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \frac{\text{ox}}{\text{red}}$$

The primary substrate for exoelectrogenesis is typically acetate, which has a standard biological potential of -496 mV vs Ag/AgCl [51]. Thus, set anode potentials more positive than -496 mV result in the cells gaining energy for cell growth. However, this increase is not linear for biological systems and potentials above a certain threshold (~ 0 mV) may not increase energy gain for anaerobic microbes, nor improve performance of BESs operating under anaerobic conditions. The typical range of set anode potentials investigated has been between -400 mV to +200 mV vs Ag/AgCl. Several studies have shown higher activity per unit biomass as well as higher current output at more negative potentials while more positive potentials yielded thicker but less efficient biofilms. In other studies, a more positive potential, up to a certain point, has been reported to result in a faster colonization process and better current output. Of the studies that have investigated more negative anode potentials, only 5 were conducted in microbial electrolysis cells, and almost all used pure acetate as the substrate, with a few using a simple fermentable substrate. Ishii et al. have demonstrated that different microbial pairs form depending on substrate (using simple fermentable substrates) and electrode potential, and thus complex streams need to be investigated as they likely result in additional complexities compared to the above studies using pure acetate. Lastly, all of the mentioned studies exposed the reactors to negative potential levels for < 2 months and those with output >2 mA showed
maximum current output at the most positive end of the voltage range scanned during cyclic voltammetry on the return path, despite their enrichment at negative potentials. This demonstrates the enrichment of these reactors at negative potentials did not select for microbes with ability to operate at lower potentials than typically seen with *Geobacter* sp. Proper biocatalyst enrichment is often overlooked in bioelectrochemical systems across all areas of investigation and the data from this study demonstrates that longer-term enrichment is needed to substantially shift the midpoint potentials of the reactors to achieve high current output at negative potentials.

The complexity of community-structure relationships in BESs is significant and further development of these systems requires more insightful studies highlighting the inter-relationships between the biology and electrochemistry using real-world substrates. Using a biomass-derived stream, we hypothesize that a directed, long-term enrichment of anode microbial community can result in more permanent and active redox species at negative potentials in microbial electrolysis cells. Two reactors were enriched under identical MFC conditions using pyrolysis-derived bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP), and then were shifted to MEC operation at anode voltages of -400 mV and 0 mV vs Ag/AgCl for the 6 month enrichment period. Cyclic voltammetry was used to track shifts in the redox activity of the community over time. Additionally, chronopotentiometry was utilized to gauge the equilibrium anode potential reached by each community for a set current output, to better understand the natural preferences of each enriched community. Changes in the anode community were examined via 16S rRNA sequencing method to understand the long-term effects of anode poised potential. The ability to operate at more negative potentials has important practical implications for electrical efficiency, stability and electricity costs for MEC applications.
**Methods**

*MMEC Construction and Set-up*

A dual-chamber bioelectrochemical cell convertible between MFC and MEC was constructed for bioanode development. The anode chamber was 16 ml in volume and contained a porous carbon felt (projected surface area = 12.56 cm², specific surface area = 454 cm² cm⁻³) that was plasma treated to increase hydrophilicity ²¹,²³. An Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used and connected to the anode chamber through a port in the wall of the chamber. The reactor has a flow-through design with the anode and cathode chambers separated by a Nafion-115 membrane pressed with a platinum-deposited carbon (0.5 mg/cm²; 10% Pt; E-TEC, FuelCellsEtc., Bryan, TX) on the cathode side. An external anode reservoir was used to recirculate media. A schematic of the system can be found in the Appendix Figure 46. The MECs were primarily operated under continuous mode of substrate addition, however batch experiments were also conducted as described in Section 2.5. A minimal nutrient salt medium including Wolf’s mineral and vitamin solutions was used and circulated through the anode chamber at a flow rate of 3.6 mL/min ²¹,²³. A syringe pump was used to inject BOAP in-line during the enrichment and operational periods described below. The substrate BOAP consisted of a wide range of organic compounds including carboxylic acids, anhydrosugars, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, furanic and phenolic compounds with a full list in the Appendix Table 14 ²². Its use as a substrate in MEC and the conversion of the individual components as well as effect of process conditions on performance has been reported previously ⁷,²¹. The cathode chamber was also 16 ml in volume, which was filled with a 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer without recirculation when the system was used as MEC.
The cathode buffer was replenished periodically when pH exceeded 11. The current collector was a 12 cm$^2$ piece of stainless steel mesh interfaced with the Pt-deposited carbon cathode.

**Anode Microbial Community Development**

Two reactors were used in this study, and the anode was inoculated with two cores from a previously developed MEC grown using switchgrass-derived BOAP. The core was a 5 mm diameter x 12.5 mm length piece removed from the anode along with the microbial biofilm. After inoculation, 0.2 g/L of glucose was added in batch to supplement growth while BOAP was fed continuously at a rate of 2 g/L-d under MFC conditions with air-cathode and an external resistance of 250 ohms. After 24 hours, the substrate was switched to 1 g/L-d of 1:1 mixture of glucose and BOAP to facilitate biofilm growth during start-up. The glucose served as a supplemental carbon source and its concentration was gradually reduced from 50% to 0% over the first 3 months of operation, while the BOAP loading was increased from 1 to 2 g/L-d. The external resistance was also reduced from 250 ohms to 22 ohms over this time frame. After the 3 month growth period as MFC, similar redox profiles were observed and confirmed through cyclic voltammetry (CV). At this point, the reactors were shifted from MFC to MEC operation by removing the external resistors and applying potentiostatic control at set anode potentials of -400 mV and 0 mV. The oxygen was completely removed from the cathode via nitrogen sparging and sealing the cathode inlet while the outlet was connected to a hydrogen collection system (Figure 1). During this re-acclimation period to the new potential levels, glucose was used periodically as a supplement for growth of new microbes under the altered redox conditions. All experiments investigating effect of redox potential on performance of MECs were done using BOAP as the sole carbon source.
Community Sampling

For sampling of the anode community, the reactors were taken into an anaerobic glovebox where core samples were taken using a sterile coring tool and a 5mm diameter x 12.5 mm sample of the anode carbon felt was removed [27]. Cores were taken approximately every month during the 6 month enrichment period and each core was replaced with a fresh sterile core of the same size. DNA was extracted using a MoBio Power Biofilm DNA extraction kit, following manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen). Library prep was carried out for paired-end 16S analysis on Illumina MiSeq following the methods of Caporaso et al. using primers 515f-806r targeting the V4 region [24]. PCR products were checked via gel electrophoresis, and then were pooled and run through Zymo DNA Clean and Concentrator. Samples were then checked using Bioanalyzer and final concentration determined by Qubit. Kapa qPCR was also carried out for quality control. Sequencing was carried out with Illumina MiSeq 250 bp PE run, and sequence data analyzed via Qiime.

Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out approximately every 2 weeks to assess growth, and maximum current output. A scan rate of 1 mV/s was used with a range of -500 mV to 100 mV vs Ag/AgCl, with 3 cycles carried out for each condition. The last cycle and the return path was used for determination of electrochemical parameters. Fresh media was utilized for each CV, with a batch addition of 0.1 g/l BOAP as the substrate. The anode chamber and recirculation lines were flushed to remove residual media and any planktonic cells [23]. A 10 minute “charging” period was used after flushing to equilibrate the system and reach a stable current prior to
initiating CV. Additionally, non-turnover CV was also utilized to assess redox active species within the microbial community. The reactors were starved for ~24 hours, followed by a change of the nutrient medium and flushing out of the anode to remove residual nutrient medium and planktonic cells. Parameters for non-turnover CV were the same as those described above. First derivative analysis was carried out on turnover CV’s to determine the midpoint potential for each reactor. This was done by plotting the difference between current output during the return path against anode potential. Thus the midpoint potential value, which corresponds to the steepest part of the slope of the catalytic wave, can be identified as a peak through the first-derivative analysis.

**Chronoamperometry**

After 6 months of operation at the two anode potentials, the performance of the MECs was investigated via a batch experiment. The reactors were poised at their respective anode potentials of -400 and 0 mV vs Ag/AgCl and fed with a batch addition of 0.3 g/L of BOAP. The experiment was monitored for a total of 20 hours. Hydrogen was collected using an external gas displacement system [7]. The volume displaced was measured every 2 hours for the first 8 hours, and then again at the end of 20 hour period, with gas samples taken through septum placed near the cathode outlet in the gas displacement line. Anode effluent samples were collected after 20 hours for COD analysis.

**Chronopotentiometry**

The reactors were also investigated using chronopotentiometry. A batch concentration of 0.5 g/L BOAP was used, and set current levels spanned a range of 1-20 mA. Each current level
was held for 600 seconds, with the exception of 1 mA which was carried out for 300 seconds, to demonstrate stability of current output before shifting to the next current level. Maximum voltage allowed was +100 mV, at which point the experiment would terminate to avoid exposure to more positive potentials.

**Analysis and Calculations**

Liquid samples were taken from the anode reservoir and COD analysis was conducted to measure the extent of overall BOAP conversion. 2 mL samples were added to Hach HR COD (20–1500 mg/L COD) vials and were digested in a Hach DRB 200 reactor at 150°C for 2 h. Digested samples were then cooled at room temperature and analyzed on Spectronic 20 Genesys with absorbance readings taken at 620 nm. Gas samples taken from the cathode outlet were analyzed via gas chromatography to confirm hydrogen production and to subtract any gases transferred from the anode (very small methane fraction detected). Performance and conversion efficiencies were characterized by current density, hydrogen productivity, Coulombic efficiency (CE), cathodic conversion efficiency (CCE), hydrogen recovery (HRE), electrical efficiency (EE) and calculated as described in the supplementary information 9,21.

**Results**

**Effect of poised potential on midpoint potential**

To understand the impact of set anode potential on microbial communities fed with a biomass-derived stream, CV analysis was utilized to track the midpoint potentials of each reactor over a 6-month period. The midpoint potential depends on the extracellular electron transfer...
machinery utilized by exoelectrogenic organisms within the anode community, and is defined as the potential required to produce half the maximum current\(^\text{25}\). Thus, shifting of this midpoint potential would indicate a change in the dominant redox machinery deployed by the microbial community for transferring electrons to the electrode. This value was calculated by performing a first-derivative analysis of the cyclic voltammograms. When anode potential control was first implemented, the midpoint potentials of the two reactors were nearly identical at -416 and -418 mV vs Ag/AgCl, respectively (Figure 40A). After one month the potentials began to diverge, but at this stage, a shift had only occurred for the reactor poised at -400 mV. The midpoint for this reactor dropped to -450 mV, while the other remained essentially unchanged at -416 mV. The 0 mV reactor did not change significantly, however, the average potential during the 6\(^{th}\) month was slightly more positive at -390 mV. The final midpoint potential for the -400 mV reactor plateaued at -490 mV. There was some variation during the course of the 6 month enrichment, but overall the trends held for each reactor.

The 100 mV divergence in midpoint potentials between the two reactors provides evidence that the anode potential does impact the redox behavior of the microbial community. Figure 40B shows a full CV scan at the end of the enrichment period to highlight the impact on redox behavior. Comparison of the resulting current profiles shows that the shift in midpoint potentials has enhanced ability of the reactor poised at -400 mV to produce higher current at more negative potentials, achieving its maximum output near its poised potential, while both reactors reached similar current in the positive potential range. This large peak near -400 mV was reproducible and appeared during both forward and reverse scans. The peak was observed every time a CV was done following the 6-month enrichment period, investigated over a follow-up period of 8 weeks.
Figure 40: (A) Tracking of anode midpoint potential over time. (B) Overlaid CV’s from the two reactors poised at 0 and -400 mV at the end of the 6 month period.
Furthermore, since a low scan-rate of 1 mV/s was used, the observed feature is indicative of a truly unique redox machinery present in the microbial community. While some differences were observed between the forward and reverse scans, the differences between the two reactors were clear. The redox-active peak and the microbial composition of the two reactors had changed. Some asymmetries between the scans can be due to sub-saturated supply of substrate (BOAP concentration of 0.1 g/L), which was utilized to avoid excess growth. Additionally, overpotentials due to buried redox centers can also cause the asymmetry\textsuperscript{26}.

*Impact of poised potential on active redox species*

To look closer at the changes in the relative redox profiles of the two reactors, non-turnover CV analysis was also carried out. As opposed to catalytic CV’s, in which substrate is provided and multiple turnovers of all redox proteins occurs, non-turnover CV’s starve the microbes of electron donors and allow only one oxidation/reduction event\textsuperscript{26,27}. As can be seen in Figure 41A, both reactors shared the same discernible anodic peaks (P1-P2) prior to a shift in set anode potential. After long-term exposure to different potentials, the reactors produced different redox peaks, indicating changes in active redox proteins. The dominant peak P1 present for both reactors grew initially and shifted from -0.38 to -0.36 for the 0 mV reactor. Conversely, the P1 peak was significantly reduced for the -400 mV reactor (Figure 41B, peak B2) and shifted to the same voltage of -0.36 V as the 0 mV reactor, while a new dominant peak (B1) appeared at -0.48 V. The smaller original P2 peak also shifted more positive for the 0 mV reactor from -0.31 V to -0.29 V, while this peak was removed altogether for the -400 mV reactor. Peak B1 for the -400 mV reactor with a midpoint potential of -0.48 V vs Ag/AgCl is more negative than what has been reported previously in the literature for active redox proteins in these systems.
Figure 41: Non-turnover cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis of MEC reactors at the beginning and end of set anode potential experiments. (A) CV analysis of reactors prior to shift to different anode poising potentials. P1-P2 represent the shared peak features. (B) CV analysis after 5 months of exposure to different poised conditions. A1-2 peaks refer to peaks for 0 mV reactor, and B1-2 refer to peaks for -400 mV reactor.
The nearest candidates are multiheme cytochromes OmcB and OmcZ with midpoint potentials of -0.39 and -0.42 V vs Ag/AgCl\(^{28,29}\). For peak A1 and B2, OmcB is also a candidate while a PpcA type protein is most likely, which is a periplasmic c-type cytochrome that has been purified from \textit{G. sulfurreducens} with a midpoint potential of -0.37 V\(^{30}\). While it has been demonstrated that cytochromes such as OmcZ have a wide potential range due to multi-heme structure\(^ {28}\), current output is not equivalent over this range and their characteristic peaks have not been shown to deviate from their midpoint potential during non-turnover CV\(^ {31}\). The observed changes in non-turnover CV profiles provide evidence that different redox active machinery was expressed by the consortium as a result of long-term exposure to a lower anode potential.

**Microbial Community Analysis**

During the enrichment period of 6 months, several differences in community structure arose between the reactors (Figure 42). A steady increase in \textit{Geobacteraceae} was seen for the 0 mV community, reaching 50.5% by the end of the enrichment period. However, such a clear trend for this family did not occur for the -400 mV reactor, although this proportion did increase significantly by the end of enrichment to 21.0%. Additionally, \textit{Lactobacillus} and an uncharacterized family (\textit{BA008}) also increased gradually but to a lower degree, reaching 8.8% and 7.9%, respectively in the 0 mV reactor, while only reaching 0.1% and 3.8% in the -400 mV reactor. \textit{Lactobacillus} species have been implicated in complex carbon degradation as well as participating in direct electron transfer for power generation in microbial fuel cells\(^ {32-34}\). For the -400 mV community, \textit{Lachnospiraceae} steadily increased to 44.7%, while this group did not increase in the 0 mV reactor remaining around 1%. This family has been found in BESs\(^ {35}\), and certain isolates have been implicated in extracellular electron transfer\(^ {36}\).
Figure 42: 16S rRNA sequencing-based microbial community characterization of bioanode samples grown at 0 mV and -400 mV vs Ag/AgCl. Dominance of Geobacteraceae was observed at set anode potential of 0 mV, however, Lachnospiraceae and Rhodocyclaceae dominated in the MEC poised at -400 mV.
Additionally, members of *Rhodocyclusae* family increased to 19.9% by the end of enrichment period, but did not display a steadily increasing trend. Microbes from the *Rhodocyclusae* family have been found in a variety of bioelectrochemical systems using short-chain fatty acids as substrates.\(^{37,38}\). Certain members of this family have also been found to carry out extracellular electron transfer\(^ {39}\). While specific trends were observed for certain community members, there was also a level of instability and inconsistency for other groups that varied significantly and could result from community sampling or slight variations in loading and co-substrate use over the enrichment period. Sampling of cores of differing age from different areas of anode could possibly introduce a level of heterogeneity, which has been reported in the literature for bioelectrochemical systems\(^ {40-42}\). Additionally, ecological issues such as founder effects during re-colonization can be impacted by slight variations in substrate loading/co-substrates and skew the community composition on the new cores, which were introduced each time a felt sample was taken. It should also be noted that different microbial groups can carry out similar functions in complex communities, so determining causes of structural changes can pose significant challenges in these systems and require deeper sequencing techniques to fully resolve active community member function. Nonetheless, the same media/operating conditions, except the poised potential, were used in both reactors for growth with similar community sampling procedures to minimize any potential differentiating effects.

*Enhanced current production at negative potentials*

While CV results demonstrated changes in the redox profiles over time, chronopotentiometry (CP) was carried out to further investigate the impact of these changes in the two reactors. CP, in contrast to chronoamperometry (CA), consists of setting the current
output rather than applied potential, and measures changes in the anode potential. This allows the anode community to naturally reach an equilibrium voltage for a given current based on its redox capabilities. As the set current was increased beyond the 5 mA level, the anode voltage increased more drastically for the 0 mV reactor, compared to the -400 mV reactor (Figure 43). Upon reaching 15 mA, the 0 mV reactor was unable to sustain the current, and reached the upper limit of +100 mV and terminated. In contrast, for the -400 mV reactor, the anode voltage did not rise as rapidly, sustaining a 3-fold higher current at -400 mV. Additionally, this reactor was able to sustain overall higher currents reaching 20 mA before the anode voltage could no longer hold and reached the +100 mV limit. It must be noted that CV analysis was carried out directly preceding CP, and showed that the -400 mV reactor’s maximum current exceeded that of the 0 mV reactor by ~3 mA. This is suggestive of a greater biomass density in the reactor poised at -400 mV or a higher specific activity. Evidence for a higher specific activity (activity per unit biomass) at more negative potentials has been reported in literature for other systems. Further work is needed to determine the exact cause for the differences. Nevertheless, these results indicate that long-term exposure to more negative anode potentials can drive adaptation by the microbial community to the new redox environment, leading to altered redox functionality.

**Impact on MEC performance**

To assess the practical implications of using more negative set anode potentials during MEC operation, a continuous experiment at higher loading of 10 g/L-d was carried out to compare BOAP conversion, electrochemical efficiency, and hydrogen output between the 0 and -400 mV reactors.
Figure 43: Chronopotentiometric comparison of reactors poised at 0 mV vs -400 mV. Anode potential required to reach a current from 1-20 mA is plotted on the y-axis.

Under continuous mode of substrate addition, the 0 mV reactor performed better in terms of current and hydrogen output as well as Coulombic efficiency (CE) and hydrogen recovery (HRE) as shown in Table 11, however, the -400 mV reactor still outperformed with respect to the electrical efficiency. Average current densities for the continuous experiment reached 6.01 ± 0.07 and 5.00 ± 0.20 A/m², for the two reactors poised at 0 and -400 mV respectively. Similarly, hydrogen productivities reached 6.15 ± 0.15 and 5.00 ± 0.55 L-H₂/L-anode/day, respectively. The 0 mV reactor achieved a higher Coulombic efficiency (CE) of 73.28 ± 0.25% and correspondingly higher hydrogen recovery (HRE) of 71.8 ± 2.88%, approximately 12% higher than the -400 mV reactor. In addition to the continuous experiments, a batch experiment was also conducted at a loading of 0.3 g/L BOAP to further assess the performance of the reactors.
Table 11: MEC performance and efficiencies for 10 g/L-d continuous experiment with BOAP as the substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode potential</th>
<th>HRE</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>CCE</th>
<th>COD removal</th>
<th>H2 rate (L/L-d)</th>
<th>CD (A/m²)</th>
<th>Cell potential (V)</th>
<th>Cathode potential (V)</th>
<th>Electrical efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 mV</td>
<td>71.80%</td>
<td>73.28%</td>
<td>97.98%</td>
<td>54.63%</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>119.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>2.88%</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>3.60%</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>8.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-400 mV</td>
<td>59.10%</td>
<td>61.85%</td>
<td>95.49%</td>
<td>53.89%</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>182.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>5.19%</td>
<td>1.19%</td>
<td>6.56%</td>
<td>0.43%</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of the reactor poised at -400 mV was higher than the 0 mV reactor in terms of the current density and hydrogen productivity as well, in addition to the electrical efficiency. The maximum current densities reached for the two reactors poised at 0 and -400 mV were 8.21 and 10.8 A/m², respectively (Figure 44). Similarly, maximum hydrogen productivities reached 7.73 and 10.93 L-H₂/L-anode/day, respectively. These observations under batch conditions indicate each reactor community has a higher maximum capacity than that observed during continuous operation. However, CE and CCE and HRE were reduced under batch conditions (Table 12), likely attributable in part to shorter experimental run time, but were more similar between the reactors than during continuous operation. The results show that using a more negative anode potential does not have a negative effect on current output. Interestingly
cathode conversion efficiency (CCE) was similar between the two reactors under both feeding conditions despite a difference of approximately -440 mV in cell voltage.

Figure 44: Current output and hydrogen productivity for 0.3 g/L batch run with the BOAP substrate.

Higher cell voltage has typically been associated with better cathode efficiencies and hydrogen production \(^{43}\). Our previous work has shown that performance limitations can occur at high loading rates due to proton transfer limitations \(^{44}\). Consequently, the anode efficiency and current output drops, which impacts more at lower anode potentials. The pH observations during this study support this explanation (data not shown). The pH was not strictly controlled in these studies and was adjusted only once a day. The -400 mV reactor showed a higher sensitivity to pH changes, as observed from the higher current obtained after pH adjustment compared to the 0 mV reactor and thus average current/hydrogen output and CE for the -400 mV reactor may have been more affected by the lack of strict pH control. Nonetheless, despite slightly lower output
and half-cell efficiencies, the electrical efficiency for the -400 mV reactor reached 182.64 ± 3.53%, a >60% improvement over the 0 mV reactor.

Table 12: MEC performance and efficiencies for 0.3 g/L batch run using BOAP as the substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode potential</th>
<th>HRE</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>CCE</th>
<th>COD removal</th>
<th>H2 rate (L/L-d)</th>
<th>CD (A/m²)</th>
<th>Cell potential (V)</th>
<th>Cathode potential (V)</th>
<th>Electrical efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 mV</td>
<td>40.36%</td>
<td>50.15%</td>
<td>80.48%</td>
<td>62.50%</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>112.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-400 mV</td>
<td>39.32%</td>
<td>51.20%</td>
<td>76.79%</td>
<td>65.63%</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
<td>164.87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results indicate the potential benefits of operating MEC reactors at more negative anode potentials. The ability to reduce electrical energy input has potential to improve the economics of hydrogen production if the productivity and efficiencies can be maintained, as was demonstrated here.

**Discussion**

Positive anode voltages are commonly viewed as a needed driving force to allow sufficient energy gain to exoelectrogenic microbes and to achieve satisfactory electron transfer rates. However, for practical applications, providing excess energy for microbes is not necessarily desirable. As BESs are continuing to be pursued for commercial applications, large-scale systems will require significant electrical input for microbial electrolysis and other microbial
electrochemical systems and thus the reduction in electrical input observed in this study could contribute to enhancing commercial viability. Two main factors should be considered when choosing a set anode potential:

1. Formal potential of substrate
2. Midpoint potential of the community

As previously mentioned, the anode set potential must be more positive than the formal potential of the substrate being used to allow sufficient energy gain for the microbes. Acetate, the most common substrate for exoelectrogens, and the main intermediate through which the present community produces current, has a formal potential of -496 mV vs Ag/AgCl. Acetate is present in BOAP at a level of 15 wt.% of the total COD in BOAP and it is also the main intermediate produced from the conversion of the compounds within BOAP for consumption by exoelectrogens in this system. The midpoint potential of the community indicates the voltage at which half the maximum current is produced. This is mainly determined via the final extracellular bacterial electron acceptor, i.e. cytochromes, nanowires, etc. Thus, the anode set potential typically is set at least 50 mV more positive than this point in the region where current output has plateaued. The most common acetate-utilizing organism in BESs is *Geobacter Sulfurreducens*, which has a typical midpoint potential of -0.36 to -0.37 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Given this midpoint potential, a minimum theoretical anode potential of ~ -375 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) would be required for MEC operation. The set anode potential essentially determines the anode overpotential, when the MEC is operated under set anode potential conditions. Thus, the question that arises is: What is the optimal set potential for the anode to minimize overpotential and maximize hydrogen production? Growing the anode community by setting the cell potential rather than anode potential can lead to anode operating potentials much
higher than -375 mV causing high anode overpotentials. While some excess energy may be required to enhance initial growth rates, operation of these systems during hydrogen production may not require the high anode potentials. Since the substrate used in this study is BOAP, it is likely to result in a higher energy gain compared to acetate. However, a comparison between the 0 mV and the -400 mV reactor using the same substrate is appropriate and is discussed below. Operation of the bioanode at -400 mV was shown to shift the midpoint potential from the typical Geobacter range of -360 mV \(^{27,48}\) to -490 mV, approaching the acetate reaction potential in the anode. If an MEC can be operated at a set anode potential of -400 mV, the anode overpotential would be considerably lower. Under these circumstances, the majority of the overpotential for hydrogen production will result from the cathode side (Figure 45). As shown from our results, operating the anode at the low poised potential did not have adverse effects on the MEC performance due to low energy gain, as the current output actually reached higher levels during chronopotentiometry for the -400 mV reactor. The Geobacter population was higher in the 0 mV reactor, which seems contrary to expectations. Some studies have reported a higher activity per unit biomass at more negative potentials \(^{14,15}\), which may explain how a community with a lower proportion of Geobacter can produce more current. Additionally, as described in the community analysis, additional non-model exoelectrogens may be present and operational at more negative potentials. The results demonstrate that only ~100 mV difference (or possibly less) between the acetate potential and anode potential is necessary to maintain performance if the microbial community is sufficiently evolved for this function.

While anode electrode potential has been investigated substantially in the literature, less have focused on more negative anode potentials, and even less with complex streams. Table 13 highlights studies across bioelectrochemical systems investigating more negative anode
Figure 45: Theoretical overpotentials for 0 and -400 mV reactors operated with acetate as the substrate. (OP) indicates operating potential, (An) indicates anode, (Cat) indicates cathode. Voltage values are relative to Ag/AgCl reference electrode.

Theoretical cell operating potential:

1: Theoretical Rx potential + \( \text{OP}_{\text{An-1}} + \text{OP}_{\text{Cat-1}} \sim 0.13 + 0.45 + 0.42 = 1.0V \)

2: Theoretical Rx potential + \( \text{OP}_{\text{An-2}} + \text{OP}_{\text{Cat-2}} \sim 0.13 + 0.05 + 0.42 = 0.6V \)
potentials. Many of these studies produced low current densities at the most negative potentials, with CV analysis still showing better performance at the more positive potentials. Of those that reached good performance similar to that observed for this study, a high current output of 8.8 A/m$^2$ was reached for one of the studies at an electrode potential of $\sim$ -420 mV vs Ag/AgCl$^{15}$. However; CV profiles still produced an oxidation peak of -214 mV, much more positive than the set potential used and only slightly more negative than that typically seen for *Geobacter* species, which dominated their acetate-fed community$^{15}$. Ketep et al. were able to achieve high current densities at more negative potentials by a ‘scratching and re-inoculation’ method with progressively lowering of the anode potential, reaching 6.8 A/m$^2$ at an equivalent electrode potential of $\sim$ -370 mV vs Ag/AgCl$^{19}$. This enrichment method displayed a shift in the midpoint potential from secondary to tertiary biofilms, reaching an estimated -440 mV vs Ag/AgCl. It should be noted that this study was carried out under MFC conditions and under alkaline pH, producing a different environment than the other studies mentioned here. Using a slightly more negative potential in our study and a longer enrichment period of $\sim$240 days in an optimized reactor design, this study for the first time shows a peak maximum at very negative potentials (-490 mV) along the anodic curve or the return path of a CV scan (i.e., during positive to negative potential scan of CV curve). A peak maximum at such negative potentials indicates more active and permanent redox abilities requiring longer-term adaptation as that observed here. This has resulted in producing the most negative midpoint potential for a reactor reported to date, which was additionally characterized by chronopotentiometry, which highlighted the different redox abilities of the two communities developed at different potentials in this study.

The enrichment carried out in this study allowed our negatively poised reactor to achieve high current densities, hydrogen productivity, and CE compared to that reported in the literature
Table 13: Studies in literature review using more negative anode potentials in bioelectrochemical systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode Potential (Ag/AgCl)</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Enrichment Period (days)</th>
<th>Inoculum Source</th>
<th>Configuration (MFC/MEC)</th>
<th>Current Output</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-400, -200 mV</td>
<td>0.5 g/L acetate</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>acetate-fed MFCs</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>170, 142 A/m²</td>
<td>~80%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-420, -360 mV</td>
<td>15 mM acetate</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>WAS</td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>10.3 A/m²</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&gt;90% Geobacter</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-370, -200 mV¹</td>
<td>20 mM acetate</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>pure Geobacter</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>1.3, 2 A/m²</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-510, -270 mV¹</td>
<td>1 g/L formic acid</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>primary clarifier effluent</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>0, 80 A/m³</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14, 58% Geobacter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-300, -200 mV</td>
<td>20 mM acetate</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>anaerobic sludge</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>4, 6 A/m²</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-200 mV</td>
<td>6.7 mM xylose</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>enriched anaerobic digester culture</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>0.08 A/m²</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
<td>diverse, low to no Geobacter detected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-460, -329 mV¹</td>
<td>1 g/L acetate</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>primary clarifier effluent</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>&lt; 1 A/m²</td>
<td>17.75%</td>
<td>~50% Geobacter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-460, -300 mV¹</td>
<td>.82 g/L acetate</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>primary clarifier effluent</td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>3, 10 A/m²</td>
<td>&gt;90%</td>
<td>&gt;90% Geobacter</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-420, -360, -250 mV</td>
<td>15 mM acetate</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>50:50 mixture of soil and activated sludge</td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>NA, 1.7, 2.4 A/m²</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Different Geobacter strains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-400, -200 mV</td>
<td>1.5 g/L acetate</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>pre-acclimated wastewater, acetate</td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>79, 365 A/m³</td>
<td>80-90%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-360, -210 mV¹</td>
<td>36 mM propionate</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>Synthetic WWM + starch, milk, yeast</td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>77,103 A/m³</td>
<td>49, 71%</td>
<td>&lt;60% Geobacter</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-410, -260 mV¹</td>
<td>2.5 mM sucrose</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Lagoon sediment</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>.24 A/m²</td>
<td>35, 43%</td>
<td>Diverse, low Geobacter</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-370 mV¹</td>
<td>5 mM acetate</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>paper mill / primary clarifier effluent</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>6.6 A/m²</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>No Geobacter detected</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-400 mV</td>
<td>0.5 g/L BOAP</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>BOAP enriched MEC community</td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>12 A/m²</td>
<td>50-70%</td>
<td>&lt;25% Geobacter</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Used conversion of +210 mV to convert SHE to Ag/AgCl
*Calculated using projected surface area of anode reported in referenced study
Current density based on that observed at the set anode potential
using pure acetate and positive anode potentials or applied voltages\textsuperscript{12,15,49}. Observations from this study and those in the literature indicate that a long-term exposure at more negative potentials is necessary to achieve a significant improvement in catalytic performance. Multiple studies\textsuperscript{16,50,52} have shown the ability of \textit{Geobacter} species to alter its dominant redox machinery in response to different anode potentials. Zhu et al. reported different redox species to be active over a potential range of -0.36 to 0.3 V\textsuperscript{50}, however; the mid-point potential of a given redox peak did not change with applied potential. The more positively poised reactors produced significantly higher current than the more negatively poised reactors, indicating a different behavior compared to what we observed in this study. The results suggest that exoelectrogens within the -400 mV reactor community may be expressing different proteins active at very low potentials, allowing for more negative set anode potentials to produce similar or better electron transfer rates compared to those reported previously in the literature. Documentation of different cytochromes producing different currents certainly exists in the literature\textsuperscript{53,54}, although not at potentials below -400 mV.

Community analysis indicates families such as \textit{Lachnospiraceae} and \textit{Rhodoyclaceae} that were present in higher proportion in the -400 mV reactor may be playing a role. However, the analysis of electrogenically active populations is complicated with the use of BOAP as a substrate, as it contains fermentable compounds that result in growth of additional microbial groups. Using deep sequencing techniques, Ishii et al. found that different fermenter-exoelectrogen pairs arose depending on the anode potential and the substrate used\textsuperscript{20}. Thus, the observed differences in families outside of \textit{Geobacteraeace} between the -400 and 0 mV reactors may be due to the formation of different fermenter-exoelectrogen pairs that form for conversion of BOAP at different potentials. Conversely, as outlined in Section 3.3, these additional groups
may represent exoelectrogenic members, which perform both fermentative and electron transfer functions single-handedly.

Additionally, studies have also indicated that even within the *Geobacteraceae* family, different species can populate the anode depending on applied potential \(^{20,55}\). Thus, in addition to changes in community composition, we cannot rule out the possibility that changes in gene expression or evolution of proteins existing within known or unknown exoelectrogens in the -400 mV reactor lead to the observed changes in current producing abilities at more negative potentials. The 16S rRNA sequence analysis alone is insufficient to distinguish between these different functional associations. Further studies utilizing deeper sequencing techniques such as metagenomic and metatranscriptomic are needed to provide further insights into differences in the specific functionality between communities enriched at 0 mV and -400 mV conditions in MECs.

**Conclusion**

Enrichment of reactors at -400 and 0 mV resulted in a gradual divergence in midpoint potential reaching a difference of 100 mV, with non-turnover CV’s indicating changes in the active redox species. *Geobacteraceae* were prominent in both reactors but to a higher degree in the 0 mV reactor, reaching population density of 50.5%, while additional groups of *Lachnospiraceae* and *Rhodocyclaceae* increased in the -400 mV reactor, to 44.7 and 19.9%, respectively. Changes in groups besides *Geobacteraceae* may be the result of different fermenter-exoelectrogen pairing or from the increase in electroactive members within these groups that are better suited for negative anode potentials. Long-term enrichment at -400 mV resulted in a 500 mV difference in the anode voltage required to produce 15 mA, with a current
density of 11.15 A/m² sustained at the enrichment level of -400 mV during chronopotentiometry. This study for this first time to our knowledge shows a peak maximum at very negative potentials along the return path of a CV scan indicating more active and permanent redox abilities at more negative potentials that require long-term adaptation and possibly different exoelectrogens utilizing cytochromes with more negative midpoint redox potentials. Continuous experiments at 10 g/L-d BOAP also resulted in a >60% increase in electrical efficiency for the -400 mV reactor, reaching 182.64 ± 3.53%. The collective results provide evidence that long-term enrichment of exoelectrogens can result in significant improvement in catalytic performance and current output at negative anode potentials through biological changes in the anode, that cannot be achieved through short-term experiments. This can lead to lower anode overpotentials, while increasing electron transfer rates to levels typically seen for positive anode set potentials. The study provides a foundation for investigating community composition-function relationships and genomic vs. transcriptomic changes in biomass-fed anode communities as a function of redox potential.
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Appendix

Calculations utilized for performance values:

- **Coulomic Efficiency:** \( CE_{anode} = \frac{I_{obs}t}{n_sn_e F} \)

- **Hydrogen recovery (HRE):** \( Y_{H2} = \frac{PV_{H2}/RT}{2\Delta n_{COD}} \)

- **Hydrogen production rate:** \( Q_{H2} = \frac{V_{H2}/V_{anode}}{t} \)

- **Cathode conversion efficiency:** \( CE_{cat} = \left( \frac{V_{H2}}{1 - \frac{I_{obs}RT}{2FP}} \right) \)

- **Electrical efficiency:** \( \eta_E = \frac{W_{H2}}{W_E} \)

Figure 46: Schematic of MEC system
Table 14: Concentrations of major chemical compounds in bio-oil aqueous phase quantified by HPLC-PDA and GC-FID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantification method</th>
<th>Major chemicals</th>
<th>Concentration based on aqueous phase (g/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPLC-PDA</td>
<td>Furfural</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,2-benzendiol</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenol</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levoglucosan</td>
<td>15.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proponic acid</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanillic acid</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMF</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC-FID</td>
<td>Phenol, 2-methoxy-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-methyl-4-methyphenol</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexanone</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-methyl-1,2-cyclophandiol</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,6-Dimethoxyphenol</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,3-propanediol</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-ethylphenol</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2(5H)-Furanone</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-hydroxybutanone</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>43.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER VII

UNCOVERING THE STRATEGIES DEPLOYED BY MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES TO CHANGING REDOX ENVIRONMENTS
This chapter is derived from a manuscript currently in preparation.
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Abstract

The anode potential determines the energy available to the exoelectrogenic microbes within microbial electrolysis cells and is thus an important parameter for controlling energy input and output. While many studies have investigated the impact of anode potential, the current study investigates the short-term and long-term responses to shifts in redox conditions, and how microbes adapt to more or less energy availability in the near-term and long-term. To accomplish this, reactors were enriched at opposite potential levels of -400 mV and 0 mV vs Ag/AgCl for 8 months to establish different redox profiles as confirmed by cyclic voltammetry and chronopotentiometry and were then shifted to opposite potential levels to assess short-term and long-term responses. It was found that the reactor enriched at 0 mV showed lower current density after being exposed to -400 mV over the short-term as well as the long-term. This corresponded to a decrease in the population of Deltaproteobacteria in the community after the 3-week exposure period at -400 mV and an increase in Rhodocyclaceae. The reactor enriched at -400 mV, when poised at 0 mV, resulted in a very short term increase in current, but the average current density over the 48-hour and 3-week exposure period did not show much change. Community analysis indicated that population of Geobactereaceae and Comamonadaceae
increased 12-22% after the long-term exposure to 0 mV. Chronopotentiometric analysis showed that up to 16 A/m² could be generated at a poised potential of -400 mV in the reactor enriched at -400 mV, however, only 8 A/m² could be generated in the reactor enriched at 0 mV. The results demonstrate that shifting the operation of anodes enriched at 0 mV to -400 mV does not improve electrochemical performance due to the inability of the community to adapt to the change.

Introduction

Bacteria capable of respiring solid electron acceptors are specifically enriched in bioelectrochemical systems due to the use of solid anode materials. Many exoelectrogenic species have been identified, mainly belonging to the phylum *Proteobacteria* and are represented by the model species *Geobacter sulfurreducens* and *Shewanella oneidensis*. Bacteria in other phyla including *Firmicutes* and *Bacteroidetes* have been found to populate bioelectrochemical systems fed with complex carbon substrates. These systems provide the opportunity to study the interactions of different community members during carbon degradation and the relationship between microbial extracellular electron transfer (EET) processes and solid surface potentials. Model electrogenic organisms such as *Geobacter sulfurreducens* and *Shewanella oneidensis* have been heavily investigated utilizing simple substrates to identify components of the extracellular electron transfer chain, resulting in characterization of c-type cytochromes and pili proteins that have been linked to current generation. The extracellular components interact with the terminal electron acceptor, the anode electrode, and the potential of which controls the energy available to these microbes. Within microbial communities, Zhu et al. observed that Geobacter species dominated acetate-fed communities regardless of anode potential, but active redox species present differed. Looking closer at the redox machinery of Geobacter species, it
was identified through mutant Geobacter strains that different cytochromes are involved depending on external electrode potential\textsuperscript{8-10}. Thus, the potential exists that certain microbes may be able to alter their redox machinery as mechanism for adaptation to changing redox environments. However, the majority of studies investigating more negative redox potentials have not achieved similar output as positive anode potentials, which would indicate protein shifts within microbes already present may not be sufficient to drive equivalent output. Genetic and molecular level investigations into these mechanisms has been under-investigated in bioanode communities utilizing complex substrates. Uncharacterized microbes can often make up a significant portion of anode communities in complex waste streams, and thus the pathways for electricity generation deployed by these microbes and their component mechanisms are largely unknown. Ishii et al. have utilized modern sequencing approaches with operational “shocks” and different substrates to elucidate functional roles and interactions of community members\textsuperscript{11}. In a separate study, they also found that different microbial pairs formed as functional of substrate and anode potential\textsuperscript{12}.

This study set out to investigate the hypothesis that shifts in gene expression are not sufficient to maintain performance at more negative potentials. Separate reactor communities were enriched for ~8 months at opposite potential levels of -400 and 0 mV vs Ag/AgCl to develop distinctly different redox profiles, and then were shifted to opposite levels to measure the response. A suite of electrochemical tools were used to interrogate this as well as the use of shotgun metagenomics investigate differences in genes present resulting from enrichment at opposite potential levels.
Methods

Methods used in this chapter are the same as those from previous chapter.

Results and Discussion

Short-term response to anode potential shift

Now that functional divergence was clearly established after enrichment, each reactor was shifted to the opposite potential level to assess short-term as well as long-term responses to changing redox conditions. The hypothesis was that if the change in electrochemical performance is due to changes in gene expression, then a short-term exposure to a different potential would change the performance to reflect the new condition. However, if the electrochemical performance is due to inherent differences in the microbial community, then long-term exposure to the new redox condition will be necessary to effect the change in electrochemical performance, which will be accompanied by change in the community composition itself. To assess short-term responses, the reactors were operated for 48 hours at their normal potential levels at a loading of 10 g/L-d loading BOAP, at which point they were shifted to the opposite potential for an additional 48 hours. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 47A. For the reactor enriched at 0 mV, the potential shift resulted in an immediate drop in current output by 80%, however the community was able to adapt and regain 60% of its previous productivity after 5 hours. Overall, the current density fell from a plateau of ~6.3 A/m², obtained at 0 mV operation to a relatively stable output of ~3.9 A/m² over the 48 hours period after being poised at -400 mV. The average H₂ productivity did not decrease proportionally and remained high at 5.1 L/L-d.
Figure 47: Potential shift experiment at 10 g/L-d BOAP for (A) 0 mV reactor shifted to -400 mV and (B) -400 mV reactor shift to 0 mV.
For the reactor enriched at -400 mV, the initial change in current output after shifting to 0 mV was opposite to that observed for the one enriched at 0 mV. Current output increased slightly after the shift, but decreased thereafter. Furthermore, output was somewhat unstable over the next 48 hours, but average values were similar to those prior to the shift, remaining around 5.4 A/m² and 5.25 L/L-d before and after the shift. Looking at the corresponding efficiency values, some interesting trends arise (Figure 48). For the 0 mV reactor, the CE decreased from 53.2 to 45.5%, while COD removal also dropped from 65.3 to 58.2%, which is not unexpected given the drop in current output after the shift described above. Interestingly, HRE increased from 51.5 to 61.0% due to a large jump in CCE from 97.0% to 125.6%. This subsequently led to a surge in electrical efficiency, increasing from 110.8 to 199.7%. Moving to the -400 mV reactor, a different pattern was observed. Shifting to 0 mV resulted in a slight decrease in CE from 54.6 to 53.0%, however COD removal increased, rather than decreased, from 63.3% to 68.0%. One explanation for the increase in COD removal and slight reduction in CE is that the sudden change in available energy gain from a more positive electrode could have resulted in growth as well as diversion electrons to undefined sinks, which has been observed recently at more positive potentials\textsuperscript{13}. Electrical efficiency values shifted as a result as well, decreasing from 157.8 to 108.0% due to the higher electrical input at the anode while not gaining in performance. HRE and CCE only nominally changed, with HRE decreasing from 51.0 to 49.9%, while CCE increased slightly from 93.4 to 94.1%.

The stable CCE and HRE values for the -400 mV reactor are puzzling given the large increase in CCE upon shifting to negative potential for the 0 mV reactor, as this effect would have been expected for the -400 mV reactor moving to positive potential, which should increase efficiency/rate of hydrogen evolution reaction at the cathode due to a higher cell voltage.
Figure 48: Efficiency values for pre and post potential (A) 0 mV reactor shifted to -400 mV and (B) -400 mV reactor shift to 0 MV.
The reduction in anode potential after the shift for the 0 mV reactor resulted in decrease of ~400 mV in cell potential, but the cathode voltage remained at the same pre-shift level ~1.3 V (data not shown). For the -400 mV reactor, the same trend was observed with cell voltage increasing by ~400 mV upon shifting to 0 mV, and again the cathode voltage remained unaffected and was stable at the same level of ~1.3 V. The sustained negative cathode potential for both reactors allowed for sustained high reaction efficiency at the cathodes to continue and produce an equivalent amount of H2 compared to before the shift. Thus, it appears that cathode voltage is a stronger determiner of cathode efficiency and the reasons for enhanced CCE for the 0 mV reactor upon shifting to more negative potentials and reduced HRE and CE for the -400 mV reactor upon shifting to more positive potentials is linked the difference in COD removal and energy availability. For the -400 mV reactor, the hydrogen evolution reaction proceeded with same efficiency as cathode voltage remained stable but upon shifting to a more positive potential, COD removal increased rather than decreased, increasing the theoretical amount of H2 that should be produced after the shift. However, as the increase in energy available to the microbes at the more positive potential allowed for diversion of more electrons to growth or undefined sinks, HRE and CE decreased. Conversely, COD removal decreased for the 0 mV reactor upon shifting to more negative potential, lowering the amount of hydrogen that should be observed. However, due to the high current production prior to the shift, which in return produces a high amount of protons, which in the immediate aftermath decreased current 6-fold, the protons produced at the anode prior to the shift may have inflated the hydrogen collection post-shift, as transport can be rate limiting for the process\textsuperscript{14}. Additionally, while a negative cathode voltage allows high efficiency, the rate can also be limiting, with electrons produced prior to the shift also not reacting immediately, and thus combined with proton transport, likely
contributed to increased hydrogen production post-shift, resulting in a spike in CCE and HRE.

**Biotransformation of compounds during short-term response**

To further elucidate the impacts of anode potential shift on performance, changes to individual compound removal of main compounds within BOAP were analyzed. Overall COD removal decreased after shifting the reactor enriched at 0 mV to -400 mV, while it increased after shifting the reactor enriched at -400 mV to 0 mV. The former is referred to as 0 mV reactor, while the latter is referred to as -400 mV reactor, henceforth (based on their enrichment potential). The COD removal result is supported by the total removal rate obtained by addition of the removal rates of individual compounds measured via HPLC (Figure 49). Looking more closely, acetic acid removal rates decreased from 2.12 to 2.04 mg/h for the 0 mV reactor upon shifting to -400 mV. As acetic acid has been demonstrated to be the main fermentation end product and substrate for exoelectrogenesis, this reduction in metabolic uptake is likely the main driver for reduced current after shifting the 0 mV reactor. On the other hand, acetic acid removal rates were enhanced upon shifting the -400 mV reactor to 0 mV, increasing from 1.92 to 2.35 mg/h. While the average current output did not substantially increase after this shift, the initial hours did see a large rise in current. The results obtained suggest that extra electrons were likely diverted to growth and undefined sinks as described above. Looking at additional compounds, removal rates remained fairly steady for the 0 mV reactor with some slight increases. For the reactor shifted from -400 mV to 0 mV, an increase in the total removal rate was observed, which was primarily a result of increased acetate removal rate.
Figure 49: Individual compound removal during BOAP conversion before and after 48 hours of potential shift experiments.

**Impact of Long-term anode potential shift of MEC performance**

The reactors were kept at the opposite potential level for an additional 3 weeks beyond the initial short-term responses and same 10 g/L-d experiment was conducted to observe changes in performance after prolonged exposure to opposite potential levels. For the 0 mV reactor, average current density and H$_2$ productivity did not improve beyond the short-term response, and H$_2$ productivity actually decreased from 5.14 to 3.91 L/L-d (Figure 50). This dip in hydrogen productivity is due to CCE returning to a more expected value than that of post-shift performance, which was inflated due to a lag in proton and electron reaction at the cathode prior to the shift, resulting in a higher than expected CCE. For the -400 mV reactor, current density also slightly decreased compared to the short-term response remaining $> 5$ A/m$^2$, however, H$_2$ productivity dropped from 5.3 to 3.37 L/L-d, similar to that observed in 0 mV reactor.
Figure 50: Current and hydrogen productivity at 10 g/L-d after long-term enrichment at opposite potential levels. The notation ‘-400 mV – end’ corresponds to the -400 mV reactor poised at opposite level of 0 mV and vice versa.

This unproportioned drop in H₂ productivity compared to current density is unexpected for -400 mV, and is the result of a lower than expected CCE as described below. Efficiency values followed the trends observed for current density and H₂ productivity (Figure 51). However, the 0 mV reactor saw more substantial decreases in performance. CE declined further after the short-term response, dropping from 45.5 to 36.6%. HRE also decreased from 56.2 to 32.1%. This is due to large reduction in CCE, which had spiked during the short-term response increasing from 97.0 to 121.5%, but after long-term exposure CCE had declined to 88.0%. Electrical efficiency also dropped substantial compared to the short-term response, declining to 141.8%, but remained higher than pre-shift levels. The -400 mV reactor saw less of a decline in anode performance, with CE staying close to 50%, however HRE declines were greater for this reactor, dropping to 31.0% with corresponding decrease in CCE to 62.6%. Likewise, with the higher energy input and reduced cathode performance, electrical efficiency declined further to 73.4%.
Figure 51: Efficiency values comparing pre-shift, post-shift, and end after long-term exposure to opposite potential levels.
The substantial decline in H\textsubscript{2} productivity and CCE compared to anode performance is perplexing, as the more positive anode and more negative cathode potential should maintain CCE as current output remained high, so it is possible that degradation of the cathode may have occurred, leading to lower than expected hydrogen production.

**Long-term impact anode potential shift on redox profiles**

In order to assess the ability of the community to further adapt beyond initial short-term response, the potential shift was continued for 3 weeks to assess long-term adaptation to permanent changes in external redox conditions. Cyclic voltammetry was used to track changes in the redox profile of the two reactors prior to the shift, after short-term response and after long-term exposure. In Figure 52, we can see interesting trends that develop for the two reactors. Starting with the 0 mV reactor, the short-term response after 48 hours of anode potential shift was a noticeable reduction in onset potential, while the midpoint potential only marginally decreased. After long-term exposure for 3 weeks, the midpoint potential returns to it’s original value prior to shifting, while the trajectory of the onset potential levels off and does not decrease any further. In contrast, the short-term response for -400 mV resulted in larger shift in the positive direction for both the onset and midpoint potentials. Additionally, both onset and midpoint potentials continued in the positive direction after long-term exposure. The overall result was a convergence of the two reactors’ onset and midpoint potentials, however, after 3 weeks of exposure to opposite potential levels, the -400 mV reactor still maintained more negative onset and midpoint potentials than the 0 mV reactor. This indicates that the differences observed in electrochemical performance are due to differences in the community and not just a change in gene expression resulting from change in poised potential.
This observation was investigated further through the use of chronopotentiometry. The results clearly show the -400 mV reactor has maintained its abilities to generate current at more negative potentials despite exposure to positive potentials for a period of 3 weeks (Figure 53). While the 0 mV reactor is able to maintain similar anode potentials below 5 mA, upon moving to high currents, the divergence grows, with the -400 mV reactor is able to maintain a current of 20 mA at its original potential level, while the 0 mV reactor anode voltage did not reach stable level at this voltage, and likely would have reached the upper limit of +0.1 V had the run time been extended for that level. The collective results demonstrate much longer time scales may be necessary to shift the redox profiles of mature biofilms, and thus may require enrichment at the desired level of anode operation.

The trends in onset and midpoint potential changes after short-term and long-term exposure offer insights into the adaptive strategies that the microbial community may employ for changing redox conditions.
Figure 53: Chronopotentiometric comparison of reactors after potential shift to opposite level poised at 0 mV vs -400 mV.

The observation of an initial decrease in onset potential but only slight decrease in midpoint potential for the 0 mV reactor may indicate a shift in gene expression as short-term response to reduced anode potential. The effective result of reducing anode potential is a reduction in the terminal electron acceptor availability to the microbes. As a response, the community may have increased expression of extracellular cytochromes to serve as a capacitive outlet for excess electron production with respect to terminal electron acceptor availability, which would have been likely during 0 mV reactor shift, which also resulted in a decrease in acetic acid metabolism as result. It has been demonstrated that overexpression of extracellular cytochromes can occur as a result of electron acceptor limiting conditions including OmcB\textsuperscript{15–17}. Additionally, another short-term, as well as long-term adaption strategy that may be used by microorganisms in response to different redox environments can be a shift in expression of cytochrome-type proteins that preferentially work at more positive or negative potential levels\textsuperscript{8,9}. However, the
observed results from onset/midpoint potential analysis as well as chronopotentiometry indicate that such strategies are insufficient to fully impart the ability for high performance at more negative potentials.

*Long-term changes in microbial community structure*

Microbial community analysis was carried out for pre-shift and after long-term exposure to the opposite potential level. The energy available to exoelectrogens is substantially reduced at -400 mV compared to 0 mV, which is reflected in the trends observed for *Deltaproteobacteria*. A decrease in their population was observed in the 0 mV reactor from 33.0 to 23.7%, while for the -400 mV reactor, an increase was observed from 24.7 to 29.9% (Figure 54). On the other hand, *Euryarchaeota* remained at very low levels throughout, but appeared to show preference for negative potentials, increasing after long-term exposure to more negative potentials for 0 mV reactor. *Gammaproteobacteria* also appeared to show this preference while *Alphaproteobacteria*, *Betaproteobacteria*, and *Bacteroidetes* remained fairly consistent between the ‘pre-shift’ and ‘end-point’ samples. The pre-shift condition is defined as the one prior to changing the potential, while the end-point condition refers to the 48 hour test period after the 3 week period of poising at opposite potential, which was the same potential as that maintained for the 3 week period.

Studies in the literature have seen varying results in terms of the impact of anode potential on community structure\textsuperscript{18,7,19}. It is likely that the strength of selection based on anode potential is more subtle in terms of community changes, especially for mature biofilms compared to stronger selective pressures such as substrate changes\textsuperscript{20,21}. Additionally, in the current study it is likely that the selective pressures are not equal between the shifting potentials levels of each reactor.
Figure 54: 16s rRNA analysis of microbial community pre-shift and after long-term exposure to opposite potential levels. (A) Phylum and Class level. (B) Individual OTUs displaying potential redox preferences.

Focusing on energy gain and electron transport, a microbial community adapted to 0 mV is likely to utilize more positive terminal electron transfer machinery in its transport chain as result of positive electrode enrichment. Thus, shifting to a substantially more negative potential would severely impact the ability of those terminal cytochromes to donate electrons to electrode, necessitating a shift in gene expression, if such genes are available, or requiring different exoelectrogenic microbes that deploy electron transfer proteins functional at more negative potentials. Conversely, shifting the -400 mV reactor to 0 mV does not impair the ability of the terminal cytochromes to donate to the electrodes, and thus the selective pressure on the community to change is likely to be stronger in the 0 mV reactor, which was shifted to -400 mV. Looking closer at individual OTUs in Table 15, community members highlighted in green show the highest preference for negative potentials, while rows highlighted in orange show stronger
preference for positive potentials. Geobacter_NR10308 decreased drastically after long-term exposure to more negative potentials, declining 4.9-fold, while displaying a reciprocal increase in the -400 mV reactor. Meanwhile, Geobacter_NR10426 and Geobacter_NR3759 increased after shifting to more negative potentials, indicating these OTUs may deploy a wider redox range of cytochromes. Additionally, Comamonadaceae_838837 declined 2-fold at more negative potentials, while increasing slighting in the -400 mV reactor after shifting. Strong preference for negative potentials was also seen for two Peptococcaceae OTUs. This family has been shown to be an iron-reducing family capable of exoelectrogenesis and thus may have a selective advantage at more negative redox potentials. Outside of typical exoelectrogen families, Rhodocyclaceae_NR11127 showed a strong preference for negative redox potentials, increasing 4.3-fold after long-term exposure to negative potentials, decreasing 3.25-fold at positive potentials. Microbes within Rhodocyclaceae have commonly been found in BES systems with versatile metabolic abilities and potential exoelectrogenic abilities. While substantial reductions in certain OTUs in the 0 mV reactor after long-term exposure to more negative potentials provides evidence for positive potential preference, increase in certain OTUs for the -400 mV reactor may not preclude them from having strong negative redox abilities as outlined above due to differing strengths of selective pressures between the two conditions. Structural changes to exoelectrogens in the -400 mV reactor, which resulted from an enrichment which lasted >6 months at the -400 mV potential did not occur within the 3-week exposure to higher potential. The observation that previously demonstrated abilities to perform at more negative potentials did not change despite exposure to positive potentials for 3 weeks provides additional evidence to support the lower selective pressure on that community.
Table 15: Individual OTUs showing high differential counts between conditions. Rows highlight in green indicate preference for negative potential, while rows in orange indicate preferences for positive potential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTU</th>
<th>0 mV - pre</th>
<th>0 mV - end</th>
<th>Differential</th>
<th>-400 mV - pre</th>
<th>-400 mV - end</th>
<th>Differential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhodocyclaceae_NR11127</td>
<td>5458</td>
<td>23656</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>14230</td>
<td>4374</td>
<td>-3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erysipelotrichaceae_356760</td>
<td>6124</td>
<td>17345</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>11911</td>
<td>8266</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomonadaceae_239924</td>
<td>32929</td>
<td>90060</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>46968</td>
<td>25531</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodocyclaceae_4357289</td>
<td>8535</td>
<td>19866</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>26130</td>
<td>22337</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptococcaceae_NR10598</td>
<td>1733</td>
<td>3749</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>3634</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>-5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptococcaceae_NR7022</td>
<td>4801</td>
<td>9679</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>10136</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>-5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterococcaceae_766768</td>
<td>22615</td>
<td>36062</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>45353</td>
<td>71338</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodospirillaceae_524625</td>
<td>41748</td>
<td>63620</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>62444</td>
<td>48565</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porphyromonadaceae_4305693</td>
<td>27072</td>
<td>39430</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>51892</td>
<td>35317</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachnospiraceae_4325509</td>
<td>118445</td>
<td>167413</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>92000</td>
<td>104171</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanobacteriaceae_547463</td>
<td>11064</td>
<td>14900</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12422</td>
<td>10356</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geobacteraceae_NR10426</td>
<td>76474</td>
<td>90637</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>90574</td>
<td>103361</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geobacteraceae_NR3759</td>
<td>62705</td>
<td>73377</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>74793</td>
<td>83454</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porphyromonadaceae_675063</td>
<td>53229</td>
<td>57442</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>25724</td>
<td>18006</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodocyclaceae_NR3977</td>
<td>9815</td>
<td>7503</td>
<td>-1.31</td>
<td>50558</td>
<td>17545</td>
<td>-2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synergistaceae_3121406</td>
<td>13039</td>
<td>6995</td>
<td>-1.86</td>
<td>11275</td>
<td>6793</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comamonadaceae_838837</td>
<td>19221</td>
<td>9271</td>
<td>-2.07</td>
<td>24255</td>
<td>27604</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geobacteraceae_NR10308</td>
<td>137513</td>
<td>27820</td>
<td>-4.94</td>
<td>35615</td>
<td>43335</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

Two MEC reactors enriched at -400 mV and 0 mV were investigated by reversing the potential to 0 and -400 mV, respectively, over short-term (48 hours) and long-term (3 weeks) periods to assess the changes in microbial community and the corresponding electrochemical performance. It was found that the reactor enriched at 0 mV showed lower current density after being exposed to -400 mV over the short-term as well as the long-term. This corresponded to a decrease in the population of Deltaproteobacteria in the community after the 3-week exposure period at -400 mV and an increase in Rhodocyclaceae. The reactor enriched at -400 mV, when poised at 0 mV, resulted in a very short term increase in current, but the average current density over the 48-hour and 3-week exposure period did not show much change. Community analysis indicated that population of Geobactereaceae and Comamonadaceae increased 12-22% after the long-term exposure to 0 mV. Chronopotentiometric analysis showed that up to 16 A/m² could be generated at a poised potential of -400 mV in the reactor enriched at -400 mV, however, only 8 A/m² could be generated in the reactor enriched at 0 mV. The results demonstrate that shifting the operation of anodes enriched at 0 mV to -400 mV does not improve electrochemical performance due to the inability of the community to adapt to the change.
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Abstract

Microbial communities have great potential as an alternative biocatalyst for conversion of lignocellulosic streams. Microbial communities have evolved to collectively carry out these functions for biomass-derived streams and this functionality can be deployed in systems such a microbial electrolysis cells to convert biorefinery streams into useful hydrogen. In the present study, an enriched high-performing community fed with a pyrolysis-derived aqueous phase was analyzed via metagenomics and transcriptomics to characterize the genetic potential of the community for biomass degradation, as well as uncover the active players involved in linking degradation to electron transfer to elucidate functional roles within the community and ecological interactions that drive high performance. An optimized assembly process resulted in the generation of 21 high-quality genomes form the microbial community. *Pelobacter propionicus* and *Robinsoniella peoriensis* were found to be the dominant strains in the community, making up nearly 50%. The former was demonstrated to possess novel exoelectrogenic behavior for its taxonomy, containing similar numbers of c-type cytochromes...
with expression of the essential OmcZ, in addition to a pilA sequence that was similar to the ultra-conductive *Geobacter metallireducens* pilA. *Robinsoniella peoriensis* strain contained a substantial number of biomass-degrading genes, with a total of 425 CDS for CAZy related genes. The large amount of Firmicutes in the population totaling 42.5%, and the community as whole containing 2735 CAZy CDs spread across different roles in lignocellulosic degradation highlights selective forces of biomass-derived streams, requiring robust fermenters and cellulolytic microbes to convert the biomass to electrons, which the community demonstrated with high efficiency.

**Introduction**

The microbial communities that nature evolves to couple the degradation of organic carbon to anaerobic respiration of solid metals/minerals are an important part of the global carbon cycle occurring in soil and marine sediments. Three general steps are commonly found to occur: hydrolysis, fermentation, and anaerobic respiration. In addition to evolving specific functional abilities within individual microbes, the microbial community as a whole must develop strategies to achieve complete conversion of biomass. Syntrophic interactions have been demonstrated even for simple fermentable substrates. However, additional strategies of division of labor and more complicated syntrophic partnerships are likely required for conversion of more complex biomass-derived streams. Bioelectrochemical systems provide a pseudo-controlled environment where these steps can be studied with the substitution of a solid carbon electrode as final electron acceptor.

Many exoelectrogenic species that can respire solid electrodes have been identified, mainly belonging to the phylum Proteobacteria and are represented by the model species *Geobacter*
sulfurreducens and Shewanella oneidensis. These model exoelectrogenic organisms have been heavily investigated utilizing simple substrates to identify components of the extracellular electron transfer chain, resulting in characterization of c-type cytochromes and pili proteins that have been linked to current generation\textsuperscript{6,7}. Despite continued growth of this field, little progress has been made in understanding microbial communities and the structure-function dynamics that allow for conversion of more complex, recalcitrant biomass-derived streams. Additionally, genetic and molecular investigation of exoelectrogens within bioanode communities utilizing real-world complex substrates has been under-investigated. Many different microbial taxa outside of model exoelectrogens and uncharacterized microbes can make up a substantial portion of anode communities while Geobacter species populations can be reduced\textsuperscript{8,9}. Thus, it is likely that additional exoelectrogenic microbes can develop competitive advantages when pure substrates are not used.

A deeper investigation is needed in order to understand the community structure and resulting interactions that develop with more complex substrates in order to enhance conversion and electricity generation. In order to effectively manage these communities and increase productivity for commercial applications, the community members needed for conversion of individual compounds within complex streams, as well as their exoelectrogen partners, need to be characterized. This information can lead to identifying the positive interactions linking bioconversion to electroactivity, as well as negative interactions and environmental conditions that decrease productivity.

Our previous work has demonstrated that the complex nature of this stream requires multiple fermenting groups capable of converting anhydrosugars, acids, aldehydes, ketones, furanic and phenolic compounds to be efficiently converted by the microbial community generating
exoelectrogenic intermediates such as acetic acid to produce electrons which will enable hydrogen production at the cathode. It was discovered that fermentative processes can be limiting in BOAP conversion to hydrogen in MEC. Our hypothesis was that if the fermentative members of the community can be identified, then strategies could be developed to increase their population to overcome the limitation in conversion of BOAP. In order to gain a better understanding of the active community members and their function roles in this system, an integrated ‘omics approach was utilized to identify individual microbes present in the community, and assess active expression coupled with metabolite information. Initial processing of the generated DNA and RNA data was carried out following the framework design by Albertson et al. and expanded by Ishii et al. as described in the methods. A metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analysis was conducted to assess the community structure and assess the functional ability of the consortium.

Methods

MEC operation and sampling

Replicate MEC reactors that have been in operation for >1.5 years under both continuous and batch conditions for conversion of a pyrolysis-derived bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) were used in this study. The reactors were operated at a continuous organic loading rate of 20 g/L-d BOAP for a period of 3 weeks, with media changes once per week. The anodes were constantly poised at an anode set potential of -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl. A recirculation loop from an external media reservoir was utilized to recycle unconverted compounds at a rate of 3.6 mL/min. The anode recirculation volume totaled 200 mL, with actual anode chamber making up 16 mL. A
sampling port was constructed on side of the anode compartment to sample the microbial community growing on the carbon felt electrode as shown in Appendix Figure 61. A 1.5 cm diameter hole was drilled into the back of the anode plate for each reactor, and a serum bottle rubber stopper was used to seal the hole. Metal plates were used to hold the stopper in place. This port could then be opened and closed rapidly as needed to remove anode felt cores for microbial sampling.

Reactor sampling

After 3 weeks of operation at 20 g/L-d BOAP loading to stabilize the microbial community, a media change was carried out and the reactor was operated for 46 hours, after which the 1st media sample was taken for metabolite analysis. After an additional 2 hours, a 2nd media sample was taken for metabolite analysis and the 1st community sample was taken. Both planktonic as well as biofilm samples were taken. This was done by first flushing 5 ml from the anode to sample the planktonic microbes, which was then followed by sampling of the biofilm via the port described above. A core of the carbon felt was cut out using a coring tool. The core sample was placed in a 1.5 ml sterile centrifuge tube containing RNAlater© and was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. The liquid sample was briefly pelleted and resuspended in RNAlater© and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Metagenomic and transcriptomic sequencing and assembly

DNA and RNA were co-extract using a MObio PowerBiofilm RNA Isolation Kit (Qiagen) with modification of the manufacturer’s instructions to allow co-extraction. The co-extracted DNA and RNA were then separated using the AllPrep DNA/ RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen).
The prepared DNA and DNAse treated RNA were sequenced via paired-end sequencing on Illumina HiSeq by Macrogen-Japan (ADD MORE DETAILS). Additionally, separate amplicon 16S rRNA sequencing using V3-V4 region was also carried out on the DNA samples by Macrogen-Japan. The de-novo assembly of raw metagenomic sequences was conducted using a process as previously described. Briefly, paired-end sequences from planktonic and biofilm community samples from the same reactor were co-assembled in CLC-genomics Workbench (Qiagen) using a bubble size of 700 and kmer size of 33. Contigs were filtered to include those sizes >500 bp. Contigs were then taxonomically assigned using PhyloPythiaS. Additionally, GC content was determined using methods from Albertson et al. Next, predicted gene sequences within the contigs were determined via MetaGeneMark to generate predicted gene sequences and corresponding amino acid files. All predicted amino acid sequences were functionally annotated based on KEGG orthologous (KO) groups using the KEGG Automatic Annotation Server. Proteins were also annotated to c-type cytochromes based on a CXXCH motif search, and those containing two or more occurrences of the motif may indicate multi-heme c-type cytochromes (MH-cytCs). Conserved protein orthologous groups of c-type cytochromes were used for family assignment.

Bin-genome and annotation

Bin-genome generation was carried out as previously described, with some additional steps. Read-mapping was carried out separately for planktonic and biofilm paired-end reads back to the co-assembled contigs, with the following parameters: mismatch cost = 2, insertion cost = 3, deletion cost = 3, length fraction = 0.7, and similarity = 0.95. Initial clusters were generated by plotting the average coverage of planktonic vs biofilm from read-mapping and then were refined.
using Cytoscape® and tetra nucleotide frequency method\textsuperscript{10}. The genome “completeness” of bin-genomes was also carried out as previously described\textsuperscript{11}, using 107 marker genes for bacteria and 137 marker genes for archaea.

\textit{Metabolite analysis}

Anode and cathode off-gas measurements were made up to the 1\textsuperscript{st} media sample at 46 hours, after which only cathode off-gas was measured. Gas collections were sampled via air-tight syringe on analyzed via gas chromatography (GC). Media samples taken for metabolite analysis were process for COD conversion and individual compounds as previously described\textsuperscript{8}. COD samples were added to Hach HR COD (20–1500 mg/L COD) vials and digested in a Hach DRB 200 reactor at 150°C for 2 h. Digested samples were allowed to cool to room temperature and analyzed on Spectronic 20 Genesys with absorbance readings taken at 620 nm. For HPLC, a Jasco 2000Plus (Jasco analytical instruments) equipped with PU-2089S Plus pump, a MD-2018 Plus Photodiode Array detector (PDA), a RI-2031 Plus intelligent RI detector was utilized with 5 mM H2SO4 mobile phase at flow-rate of 0.6 ml/min.

\textit{Calculations}

Performance and conversion efficiency were characterized by Coulombic efficiency (CE), cathodic conversion efficiency (CCE), hydrogen recovery (HRE), and were calculated as previously described\textsuperscript{8,16}. 
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Results and Discussion

Microbial Community Structure

The microbial community analyzed in the present study was obtained from MEC reactors that have been in operation for >1.5 years using a pyrolysis-derived bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP)\textsuperscript{8,13} as the substrate. The reactors were operated under continuous feeding mode at an OLR of 20 g/L-d BOAP for 3 weeks prior to the microbial sampling. BOAP is a complex mixture containing various biomass degradation products including levoglucosan, furfural, HMF, and acetic acid among others. Enhanced recovery of bins was achieved through a combined approach of initial clustering based on average coverage and GC-content (Appendix Figure 62, differential coverage binning, tetranucleotide frequencies and finally utilizing connection mapping through Cytoscape\textsuperscript{®}\textsuperscript{17}. The optimized assembly and bin-genome process resulted in the generation of 23 complete genomes >90% and 15 high-quality genomes determined by HMP criteria\textsuperscript{12,18}, with total bins accounting for 90% of reads generated while only requiring 6,844 contigs (Table 16) The microbial community contained two dominant bin-genomes referred to as Delta1 and Clost2, which were identified as strains of Pelobacter propionicus and Robinsoniella peoriensis. These two bins accounted for nearly half of the population at 23.4 and 21.8%, respectively. The 3\textsuperscript{rd} highest bin-genome was identified as Propioniciella superfundia at 4.8%. A host of additional Firmicutes led by Clostridia related organisms as well as Desulfovibrio, Bacteroidetes, were also present but to a lower degree <3%. Despite relatively high levels of acetate, a strain of Geobacter Sulfurreducens was found to be present at only ~1.2%. Additionally, methanogens were relatively suppressed at <2%. Separate 16S rRNA sequencing analysis was also carried out using V3-V4 region 16S rRNA sequence.
Table 16: Summary of results from bin-genome assembly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read frequency (Bin-genome)</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Contigs</th>
<th>Reads</th>
<th>Abundance (%)</th>
<th>GC%</th>
<th>No of ORF</th>
<th>No of KO</th>
<th>No of CytC</th>
<th>No of MHCyt C</th>
<th>Genome Comp (%)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>recA closest relatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delta1</td>
<td>4,640,266</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2403640</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>4067</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Pelobacter propionicus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost2</td>
<td>7,482,335</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>2926266</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>6120</td>
<td>3373</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>Robinsoniella peoriensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act3</td>
<td>3,145,829</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2919486</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>2873</td>
<td>1566</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Propionicicella superfundia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta4</td>
<td>4,998,079</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3816141</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>4485</td>
<td>2230</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Desulfovibrio fructosivorans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost5</td>
<td>2,707,881</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1333044</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>2623</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Eubacterium limosum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost6</td>
<td>3,104,592</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1711001</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>2961</td>
<td>1653</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Christensenella minuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bact7</td>
<td>4,975,196</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2607322</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>3887</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Proteiniphilum acetatigenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ery8</td>
<td>3,398,368</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1448485</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>3248</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Erysipelatoclostridium ramosum DSM 1402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unc9</td>
<td>1,004,858</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>632133</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Candidatus Saccharibacteria oral taxon TM7x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 16 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read frequency (Bin-genome)</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Contigs</th>
<th>Reads</th>
<th>Abundance (%)</th>
<th>GC% ave</th>
<th>No of ORF</th>
<th>No of KO</th>
<th>No of CytC</th>
<th>No of MHCytC</th>
<th>Genom e Comp (%)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>recA closest relatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clost10</td>
<td>3,367,57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>136623</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>3316</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Oscillibacter valericigenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met11</td>
<td>2,606,36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>114526</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>2652</td>
<td>1319</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Methanomassiliicoccus luminyensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha12</td>
<td>3,005,18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>119114</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>2756</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Rhodospirillum rubrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm13</td>
<td>3,035,82</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>124668</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>2878</td>
<td>1604</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Anaerotruncus colihominis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baci14</td>
<td>2,457,82</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>481781</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>2333</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Enterococcus saccharolyticus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act15</td>
<td>2,793,81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>975255</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>2551</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Propionicicella superfundia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta16</td>
<td>3,651,86</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>110264</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>3360</td>
<td>1703</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Geobacter soli/Sulfurreducens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm17</td>
<td>2,836,83</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>621328</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>2735</td>
<td>1407</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Pelotomaculum thermopropionicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost18</td>
<td>3,340,58</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>726912</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>1534</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Oscillibacter valericigenes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 16 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read frequency (Bin-genome)</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Contigs</th>
<th>Reads</th>
<th>Abundance (%)</th>
<th>GC% ave</th>
<th>No of ORF</th>
<th>No of KO</th>
<th>No of CytC</th>
<th>No of MHCytC</th>
<th>Genom e Comp (%)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>recA closest relatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clost19</td>
<td>2,977,316</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>661811</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>2907</td>
<td>1653</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Catabacter hongkongensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost20</td>
<td>2,581,910</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>614378</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>2377</td>
<td>1401</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Clostridium neopropionicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bact21</td>
<td>2,718,749</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>617358</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>2265</td>
<td>1135</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Prevotella bryantii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost22</td>
<td>5,887,669</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>115328</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>3216</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Clostridium cellubioarum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost23</td>
<td>3,059,276</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>675443</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>2879</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Ruminococcaceae bacterium AM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm24</td>
<td>1,102,229</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>210573</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Eggerthia catenaformis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act25</td>
<td>3,154,996</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>451062</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>3076</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Propionibacterium freudenreichii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act26</td>
<td>3,142,645</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>418804</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>3451</td>
<td>1767</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Microlunatus phosphovorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm27</td>
<td>3,437,189</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>400999</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3431</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Clostridium puriniylicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met28</td>
<td>1,050,980</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>123274</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Methanobrevibacter arboriphilus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bact29</td>
<td>2,475,609</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>278126</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>2552</td>
<td>1293</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Proteiniphilum acetatigenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clost30</td>
<td>10,206,562</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>958476</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>1068</td>
<td>5979</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Ruminococcus torques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta31</td>
<td>5,707,321</td>
<td>1419</td>
<td>426723</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>7234</td>
<td>3741</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Comamonas testosteroni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta32</td>
<td>5,003,068</td>
<td>1401</td>
<td>340728</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>7066</td>
<td>4025</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Acidovorax caeni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since full length 16S rRNA sequence was not determined, this method may not provide an accurate picture of the microbial community. The results showed that the data did not correspond well with the distribution observed via metagenomics analysis. For example, *Deltaproteobacteria* were determined to be 10.68% via 16s rRNA analysis, while core-gene analyses indicated a total of 26.95%. Additionally, the top organism identified via core-gene analyses: *Pelobacter propionicus*, was not successfully identified by 16S rRNA analysis. As reported previously, 16S rRNA analysis has many additional issues such as: different gene copy numbers for ribosomal RNA, compatibility of universal primers in addition to others that can alter the relative proportions of the assigned taxonomy. The use of a core-gene analysis can provide a more accurate picture of the community and with less bias.

**BOAP conversion and performance**

The overall electrochemical performance of the MEC reactor harboring the microbial community was used to get a first look into the metabolic capability of the community. At an OLR of 20 g/L-d BOAP, an average current density of 9.1 A/m² and H₂ productivity of 7.6 L/L-d were obtained (Figure 55a). The microbial community showed very high efficiency for converting BOAP into current, reaching an anode CE of 81.4% (Figure 55b). A comparatively lower HRE of 65.3% and a CCE of 80.2% were obtained, which can be attributed to pH gradients across the anode and cathode. The pH was controlled only in the anode and not the cathode whereby it increased to >13. The proton limitation in the cathode has been reported to lower the CCE and HRE. While conversion of substrate into electrons was high, overall COD removal was relatively low reaching 37.6% while electrical efficiency was 110.5%. GC analysis of off-gases indicated that 13.2% of the electrons were diverted to methane.
Figure 55: Electrochemical performance of microbial electrolysis cell at OLR of 20 g/L-d. CD: current density, HRE: Hydrogen recovery, CE: Coulombic efficiency, CCE: cathode conversion efficiency, EE: energy efficiency.
Thus, only 5.4% of electrons were lost to undefined sinks such as growth. It is likely that this resulted in the lower COD removal observed, allowing for the high efficiency of electrons directed to current.

**Biotransformation of compounds with BOAP**

A series of metabolite samples were taken from the effluent during BOAP conversion at 20 g/L-d and analyzed via HPLC. As outlined in the methods, a series of 3 samples were taken to assess conversion during normal poised conditions (Figure 56). Levoglucosan removal rate was the highest among all the substrates, since it was present at the highest concentration. Removal of acetic acid increased slightly prior to open-circuit stimulus, increasing from 5.3 to 7.34 mg/h. After apply open-circuit stimulus, which serves to halt acetate metabolism via exoelectrogenesis, acetate conversion decreased substantially and reversed to accumulation at -12.66 mg/h. Upon re-posing, acetate removal returned to 5.7 mg/h. The response of the exoelectrogen community to re-posing was not as strong as previously observed in terms acetate removal\(^5\), and it is possible that the high BOAP concentrations result in a less favorable environment for the exoelectrogens, providing a higher level of stress. Propionic acid displayed a similar trend of increasing in conversion prior to open-circuit, which then resulted in accumulation at rate of -4.4 mg/h. However, upon re-posing propionic acid metabolism did not recover and accumulation persisted at -5.4 mg/h. It may be that propionic acid metabolism is tied more strongly to that of exoelectrogenesis\(^20\), or may possibly be used directly\(^21\) but less preferentially by exoelectrogens, and thus the excess of acetic acid caused continued accumulation of propionic acid while acetate metabolism recovered. Additional compounds were removed at much lower rates did not display trends as a function of the electrode potential except for HMF, whose removal rate had been
slowly increasing up and through the open-circuit stimulus, but upon repoising, reduced 5-fold. It possible that upon re-poising, the re-engagement of acetate metabolism caused shifts in fermentative pathways that decreased flux through HMF conversion.

![Figure 56: Individual compound conversion during BOAP conversion. (CC) closed-circuit, (OC) open-circuit.](image)

**Microbial community metabolism**

To assess the broader metabolic activity of the assembled bin-genomes, marker genes associated with KEGG modules for metabolism related to respiration, specific substrates, glycolysis, and TCA cycle were selected\textsuperscript{12,14}. Additionally, carbohydrate active enzymes from the Cazy database were also analyzed\textsuperscript{22}. Gene expression levels based on mRNA-RPKM were normalized by DNA-RPKM for comparison among bin-genomes (Figure 57), and are discussed in the following sections.
Figure 57: Heatmap of metabolic activity of bin-genomes.
**Respiration activity**

Methanogenesis, sulfate reduction, nitrogen fixation, and exoelectrogenesis were occurring simultaneously in the community Figure 57. While methanogen bin-genome Met11 was found to be active, off-gas analysis indicated that a significant portion of electrons were not diverted through this pathway. Delta4 was identified as *Desulfovibrio fructosivorans* and was sole active microbe in sulfate reduction, utilizing ethanol as carbon source. Clost5, identified as *Eubacterium limosum* displayed activity in nitrogen-fixation as well as NADH oxidoreductases and electron transfer flavoproteins. Delta16, identified as the well-known exoelectrogen *Geobacter Sulfurreducens*, and the top bin-genome Delta1, identified as *P. propionicus* were the only active exoelectrogenic and acetate consuming microbes in the community. While Delta1 consisted of 23.4% of the population, Delta16 was present at much lower levels (~1.4%). *P. propionicus* has not been reported as an exoelectrogen until now, nor has it been identified as an acetate utilizing microbe. The genome sequence reported previously was found to lack the necessary redox machinery for these two traits\(^23\), however, it has lately been found to persist in some acetate fed BES systems\(^24\). Our study indicates an anomalous but novel feature of this organism, therefore a closer scrutiny is necessary. Furthermore, its phylogenetic proximity to *Geobacteraceae* also warrants a deeper investigation. Therefore, analysis of the core genes was carried out to confirm its identity. Using a method previously utilized for distinguishing between the Geobacteraceae and Pelobacteraceae families\(^25\), a blast alignment was done for the genes recA, gyrB, rpoB, and fusA (Appendix Table 17). *P. propionicus* was the highest %ID for all genes. Additionally, a phylogenetic tree was generated using KBase® based on a subset of COG domains, shown in Figure 58, further confirmation of the phylogenetic identity of Delta1.
Figure 58: Phylogenetic tree for Delta1 bin-genome.
Comparison of Delta1 EET machinery

To investigate the novel exoelectrogenic ability of Delta1 further, a cytochrome analysis and alignment of the pilA gene, essential for pili formation in Geobacter strains, was carried out. Cytochrome analyses revealed Delta1 contained more total cytochromes (108) and multi-heme cytochromes (71) compared to Delta16, *G. sulfurreducens*. Furthermore, RNA analysis showed Delta1 had high expression of OmcX, Q, E and Z. OmcZ has been determined to be one of the most essential cytochromes for extracellular electron transfer (EET)\(^{26-28}\). Alignment of pilA against *P. propionicus* DSM as well as *G. sulfurreducens* and *G. metallireducens* also revealed some interesting results. Vargas et al. identified 5 aromatic residues in the pilA sequence that implicated in conductive abilities, which are highlighted in white in Figure 59.\(^{29}\) The pilA sequence of Delta1 and the two Geobacter strains contain all 5 aromatic residues in the positions identified in that study. Additionally, expression of the pilA gene from *G. metallireducens* in *G. sulfurreducens* recently resulted in a 5000-fold improvement in conductivity, possibly due to a higher density of aromatic residues in the pilA gene *G. metallireducens*.\(^{30}\) Looking closer at the pilA sequence alignment, Delta1 also contains additional aromatic residues similar to that of *G. metallireducens*, indicating the potential for enhance conductivity in this organism.

![Figure 59: Alignment of pilA gene of Delta1 with other Pelobacter and Geobacter species. White letters highlight important aromatic residues.](image-url)
Fermentative metabolism

Fermentative organisms within *Firmicutes* make up the largest portion of the population at 42.5%, displaying high activity for central metabolism via glycolysis. Firmicutes have been identified in the community as bin-genomes Clost2 and Clost6. These showed high expression of multiple sugar transport systems, as well as enzymes related to ribose, xylose, and xylulose metabolism. Thus, it is likely that this organism is heavily involved in the degradation of hemicellulose related compounds. Act3 and Clost5 bins and displayed high expression for propanediol dehydratases and ethanolamine utilization proteins as well as propanediol-acting alcohol dehydrogenases. These organisms are likely fermenting diols and with Act3 likely producing propionic acid in addition to acetic acid and other VFAs. Bin-genome Ey8 showed high activity for cellobiose specific enzymes, indicating a cellulolytic role. Clost10 displayed high expression of genes uncharacterized in the KEGG database, and additional BLAST analysis could not pin down specific metabolisms, but propanediol as well as butanol related enzymes were found. To better characterize the ability of the fermentative organisms with many uncharacterized active genes likely related to biomass degradation, carbohydrate active enzymes were assessed through the CAZy database as described below.

Assessment of lignocellulosic active enzymes

BOAP is a complex mixture containing hundreds of biomass degradation products and requires a diverse and strong fermentative population. The predicted protein sequences from the assembled bin-genomes were aligned through the CAZy database\textsuperscript{22} to identify lignocellulose-degrading enzymes likely needed to convert many of the compounds within BOAP. A total of...
2735 CDSs for CAZy related genes were identified with e-value cut-off of $10^{-4}$. Of those 1075 glycoside hydrolases (GH), 798 glycosyl transferases (GT), 308 carbohydrate esterases (CE), 219 carbohydrate-binding domains (CBM), 136 auxillary activities (AA), and 18 polysaccharide lyases (PL) (Figure 60A). By comparison, a recent study assessing CAZy genes from a thermophilic cellulolytic community found 691 CDSs—a 4-fold less than that observed in this study. The Clost2 bin-genome, present at 21.8%, contained a substantial amount of CAZy related genes with 425 total CDSs. 26.8% of the glycoside hydrolases (288 CDs) found within this single bin, indicating a large role in the conversion of biomass-derivatives within BOAP. The largest number of CDSs were found for the families GH43, GH109, GH29, GH78 which contain, α-N-acetylgalactosaminidase, β-xylosidase, alpha-L-fucosidase and other enzymes related to hemicellulose degradation as well as enzymes involved in large polysaccharide hydrolysis such as alpha-L-fucosidase alpha-L-rhamnosidase. Clost2 also contains 55 glycosyl transferase and 36 carbohydrate esterase CDSs, including acetyl xylan esterases. The high number and diversity of CAZy related genes in this bin indicate a robust role. The 425 CAZY-related CDSs is higher than many top organisms identified from a thermophilic consortia adapted to degrade switchgrass. Bact7 had the 2nd highest number of GH family CDSs with 233. Highly represented families included GH2, which contains cellulose-degrading enzymes such as beta-galactosidase. GH109 was also present in high amounts, encoding a α-N-acetylgalactosaminidase involved in hemicellulose degradation. Bact7 also contained a high amount of CE CDSs, including CE1 encoding an acetyl xylan esterase that helps solubilize xylan linkages for degradation. Bin-genome Act3 contains 42 GT CDSs including sucrose and cellulose synthase enzymes as well as 26 GH CDs, including GH13 alpha-amylases.
Figure 60: CDSs associated with carbohydrate-degrading enzymes.
**Conclusions**

The optimized assembly process resulted in the capture of approximately 90% of the sequenced reads into bin-genomes producing, 21 high-quality genomes form the microbial community. The community was dominated by two strains related to *Pelobacter propionicus* and *Robinsoniella peoriensis*. The former was demonstrated to possess novel exoelectrogenic behavior for its taxonomy, containing similar numbers of c-type cytochromes with expression of the essential OmcZ, in addition to a pilA sequence which was similar to the ultra-conductive *Geobacter metallireducens* pilA. *Robinsoniella peoriensis* strain contained a substantial number of biomass-degrading genes, with a total of 425 CDS for CAZy related genes. The large amount of Firmicutes in the population totaling 42.5%, and the community as whole containing 2735
CAZy CDs spread across different roles in lignocellulosic degradation highlights selective forces of biomass-derived streams, requiring robust fermenters and cellulolytic microbes to convert the biomass to electrons, which the community demonstrated with high efficiency. The omics analysis thus identified key microbes responsible for the fermentative and exoelectrogenic function in the community, which can be manipulated to optimize MEC performance. To increase productivity further and increase removal rates without losing efficiency, further elucidation of functional roles of the active microbes may be necessary such that the positive interactions can be sustained leading to high performance.
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Appendix

Figure 61: Schematic of MEC reactor design and sampling port.
Figure 62: Metagenome contig binning based on average coverage and GC content.
Table 17: Core gene analysis of *Pelobacter Propionicus* using recA, gyrB, rpoB, fusA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>%ID</th>
<th>E-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recA</td>
<td>Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379, complete genome</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter metallireducens GS-15, complete genome</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter pickeringii strain G13, complete genome</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter anodireducens strain SD-1, complete genome</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens strain AM-1 genome</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens PCA, complete genome</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gyrB</td>
<td>Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379, complete genome</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter lovleyi SZ, complete genome</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sp. M18, complete genome</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter pickeringii strain G13, complete genome</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens strain AM-1 genome</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens PCA, complete genome</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpoB</td>
<td>Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379, complete genome</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter daltonii FRC-32, complete genome</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter metallireducens GS-15, complete genome</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter lovleyi SZ, complete genome</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter uraniireducens Rf4, complete genome</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter pickeringii strain G13, complete genome</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter anodireducens strain SD-1, complete genome</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens strain AM-1 genome</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens PCA, complete genome</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fusA</td>
<td>Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379, complete genome</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter lovleyi SZ, complete genome</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter uraniireducens Rf4, complete genome</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter metallireducens GS-15, complete genome</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter daltonii FRC-32, complete genome</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter pickeringii strain G13, complete genome</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens strain AM-1 genome</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens PCA, complete genome</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fusA</td>
<td>Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379, complete genome</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter lovleyi SZ, complete genome</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sp. M18, complete genome</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sp. M21, complete genome</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter bemidjiensis Bem, complete genome</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens strain AM-1 genome</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens PCA, complete genome</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fusA</td>
<td>Pelobacter propionicus DSM 2379, complete genome</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens strain AM-1 genome</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geobacter sulfurreducens PCA, complete genome</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FINAL DISCUSSION**

**Correlating performance to OLR**

To better elucidate the association between operational OLR and performance, principle component analysis (PCA) was carried using the data from both replicate reactors at each OLR tested from CHAPTER I (Figure 63). Performance values of CE, HRE, CCE, H$_2$ productivity (HP), and current density (CD) were included. The 4 conditions were low loading and high flow-rate (L-H), low loading and low flow-rate (L-L), high loading and high flow-rate (H-H), and finally high loading and low flow-rate (H-L). Additionally, each quadrant pair can be analyzed for its shared operational condition, either OLR or flow-rate. The results indicate that for all performance variables, higher flow-rate is associated with better performance, with all arrows directed in the upper two quadrants. Within this quadrant pair for high flow-rate, efficiency values for CE and HRE correlated more with lower OLR while CCE and productivity metrics of HP and CD correlated more strongly with higher loading. Thus, the main correlation is the negative relationship between OLR and CE/HRE, i.e. more electrons are diverted away from sinks outside of current and hydrogen as OLR increases.

The correlation results can be explained and potential pathways for improvement can be identified by linking the parameters to the biochemical aspects of the anode. The low CE and HRE at higher OLR may be limited by the biofilm thickness or microbial density in the anode, leading to diversion of electrons to growth but needs to be investigated further.
Figure 63: Principal component analysis of operational conditions and performance metrics. (L-H); 2 g/L-d, 4 mL/min. (L-L); 2 g/L-d, 0.4 mL/min. (H-H); 20 g/L-d, 4 mL/min. (H-L); 20 g/L-d, 0.4 mL/min.
Correlating feeding regime to MEC performance

With strong evidence for the impact of substrate on community development, the changes in performance and structure are likely driven by the substrate BOAP, and concentration of its individual components at the levels tested. The conclusions reached for the impact of batch vs continuous addition found a heavy influence from observed changes in individual compound biotransformation as underlying factors impacting current output, COD removal, and CE as function of feeding regime (batch vs continuous) and loading/concentration level (low vs high). Principal component analysis was carried to further elucidate these relationships (Figure 64). The substrate variables are in terms of working concentration rather than percent removal. Thus, higher concentrations of propionic acid, acetate, and catechol are negatively correlated with CE and COD removal which have zero correlation to current density. On the surface, higher acetate and propionic acid concentrations should provide more substrate for exoelectrogens leading to higher current and good CE. However, the positive correlation of higher acetate concentrations with higher concentrations of catechol and higher diversion of electrons to undefined sinks is symptomatic for repressing exoelectrogenesis. These 3 variables are all found correlating to the high batch condition, indicating the high concentration of BOAP related compounds prevents full utilization of acetate and diversion of electrons to growth and other undefined sinks, decreasing anode efficiency while not resulting in any positive correlation for higher current at the high BOAP concentrations. Thus, proper community enrichment in a progressive fashion is needed to develop a denser biocatalyst to handle the more recalcitrant compounds within BOAP, to prevent their accumulation which appears to result in loss in performance.
Figure 64: Principal component analysis of feeding regime and substrate concentrations related to performance.

**Trends in MEC performance resulting from anode potential shift**

Looking deeper into the microbial community response to electrode potential, we can see clearly from Figure 65 that shifting each reactor to the opposite potential level did not result in equivalent short-term responses. The -400 mV reactor was able to maintain and achieve performance after the shift similar to the 0 mV reactor at that level. Thus, conversion of BOAP in current was not inhibited, and both the ‘-400 mV – end’ and ‘0 mV –pre’ were positively correlated with H₂ productivity, and acetate removal rate. However, the 0 mV microbial community did not have the same response, and was unable to mimic the performance of the -400 mV enriched community at that level. This resulted in drop in performance and negative correlation with current density and CE. However, as described in corresponding chapter that
detailed these experiments, proton transport and cathode limitations likely allowed for protons and electrons produced prior to the shift to contribute to H\textsubscript{2} production after the shift, resulting in a positive correlation in CCE and electrical efficiency. The strong correlation between loss in current output and CE provide further evidence that shifting more negative potentials provides stronger selective pressure due to the loss in energy gain available to the microbes, disadvantaging microbes that have been enriched to utilize more positive redox machinery. However, the experiments and long-term studies carried out with -400 mV reactor indicate that if direct enrichment is carried out, the anode community can develop to perform at these more negative anode potentials by utilizing more negative potential terminal cytochromes that can sustain high rates of electron transfer.

Figure 65: PCA after anode potential shift. (AA); acetic acid, (onsetP); onset potential, (Vavg); average cell voltage.
Correlating operational conditions to performance and microbial community structure

To gain additional insight into the relationship between MEC performance and the operating conditions highlighted in the previous sections, incorporating additional observations in the form of microbial taxa will serve to provide a foundation on which to identify optimal community structures that will result in the best performance for the desired operational condition and output metrics. Combining experimental data from the previous chapters, categorical descriptions were simplified to low, medium, and high loading and batch or continuous addition. Additionally, positive or negative was used to described specific electrode potential conditions (Figure 66). It is clear that high continuous loading rates result in the highest \( \text{H}_2 \) productivity by allowing high concentrations of substrate to be added without large substrate spikes that can alter metabolism and lead to accumulation of phenolic intermediates and subsequently acetic acid and propionic acid, reducing current as was seen in the fed-batch experiment at 2.5 g/L. To this end, the high batch levels are negatively correlated with COD removal as accumulation of those compounds starts to occur. Meanwhile, COD removal was positively correlated with more positive anode potentials, likely due to the higher energy gain available to the microbes, resulting increased COD removal to growth and other electron sinks. For anode efficiency, we can see that CE is most strongly correlated to low continuous organic loadings, that prevent diversion of electrons to undefined sinks, but which also results in low current and \( \text{H}_2 \) output evidenced by the negative correlation related to those parameters. Now moving to the microbial taxa trends, we can see that *Deltaproteobacteria* are most strongly correlated to \( \text{H}_2 \) productivity and high continuous loading.
Increased hydrogen and current output are observed at the high continuous loading, which is supplied by the growing exoelectrogen population as it feeds on the higher amounts of acetate produced at that level. *Euryaracheota* are also positively correlated with these parameters as more substrate results in more fermentation and more production of intermediates like H$_2$ and CO$_2$ for use by methanogens. The *Firmicutes* population is most strongly correlated with CCE and high batch loading. The high batch loading is a strong selective force for growth of this fermenting phylum as saturating amounts of fermentable substrates are added and thus, do not show any correlation to H$_2$ output and CE. The additional taxonomic groups of *Alphaproteobacteria, Betaproteobacteria,* and *Bacteroidetes* show a strong correlation with CE.
and low continuous substrate loading. The reasons for this may be two-fold, in that these microbes may be playing a syntrophic and scavenging role that positively contributes to high anode efficiencies. Additionally, these microbes may be more sensitive to recalcitrant compounds and may also be outcompeted by *Firmicutes* resulting in decline in these groups at higher loading, leading to positive correlation with low substrate loadings. The PCA and CCA results demonstrate the intricate relationship among operating parameters, their impact on microbial community structure, and the performance that results from the interaction of the two. The negative correlations between high output and efficiency are driven by impacts on the metabolic pathways of the microbial community, and thus enrichment of key members must take place to prevent cascading impacts that can be detrimental to performance.
FINAL CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive study of bioelectrochemical conversion of biomass-derived bio-oil aqueous phase (BOAP) to hydrogen using a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) was undertaken. This included development of an anode community capable of efficient conversion of BOAP and a detailed analysis of the electrochemical, biochemical and genomic aspects of the MEC. The following conclusions were derived from the study.

The research demonstrated that a microbial community capable of efficient conversion of a lignocellulosic-derived stream to electrons and hydrogen can be accomplished via targeted enrichment. An initial hydrogen productivity of 4.3 L/L-day was obtained with an anode coulombic efficiency of 54 ± 6.5%, cathode coulombic efficiency of 94 ± 5.5% and a hydrogen recovery of 50 ± 3.2% at an organic loading rate of 10 g/L-day. The robust microbial community contained a variety of microbial families with population densities ranging from 5-20% based on 16S rRNA analysis. The diversity was likely due to the multiple classes of compounds present in the biomass-derived streams including fatty acids, anhydrosugars, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, furans and phenolic compounds. Geobacteraceae, the primary known exoelectrogenic family, only made up 7-10% of the population, while other Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes formed the remaining major part of the community.

The MEC process was investigated to understand the impact of process parameters on reactor performance by studying organic loading rate (OLR) and flow rate, while holding concentration constant. Both mass transfer and kinetic limitations were identified to exist in the MEC, depending on the operating conditions. Alleviation of the mass transfer issues was achieved via control of flow rate and OLR. A flow rate of 3.6 mL/min through the MEC anode
was found to minimize mass transfer issues. Substrate limitations were also identified, which were partially alleviated at higher loading rates. Due to the complex nature of the BOAP, a minimum, two-step conversion process was found to be necessary, which included fermentation and exoelectrogenesis. A recycle of the anode stream enabled higher retention time of the substrate in the MEC, minimizing the kinetic limitations at higher flow rates. The benefits of higher flow-rate were masked during one-pass operation due to lower conversion of more complex substrates, resulting in decreased conversion efficiency (ACE), which dropped from 57.9% to 9.9%. Introducing recycle coupled the benefits of faster flow-rate to high conversion rate, resulting in increased COD removal, anode efficiency and current/hydrogen output. A 74.3% COD removal was demonstrated using such an operation, which is remarkable considering the complexity of the biomass-derived substrate.

The impact of process conditions on microbial community was investigated as a follow up to the experiments investigating one-pass vs. recycle operation. This revealed a strong correlation between substrate loading/concentration and the microbial composition. The performance and microbial communities developed during lower loading and flow-rate conditions were reproducible and similar. *Deltaproteobacteria* did increase at the low flow-rate due to higher substrate concentrations of acetate, but did not result in higher performance due to reduced mass transfer at the lower flow rate. At higher substrate loadings, *Deltaproteobacteria* continued to increase but an increase in the population of Firmicutes was also observed. Looking deeper at the changes in *Deltaproteobacteria*, multiple exoelectrogenic strains from the Geobacteraceae family were found to be present under different conditions. The substrate loading affected which *Geobacter* strain/s was dominant in the anode. This implied that a certain trait resulting from the use of higher concentration, such as inhibition tolerance, etc. may be
dictating which microbes can survive in the anode. Furthermore, additional microbes such as *Betaproteobacteria* also changed and were substantially reduced under those conditions. An electron balance showed that more electrons were diverted to undefined sinks at higher loadings, which may have been due to a multi-pronged effect, including a shift in metabolism as evidenced by propionic acid accumulation and a reduction in catechol conversion, as well as increase in population of Firmicutes and *Deltaproteobacteria*. The results provide a basis for optimization of the MEC performance by manipulating the growth or feeding regimes during MEC start-up or initial biofilm development. Alternately, specific exoelectrogenic strains can be isolated, separately grown and introduced to bioaugment the community for achieving higher performance.

To further investigate how the microbial community works to convert BOAP into electrons, a detailed investigation of the reaction products and intermediates and the conversion mechanism was undertaken covering a range of substrate and electrode conditions in batch operation mode. A maximum productivity of $9.35 \pm 1.73$ L/L-d with BOAP was achieved using the switchgrass-derived BOAP. The productivity was increased 3-fold to $27.6 \pm 5.29$ L/L-d using pure acetic acid, demonstrating the potential exoelectrogenic capability of the system. The enriched microbial community demonstrated efficient and simultaneous conversion of a wide range of compounds through a synergistic, division of labor strategy and multi-substrate syntrophy. The complex system was investigated via an open-circuit stimulus-response experiment, which demonstrated acetic acid as a primary branching point between fermentation and exoelectrogenesis. An electron balance showed that the biomass electrons were directed to acetic acid at an efficiency of 68.3% during the open-circuit stimulus provided in the first 4 hours, which increased to ~80% by the end of the run. However, a rate analysis indicated that the rate of
fermentation and conversion of BOAP to produce intermediates which could serve as substrates for exoelectrogenesis limited the system productivity. The experiments provided an understanding of the biocomplexity of bioelectrochemical systems for conversion of biomass-derived streams.

To assess the impact of feeding regime on fermentation limitations and the microbial interactions for BOAP conversion, a direct comparison of the fed-batch and continuous feeding of substrate was conducted at low and high loading conditions. This revealed that the continuous feeding process can solve many problems which limited the performance under fed-batch conditions. The limitations were found to arise from accumulation of phenolic and acidic intermediates. Furthermore, the high concentration observed under fed-batch conditions lead to excessive growth of fermenters with significant loss of electrons to undefined sinks. Inhibition of some exoelectrogens was also observed at high concentration under fed-batch conditions, which did not happen under continuous feeding conditions. Thus, continuous feeding of the substrate is a better option for MEC operation.

To probe deeper into selective pressures on the exoelectrogenic community members, variation in the anode potential was explored, which alters the energy available to the microbes passing electrons to the terminal electrode. A long-term exposure of the anode consortia enriched at -400 mV and 0 mV vs Ag/AgCl resulted in a gradual divergence of the resulting bioanode midpoint potentials by >100 mV over a period of 6 months. Cyclic voltammetry revealed a shift in peak current production to more negative potentials for the reactor poised at -400 mV. Furthermore, chronopotentiometry indicated very different profiles, showing a difference of 500 mV in the potential required to achieve a current of 15 mA (equivalent to 12 A/m²). The experiments were conducted using the switchgrass-derived BOAP, making this study unique
with potential for biorefinery application for production of hydrogen, fuels or chemicals. Operation at -400 mV resulted in a 1.5-fold higher electrical efficiency reaching 164.9%, while marginally reducing hydrogen recovery by 1.0%. The results provide evidence for adaptation of complex communities to optimize applied potential, while reducing energy input for electrolysis. The community developed here can serve as a model system to understand complex community-function relationships.

To gain a better understanding of all active members of the microbial community, shotgun metagenomics and RNA-seq were carried out during high continuous loading to gain a more in-depth understanding of the structure-function relationship of the community. This was conducted by operating the MEC under continuous feeding at high BOAP loading. An optimized assembly and bin-genome process resulted in the capture of approximately 90% of the sequenced reads into bin-genomes producing, 21 high-quality genomes form the microbial community. The community was found to be dominated by two strains: Pelobacter propionicus and Robinsoniella peoriensis. The former was demonstrated to possess novel exoelectrogenic behavior for its taxonomy, containing similar numbers of c-type cytochromes with expression of the essential OmcZ, in addition to a pilA sequence which was similar to the ultra-conductive Geobacter metallireducens pilA. Robinsoniella peoriensis strain contained a substantial number of biomass-degrading genes, with a total of 425 CDS for CAZy related genes. The large amount of Firmicutes in the population totaling 42.5%, and the community as whole containing 2735 CAZy CDs spread across different roles in lignocellulosic degradation highlights selective forces of biomass-derived streams, requiring robust fermenters and cellulolytic microbes to convert the biomass to electrons, which the community demonstrated with high efficiency. The omics analysis thus identified key microbes responsible for the fermentative and exoelectrogenic
function in the community, which can be manipulated to optimize MEC performance.

The resulting data form all operational conditions tested were then analyzed via principle component analysis (PCA) and canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) within and across the operational conditions tested to provide stronger evidence for correlations between operating conditions, performance, and microbial taxa. High OLR and H₂ productivity correlated with *Deltaproteobacteria*, while Firmicutes corresponded strongly to high fed-batch feedings, due to substrate availability for fermentation. Anode CE was strongly correlated to low OLRs, which both correlated with the presence of *Alphaproteobacteria*, *Betaproteobacteria*, and Bacteroidetes. The negative correlations between high output and efficiency are driven by impacts on the metabolic pathways of the microbial community, and thus enrichment of key members must take place to prevent cascading impacts that can be detrimental to performance. Proper enrichment to particular operating conditions is key to this but must be investigated further at the molecular level to prevent the diversion of electrons to undefined sinks at higher loadings while preventing growth and providing conditions that promote community interactions leading to enhanced current output. The collective results advance the understanding of how microbial communities work to degrade biomass-related streams through fermentative, syntrophic, and exoelectrogenic interactions and how control of the operating conditions is essential to manage and enhance reactor and community performance.
RECOMMENDATIONS

While the results from this research considerably advanced the state of the art and knowledge on anode microbial communities in microbial electrolysis cells, further work is necessary to increase and sustain productivities to beyond 20 L/L-day to garner commercial consideration. This research effectively developed a robust microbial community with different interacting groups that efficiently directed different classes of compounds through acetic acid for use by exoelectrogens to produce electrons. However, the evidence shows that at the highest concentration levels tested, this efficient metabolism is impacted, resulting in the accumulation of phenolic and organic acids that likely inhibit the exoelectrogen population and possibly other syntrophic groups coupled to a substantial diversion of electrons to undefined sinks and a decreased performance. While use of 16S rRNA gene analysis can provide limited functional insights into the community, this analysis allowed us to observe shifts in community structure tied to changes in metabolism that indicate functional shifts are occurring at higher concentrations, allowing us to make conclusions about detrimental community shifts and symptoms of bad performance based on these changes and metabolite data that impacts overall community function and reactor performance. The underlying molecular mechanisms driving the observed changes must be better understood so that community structure can be effectively managed at higher loadings to sustain high performance for commercial considerations.

Future work should probe deeper into the sources of electron losses at higher loadings, elucidating the undefined sinks that incorporate growth and additional pathways for electron diversion. Included in this is better determination of the onset of intracellular storage polymers and how these can be abated in addition to how growth can be limited as well as directed toward
needed groups to prevent the negative changes in metabolite profiles observed at higher concentrations. Stable isotope probing could provide powerful means to elucidate the pathways of carbon flow in the system including growth and storage, and how different conditions impact flux of carbon as well as electrons through undesirable as well as desirable pathways. Once better understood, additional environmental controls can be explored to select against these pathways and enhance the driving biochemical force for direction of electrons to current. Likewise, further understanding the biofilms ability and triggers for storing charge extracellularly should be investigated to understand how system limitations may contribute to this and how improvements in reactor design may alleviate it. This will allow establishment of conditions that can enhance fermentation rate and electron flow to acetate without inhibiting exoelectrogenesis. Exploring increased tolerance by exoelectrogens can enhance this as well as enrichment of microbes for detoxification to prevent cascading affects of inhibitory concentrations. Continued efforts in these areas can lead to the development of an optimal microbial community management strategy for developing stable and high performing electroactive biofilms while contributing to overall strategies for engineering microbial communities for additional industrial applications.
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